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Rare earth ion doped glasses find applications in optical and photonic devices such as 

optical windows, laser, and optical amplifiers, and as model systems for immobilization of 

nuclear waste. Macroscopic properties of these materials, such as luminescence efficiency and 

phase stability, depend strongly on the atomic structure of these glasses. In this thesis, I have 

studied the atomic level structure of rare earth doped silicate and aluminophosphate glasses by 

using molecular dynamics simulations. Extensive comparisons with experimental diffraction and 

NMR data were made to validate the structure models. Insights on the local environments of rare 

earth ions and their clustering behaviors and their dependence on glass compositions have been 

obtained. 

In this thesis, MD simulations have been used to investigate the structure of Eu2O3-doped 

silica and sodium silicate glasses to understand the glass composition effect on the rare earth ions 

local environment and their clustering behaviors in the glass matrix, for compositions with low 

rare earth oxide concentration (~1mol%). It was found that Eu–O distances and coordination 

numbers were different in silica (2.19-2.22 Å and 4.6-4.8) from those in sodium silicate (2.32 Å 

and 5.8). High tendencies of Eu clustering and short Eu-Eu distances in the range 3.40-3.90 Å 

were observed in pure silica glasses as compared to those of silicate glasses with much better 

dispersed Eu3+ ions and lower probability to form clusters. The results show Eu3+ clustering 

behavior dependence on the system size and suggest for low doping levels, over 12,000 atoms to 



obtain statistical meaningful results on the local environment and clustering for rigid silica-based 

glasses.  

The structures of four cerium aluminophosphate glasses have also been studied using MD 

simulations for systems of about 13,000 atoms to investigate aluminum and cerium ion 

environment and their distribution. P5+ and Al3+ local structures were found stable while those of 

Ce3+ and Ce4+ ions, through their coordination numbers and bond lengths, are glass composition-

dependence. Cerium clusters were found in the high cerium glasses.P5+ coordination numbers 

around cerium revealed the preference of phosphorus ions in the second coordination shell. Total 

structure factors from MD simulations and experimental diffraction results show a general 

agreement from comparison for all the cerium aluminophosphate glasses and with compositional 

changes up to 25 Å-1. Aluminum enters the phosphate glass network mainly as AlO4 and AlO5 

polyhedra only connected through corner sharing to PO4 tetrahedra identified by Q1
1(1 AlOx), Q1

2(2 

AlOx), Q2
1(1 AlOx), and Q2

2(2 AlOx) species. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction 

Mankind first learned to produce glass in ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt about 5000 

years ago, when glass items were regarded as objects of luxury because of their rarity. Since 

then, the omnipresence of glass in our life and everyday environment make us tend to ignore the 

importance of glass in our modern life. Indeed,  as one of the oldest as well as one of the newest 

material in the world, glass has a wide range of usages, from the traditional uses of glass as 

containers (bottles, utensils, drinking glass, etc.) and structural partitions (such as windows, 

external glass wall) to the extraordinary fiber optic cables used in the communications industry.  

Glass can be divided into oxide and non-oxide glasses based on their compositions, with 

the most widely used and historically the most important method of formation being the melt and 

quench technique. Oxides, chemical compounds containing oxygen, are the components of oxide 

glasses contrary to non-oxide glasses made from compounds that contain the VI group elements 

such as sulfur, selenium, and tellurium instead of oxygen. Most important oxide glasses include 

silicate glasses (based on SiO2) and phosphate glasses (based on P2O5), which are the focus on 

research of this thesis, borate glasses (based on B2O3), and germanate glasses (based GeO2). 

Originally, a mixture of the essential oxides of silica (SiO2) and sodium (Na2O), obtained from 

raw materials such as sea sand, marine shells, and seaweed, is heated to a high temperature to 

melt into a liquid state. With a rapid cooling, the melt does not crystallize, but keeps the 

properties of viscous liquid before it solidifies into a rigid solid state without further structural 

changes. This technique of glass making has been deeply improved and differs accordingly 

depending on the adequate properties and applications the glass is made for.    
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The versatility of glass materials enabling new formulations is evidenced through their 

chemical, physical, and in particular optical properties that make them indispensable components 

in high technology. They are suitable for many applications such as flat glass, container glass, 

optics and optoelectronics material, thermal insulator, environmental contaminants storage 

(nuclear waste storage), etc. Thus, glass materials play essential roles in lighting devices, 

scientific, medical and industrial equipment, which is well illustrated by silica glasses used as 

optical fiber because of their extremely high transparency in the near infrared range, so they can 

transport signals without attenuation over long distances [1, 2]. 

This information transmission feature, associated with other important ones including 

radiation -absorption or transmission, and especially emission properties, just to cite a few, can 

be used in silicate and phosphate glasses which are adequate carriers or media. But these media 

are made active with the change in their composition consisting of the addition of rare earth (RE) 

elements suitable for specific applications. This led to extensive research on rare earth elements 

doped glasses conducted in the past few decades and has resulted in major applications taking 

advantage of the specificities of rare earth elements. Many of the successes range from the 

neodymium-doped YAG laser in 1974 to erbium doped fibers in optical amplifiers that 

revolutionized telecommunications [1-4] through europium red phosphors for color televisions 

and computer screens. Increased demand for active optical systems with high performance 

involves high rare earth doping levels. A high concentration of rare earth leads to problems of 

solubility and non-radiative decay between rare earth ions as a result of rare earth ions clustering 

which is extensively investigated through three different methods of clustering analysis in silica 

and silicate glasses in this thesis.  This structural defect, taking its origin from the local structure 

of the active rare earth ions, and  degrading the performance via quenching effects is not always 
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detected experimentally, either because of the limitation of the technique, or due to the 

insufficient number of rare earth ions in the glass system. Several studies reported the absence of 

clusters of rare earth ions in silica glasses where they were expected [5, 6], which would imply 

the existence of the size effect on this structural phenomenon.  Hence, silica glasses known to 

have a rigid network and capable of accommodating just a small rare earth concentration (just 

some tenths) has been chosen to study the size effect on the structure and clustering of rare-earth 

elements in silica and sodium silicate. The study revealed that silica glasses are more sensitive to 

size effect than sodium silicate glasses. In addition, the structural role of sodium on rare-earth 

ions solubility has been assessed as well. 

In addition to the limiting factor which is the low solubility of rare earth ions in silicate 

glasses, it should be noted the use of increasingly greater  optical fiber devices and fiber lasers, 

solar cells or any optical systems in  high degrading environments that include space, nuclear 

plants, storage sites for nuclear waste, etc. These environments are characterized by the presence 

of ionizing radiations such as ultra violet (UV), X-rays, gamma-rays, electron, neutron and 

proton which affect the performance of optical devices in terms of transmittance losses, 

absorption bands, all primarily originated from bond breakings that induce point defects or color 

centers in irradiated glasses. These defects include hole trapped, electron trapped, non-bridging 

oxygen hole centers (NBOHC) in silicate glasses and phosphorus-oxygen hole centers (POHC) 

in phosphate-based glasses [7]. Cerium has been found more effective to prevent the formation 

of color centers through the most probable mechanism of electron traps and hole traps. This has 

been  attributed  to its variable valence and intrinsic absorption bands in the ultra violet (UV) at 

314 nm and 240 nm respectively for Ce3+ and Ce4+, making cerium more desirable than other 

rare-earth elements which could absorb in the visible range [8, 9]. Seen the radiation types and 
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their energy levels, the host glass matrix must sustain a high rare-earth concentration eventually 

without clusters. Phosphate- based glasses with their excellent rare-earth solubility, high 

transparency in the visible and UV range have been found as the best host matrices for RE ions, 

not only for radiation damage resistance glasses but also for high power glass laser-systems as 

well [10, 11]. The many potentialities of high technological applications of phosphate-based 

glasses deserve more knowledge on their structures strongly tightened to their properties and 

applications accordingly. In the context of this thesis, a series of cerium-containing 

aluminophosphate glasses have been studied using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to 

assess the concentration effect of cerium and aluminum on the structure at short and medium 

ranges.  

 Particular attention is paid on the structure role of aluminum through its coordination 

states and the distribution of cerium as a function of their respective concentrations.   

 

1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Research 

The research reported in the present thesis served to model and characterize the structural 

behaviors of rare earth elements in various glass systems which have potentials applications in 

the development of light filters materials, optical fibers, lasing materials, precision optical 

glasses, and radiation resistance optical windows. The glass systems of interest in this work were 

firstly silica and sodium silicate glasses and secondly aluminophosphate glass. Rare earth ions in 

silica and sodium glasses exhibit optical properties strongly ascribed to their local environment 

which relies on their distribution that may or not lead to luminescence quenching, the result of 

clustering not always detectable experimentally [12]. The assessment of the distribution as a 

function of RE ions number and therefore the size of the glass system is a difficult task to be 
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achieved experimentally with efficiency. For aluminophosphate glasses with a more open 

network structure and so accommodating higher content of RE ions unlike silica glasses, this 

research aims to optimize the content of RE ions in conjunction with the precious structural role 

of aluminum species in radiative properties essential in the development of glasses optically 

stable in long term high radiation conditions, precision optical systems, or solar energy 

technologies requiring lenses of high transmission.  

Thus, modeling these systems of glass could help make available reliable statistics 

through their structural properties (in terms of glass system size, structural properties, and size-

clustering relation parameters) necessary to tailor target optical properties essential in the 

development of these glasses. In summary, the main objectives within these research works, on 

europium doped silica and sodium silicate glasses, then cerium doped aluminophosphate glass, to 

be carried out are in the following order. 

For europium doped silica and sodium silicate glasses: 

• Understand the local environments and clustering of europium ions in silica and 
sodium silicate glasses 

o Determine the simulation cell size effect (1500 to 24,000 atoms) on europium 
local structure and clustering behavior in MD simulations 

o Characterize the structure differences of rare earth ions in silica and sodium 
silicate glasses 

For cerium doped aluminophosphate glasses: 

• Understanding the local environment and clustering of cerium in aluminophosphate 
glasses 

• Estimate the RE ions concentration range with or without clustering 

• Structural role of aluminum ions with contents in phosphate glasses 

• Characterization of the glasses’ structure on short and intermediate length scales  
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1.3 Motivations 

Rare earth doped glasses find important applications in photonics and 

telecommunications. They are also model systems for nuclear waste disposal and management. 

However, understanding the properties of these glasses is usually hindered by the lack of detailed 

structural information.  

The macroscopic properties of these materials, such as the high luminescence and long 

lifetimes required for lasing and optical amplification depend on the local structure and 

interactions of rare earth ions [13-16]. However, the solubility of rare earth ions is strongly 

related to glass composition, very small in silica glasses subjected to a problem of rare earth ions 

uniform distribution. As a consequence, limited solubility of rare earth ions in the rigid silica 

network structure leads to clustering of RE ions that lowers the quantum efficiency through non-

radiative decay caused by energy transfer between clustered ions [17]. In clusters, RE ions 

playing the network modifier role in silica glasses tend to share limited number of NBOs.  For 

better distribution, low concentration doping together with co-dopants such as phosphorus, 

aluminum, sodium oxides for better RE ions dispersion can be used. 

From the structure of silica glasses, it is evident that applications where larger amount of 

RE accompanying specific features like high radiation hardening or high transparency is 

essential, the search of a more flexible glass matrix is needed. This is found in aluminophosphate 

glasses that seem to be the best candidate with excellent features such as high transparency as 

compared to silicate glasses, low melting point, high thermal stability, high density gain due to 

high solubility of RE and low dispersion [18,19]. Of interest is the high ability of 

aluminophosphate and aluminosilicophosphate glasses to tolerate cerium cation contents as high 

as 16 times that in silicate glasses while keeping the same coloration and the radiation hardening 
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[20]. In spite of the flexibility of aluminophosphate glasses structure, the incorporation of cerium 

oxide is reported to have an upper limit beyond which RE coordination number decreases in 

relation with the occurrence of clustering [21-24]. Moreover, the different coordination states of 

aluminum, from tetrahedral network forming aluminum to octahedral modifying aluminum, 

source of controversy play a featuring role in the structure – radiative properties relationship. 

Knowledge of the various types of connectivity generated by aluminate and phosphate PO4
3- 

polyhedral units can be only acquired through the structural characterization of the glass on the 

intermediate length scale.   

Understanding the atomic structures, especially the local and medium environment of 

rare earth ions and their clustering behavior, are critical in the applications of these glasses. 

Molecular dynamics simulations have been used in all studies. 

 

1.4 Contributions to the Research 

The research reported in this thesis combined knowledge from the fields of materials 

science and molecular dynamics simulations integrating modeling and structural characterization 

of rare earth elements doped silicate and phosphate glasses. 

For silica and sodium silicate glasses: 

• An extensive structural study and the report of one of the largest scale simulation 
(1500 to 24,000 atoms) of silica and sodium silicate glasses 

o The size does matter in the structural behavior of rare earth ions in silica 
glasses than in sodium silicate glasses from MD simulations 

 Europium doped silica: Eu-O coordination number and bond length 
are in the ranges    4.4 – 4.6 and 2.19 – 2.21 Å, respectively  

 Europium doped sodium: Eu-O coordination number and bond length 
are around 5.8 and 2.31 Å 
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• RE clustering characterization with three different criteria owing to clustering 
definitions  

o The size does matter in clustering behavior of rare earth from MD 
simulations: 

 Reliable prediction of clustering requires more than 80 europium ions or 
totally over than 12,000 atoms in the simulation cell 

 The tendency of rare earth ions clustering observed is higher in silica 
glasses than in modified silicate glasses  

For cerium aluminophosphate glasses: 

• The modeling and structural characterization of cerium aluminophosphate (CAP) 
glasses of the system Ce2O3- Al2O3- P2O5 with Ce2O3 concentrations in the range 1.8-
23.8 mol %  

o The quality of the cerium aluminophosphate glasses computationally modeled 
measured from :  

 The agreement between the x-ray total structure factors from MD 
simulations and experiments. 

 The agreement between the total correlation functions from MD 
simulations and experiments characterized by Wright RX factors all 
about 7% and fulfilling Wright criteria of accuracy 

• The extensive study of the different coordination states of : 

 Cerium ions in relation with clustering behavior and with glass 
compositions 

 Aluminum from tetrahedral network forming aluminum to octahedral 
modifying aluminum in the range 4.1-28.3 mol % of Al2O3 

• The estimate of the optimal cerium concentration in conjunction with cerium 
clustering characterization in cerium aluminophosphate glasses  

 

1.5 Thesis Layout  

The present thesis consists of seven chapters, each one briefly described as follow: 

Chapter 1 presents the thesis through the aims, the scope, the motivation of the research, 

and the contributions behind the research. It comprises a general introduction into glasses with a 
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brief evolution into years and some applications. Specific attention is paid on silicate glasses and 

phosphate glasses and their applications in technology along with their structural limitations. 

Chapter 2 reports a thorough literature review on important and various subjects related 

to interests of the research including structures, properties, applications, rare-earth elements and 

their impact in opto-photonic applications. 

Chapter 3 is dedicated to molecular dynamics simulations as the main tool with related 

structural analysis techniques used in the frame of this thesis. It includes an introduction with the 

relevant statistical formalism necessary to measure macroscopic properties, algorithms used in 

the simulation to describe and quantify the static and dynamics properties of systems 

computationally generated. A summary description of the potentials and their parameters used in 

silicate and aluminophosphate glasses to reproduce various interactions between atoms and 

process of glass generation broken into initialization, equilibration and production, for 

simulations are reported.  

Chapter 4 presents the study and results by molecular dynamics simulation of europium 

local structure and clustering in silica and sodium silicate glasses. A particular attention is paid 

on the simulation size effect on the behavior of europium ions. The aim is to investigate and 

make available for experimental works an appropriate estimate of the number of europium atoms 

in glass to obtain results statistically reliable. 

Chapter 5 presents the structures of cerium aluminophosphate glasses combined with 

clustering analysis for the determination of glass compositions associated with the highest 

cerium concentration. In addition, comparisons of MD simulations total pair correlations to those 

from experimental diffraction data have been provided.   
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Chapter 6 summarizes results of the work rare–earth ions containing silicate and 

aluminophosphate glasses and chapter 7 presents outlook of future works. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Solids materials can be structurally classified as crystalline or amorphous according to 

over what distance range and the ways in which their basic units, atoms or molecules, are 

connected. In crystal materials the basic units are periodically arranged over a long distance, 

often referred to as long range order. In contrast, amorphous materials exhibits the absence of the 

three dimensional periodic arrangements, which means the basic units are arranged randomly 

which results in the alteration of the long range order whereas the short range order is maintained 

although with minor distortions. 

Glasses are classified as amorphous materials and usually defined, according to the 

American Society for Testing Materials, as an inorganic product of fusion which has cooled to a 

rigid condition without crystallizing, exhibit amorphous materials structure [25]. The large 

amount of works on glasses belong to silicates, borates, and phosphates  whose structures have 

been investigated by Zachariasen [26]. Their structures are described of being mostly constituted 

of rigid tetrahedrons as in silicates or phosphates and in addition planar triangular coordination 

as in the case of the borates [27-29]. 

Furthermore, the nature and environment of constituent atoms, especially those (Rare 

earth atoms) which impart specific applications, are critical and have a profound influence on the 

properties of glasses. Some components such as network modifiers, alkali or alkaline earth 

elements and other metal cations (Mg, Zn, Pb, etc.) may change various physical properties  

including density, glass transition, thermal expansion and viscosity, chemical and electrical 

properties of glass [30-33].
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On the other hand, metal ions such as rare earth ions primarily used to color glasses have 

seen their role rapidly shifted towards the use of glasses as convenient matrices to evidence 

special characteristics in their optical properties and their uses as filters or matrices for lasers [10, 

34]. The performance of glass containing rare earth ions is subjected to a uniform distribution 

and usually with octahedral coordination state of rare earth ions.  This is an illustration of how 

the structure and properties are bound for an optimum performance of glasses intended for 

specific applications. 

The present literature review falls within the logic to inform on structure, properties, and 

applications of glass systems, with emphasis on silicates and phosphates studied in this work to 

better understand the tightened implications in the compositions-structure-properties 

relationships.  

 

2.2 Silicate Glasses 

2.2.1 Structure and Properties 

2.2.1.1 SiO2-RE2O3 System 

Silicon dioxide or silica SiO2, a major oxide which is found in most glass industries, is a 

glass forming oxide and can form glass alone. In the vitreous state, silicon is tetrahedrally 

coordinated with Si-O bond length ranging from 1.60 to 1.63 Å, tetrahedral bond angle O-Si-O 

around 109.47°, and bond angle Si-O-Si varying in the range 120-180°. Silica is a network 

consisted of tetrahedral units SiO4 (or Silicon Q4 species) randomly distributed and connected by 

corners via an oxygen atom, which minimizes coulombic repulsion energy between silicon 

cations [35, 36]. 
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Contrary to crystal form of SiO2 such as crystobalite and quartz, the vitreous silica is a 

random network of SiO4 units forming usually rings of 6 members. Oxygen atoms in silica glass 

are all bridging oxygen’s (BO) and form the silicon- oxygen continuum random network totally 

polymerized through Si-O-Si linkages. An oxygen atom covalently connecting two silicon atoms 

in such a network is referred to as bridging oxygen (BO). Upon addition of a modifier oxide, the 

silicate network breaks up the continuous random network through the conversion of bridging 

oxygens into non-bridging oxygens (NBO) while keeping silicon-oxygen tetrahedral units SiO4. 

An oxygen atom covalently bonded to a single silicon atom is called non-bridging oxygen 

(NBO) that leaves a negative ionic charge of -1, which contributes to ionic bond with modifier 

cations or rare earth cations. 

Doping pure silica glass with rare earth oxides is very difficult and usually leads to 

immiscibility phenomenon for high concentration (up to 20 mol % in the case of Nd2O3) and 

finds an explanation from the high field strength of rare earth ions. Thus rare earth ions which 

are considered playing the network modifying role and having a high affinity for non-bridging 

oxygens (NBO) absent in silica glass tend to share limited number of NBOs, which leads to their 

separation from the silica network. In the case of low doping levels as around 1 mol% of RE2O3, 

the inhomogeneous distribution of RE ions is characterized by the formation of clusters through 

RE-O-RE linkages that coexist with Si-O-Si linkages in the vitreous network of silica glass.  

Experimental characterization techniques such as extended X-ray absorption fine- 

structure (EXAFS), extended absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES), and nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) have been used for clustering detection. It was the case 

of neodymium clustering through Nd-O-Nd linkages in Nd2O3 doped silica glass as the signature 

of direct clustering found by Sen et al. [15, 37] . Molecular dynamics technique has been used 
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and successfully contributed in many works devoted to clustering of rare earth ions in silica glass 

[6, 12, 38-40] as it is the case of the present thesis of europium doped silica and sodium silicate 

glasses. This technique takes advantage over experimental techniques in that it reveals easily not 

only RE-O-RE linkages but also RE-O coordination number,  bond lengths usually smaller, and  

especially RE-RE correlations hardly quantifiable by experimental techniques at shorter distance 

than would be predicted for a homogeneous distribution of the RE cations and useful for the 

characterization of RE clustering.  

Taking advantage of the flexibility of glass materials, addition of modifier elements such 

sodium or aluminum is necessary for better distribution  of rare earth ions in order to form a 

homogeneous glass based on oxides of rare earth elements and silicon.  

 

2.2.1.2 SiO2-M2O- RE2O3 System  

The system is made with the addition of alkali elements such as Li, Na, K, Rb, or Cs to 

silica glass to obtain silicate glasses such as SiO2-Na2O and then the addition of rare earth ions to 

obtain SiO2-Na2O- RE2O3. 

SiO2-M2O  

Homogeneous alkali silicate glass formation depends on the nature and the contents of 

the alkali element. The ranges are 0-36 mol% for Li2O, 0-58 mol% for Na2O, and about 0-55 

mol% for K2O, Rb2O, or Cs2O [41]. Low contents of alkali can lead to clustering as well in 

silicate glasses by the presence of alkali- rich regions. This happens in sodium silicate glasses for 

concentrations smaller than 20 mol% Na2O [42].  

As alkali oxides, sodium oxide Na2O is a modifying oxide that integrates glasses 

disrupting Si-O-Si linkages and provides one non-bridging oxygen(NBO) per alkali ion M+ to 
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form Si-O- pairs.  Alkali ions M+, playing charge balance role in the vicinity of every Si-O-, 

occupies interstitial sites available in the network. Thus increasing alkali oxide contents, the 

number of non-bridging oxygen per SiO4 unit increases as well and results in the 

depolymerization of the silica glass network characterized by n values  ≤ 4 in silicon Qn species 

(SiO4).  

SiO2-Na2O- RE2O3 

Rare earth ions integrate easily alkali silicate glasses than in pure silica ones. This is due 

to the presence of depolymerized areas, rich in non-bridging oxygen and preferred by rare earth 

ions. From existing literature, ternary homogeneous glasses can be obtained in a large 

composition range. The structure of rare earth containing alkali silicate glasses SiO2-Na2O-

RE2O3 is influenced by the ways the rare earth oxide has been added. The rare earth ion may be 

integrates the glass network, either by addition to the silicate glass composition, or by 

substitution on sodium. 

Several techniques have been used to investigate the role and the structure of rare earth 

ions in alkali silicate glasses. These include Raman spectroscopy [43-45], nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) of 29Si , molecular dynamics simulation [6, 38-40, 46-49], X-ray absorption 

and optical fluorescence (FLN) [2, 50], and extended x-ray absorption fine-structure EXAFS [5, 

15, 43, 51]. Rare earth ions are considered to play a structural role of modifiers. This results in 

the increase of non-bridging oxygen (NBOs) with rare earth oxide contents which contributes 

more to the depolymerization correlated to the decrease of Q4 and Q3 species and the increase of 

Q2 and Q1 species [52]. In addition, RE3+ ions can enter by substitution of Na ions and so one 

RE3+ ion substitutes for three Na ions.  
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SiO2-Al2O3-RE2O3 

Among rare earth silicate glasses, the system SiO2-Al2O3-RE2O3 containing alkaline earth 

elements such as aluminum is different from alkali silicate glasses in that the structural role of 

aluminum can evolve from network modifier, provider of NBOs for RE ions, to network former 

according to its coordination state. This system of rare earth silicate glasses is subdivided into 

two groups of composition defined by the concentration level of rare earth oxide and aluminum 

oxide. On the basis of aluminosilicate SiO2-Al2O3, Arai et al. [53] , Zhou et al. [54]  and Ferreira 

[55] have proposed the mechanism of the solubility of rare earth ions in silicate glasses codoped 

with  aluminum using the network forming tetrahedral structure Al(4) and the network 

modifying octahedral structure Al(6).  

There have been other ideas about the structural role of aluminum, mostly from 

computational works. Lægsgaard [56] reported that RE are found in triangles formed by 

aluminum. In this sense, aluminum-oxygen polyhedra act as solvent in the vitreous matrix for 

rare earth cations, which process requires the Al:RE ratio of 10:1 for complete dissolution of RE 

ions. Monteil et al. [57] used molecular dynamics simulations to examine the aluminum effect on 

europium ions clustering in sol-gel glasses and found that RE ions are preferentially located in 

aluminum-rich domains while the local environment of RE ions is influenced by aluminum 

through its structural effects.   

The first type of rare earth silicate glasses is defined by rare earth and aluminum oxides 

present at low concentration, useful for optical applications, has been investigated essentially in 

terms of clustering of rare earth cations in the silicate network glass [15, 37, 53, 55, 58]. Rare 

earth oxide and aluminate as codopants in silica glasses enhance the solubility of rare earth 

cations and so contribute to avoid or lower rare earth clusters RE-O-RE which would induce 
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luminescence quenching. Number of studies on this type of rare earth silicate glasses has 

emphasized on the importantly structural role of aluminum and rare earth elements such as 

europium, erbium, cerium, lanthanum, neodymium, samarium, yttrium, through their 

coordination states [15, 37, 55, 56, 58-60]. Indeed, Al coordination number can vary from 

tetrahedrally network forming state Al(4) to octahedrally network modifying  state Al(6), 

depending upon the glass composition. Only the network modifier ions possess the ability to 

create non-bridging oxygens indispensable for RE ions to meet their coordination requirements, 

otherwise, they cluster. In addition, an effective desclustering constrains the codopants to be in 

an appropriate Al:RE ratio of 10:1 most of time as illustrated in Nd-doped aluminosilicate 

glasses [15, 37], Er- doped aluminosilicate glasses [56]. In most of studies, Al3+ ions found in 

tetrahedral coordination through [AlO4]-  are inserted in the silicate network via charge 

compensation by Nd3+ ions. 

The second type of rare earth- aluminum-silica glasses is referred to as LnSiAlO which 

belongs to the system SiO2-Al2O3-RE2O3. Glasses of this system contain rare earth oxide and 

aluminum oxide as major components,  are homogeneous only for compositions close to 60SiO2-

20Al2O3-20RE2O3 mol% composition,  compatible with almost all rare earth elements with glass 

formation region that decreases with RE ion radius [42, 61].  Investigated by usual experimental 

techniques such as NMR 27Al and 29Si, Raman spectroscopy, FTIR, these glasses show much 

structural disorder correlated with a very broad Qn distribution and different aluminum 

coordination states and due to RE3+ cation field strength [62]. From NMR 27Al available in the 

literature, aluminum is predominantly four coordinated as network former along with small 

fractions of 5 and 6 coordination assigned to the role of network modifier [44, 60, 62-64]. 

Moreover, fractions of 5 and 6 coordinated of aluminum increase with decreasing silicon  oxide 
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content and with increasing rare earth content, which leads to a much more structural disorder 

[61, 62].  In this case, the excess negative charge from aluminum-oxygen polyhedral [AlO4]-, 

[AlO5]2- , and [AlO6]3- would be compensated by RE3+ cations. In addition, the increase in AlO5 

and AlO6 fractions has been explained by the insufficient quantity of AlO4 to compensate the 

excess of positive charge of RE ions. The process of increasing AlO5 and AlO6 populations 

shows reciprocal interactions in the local structure of aluminum and rare earth ions. Number of 

studies on RE-Si-Al-O glass systems have converged to the network modifier role of RE ions 

through charge compensating that leads to non-bridging formation [15, 42, 55, 59, 62, 63, 65] .  

In aluminosilicate glasses with small amount of alumina, Al is predominantly found in 

tetrahedral coordination state Al(4) and with very small fraction of octahedral coordination state 

Al (6) which increases considerably with temperature [55].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

In alkali silicate doped with rare earth elements (1mol%), RE ions have mostly an 

average coordination number close to 6 or higher with a large proportion of  non-bridging 

oxygen’s (NBOs) and very small percentage of BOs regardless of the alkali oxide content [40, 

44, 45, 66]. RE-O bond lengths similar to RE-NBO distances are found in the range 2.25-2.52 Å 

whereas RE-BO bond lengths are longer, which evidences the preference of NBOs in the first 

coordination shell of RE ions.  

  

2.2.2 Applications 

Silica and silicate glasses with their favorable physical, chemical, and especially optical 

characteristics have been used in numerous applications. However, their compositions make 

them specific to fit more one application than other.  
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• Silica glass is the most refractory of silicate glass and because of its high cost of 

manufacturing, usage areas are limited to astronomical mirrors, in 

telecommunications as optical fibers, and crucibles for melting 

• Soda lime glasses are of high commercial usages and the least expensive. With high 

transmission in visible light, they are mainly used for windows in buildings and cars, 

bottles and drinking glasses. They are used as glass containers as well and are 

important in medical field as bioactive glasses 

• Alkali silicate glasses containing lead and boron, the family of borosilicate glasses 

taking advantages from low thermal expansion and high chemical resistance, find 

uses in pipelines, light bulbs, as glassware in laboratory and cooking. While lead 

silicate glasses are used in microelectronics for their high degree of brilliance and 

high electrical resistivity  

  

2.3 Phosphate Glasses 

2.3.1 Structure and Properties  

There are three known phosphorus oxides P2O5, P2O4, and P2O3 but only the pentoxide 

oxide P2O5 can form a glass. This oxide glass former can be found in three crystalline forms, 

hexagonal, orthorhombic and tetragonal all built up from phosphorus –oxygen tetrahedral PO4 

units with a phosphorus atom at the center of four oxygen’s atoms. 

In crystalline and amorphous phosphates, the basic building blocks are tetrahedrons 

linked through covalent bridging oxygens (P-O-P linkages) to form various phosphate anions 

designated in terms of Q3, Q2, Q1 and Q0 referred to as branch group, intermediate group, 

terminal group and isolated group respectively with regard to the number of bridging oxygen’s. 
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This makes P-tetrahedral units to be classified using the Q-site model initially used in the 

structural description of  aluminosilicate glasses [67, 68]. Thus, the number of bridging oxygens 

(BO) per P-tetrahedron is i and phosphate anions are classified with the terminology Qn, with n = 

0,1,2,3. 

Each phosphorus-oxygen tetrahedral unit contains a maximum number of three bridging 

oxygens since the fourth oxygen is non-bridging oxygen, also called terminal oxygen (TO), that 

limits the crosslinking of tetrahedral units to 3. This terminal oxygen results from a short double-

bond formed between phosphorus and oxygen P ═ O [69] with a significant π- bond nature 

accounting for the additional fifth valence electron of phosphorus. The  π- bond,  more localized 

in pure P2O5, can be partially delocalized on P-O- bonds non bridged in the following order  

Q3→ Q2→ Q1 → Q0 provided phosphate units possess more than one non-bridging oxygen. In 

addition, the double bond is responsible for the strength alteration of the remaining  P-O bonds in 

that they are weaker when the double bond is more localized and stronger otherwise. Hence, the 

presence of such a double bond P ═ O weakens the structure and results in less cross- linkages in 

phosphate glass compared to silicate ones [67]. 

Following the addition of another network former or an intermediate such aluminum, the 

terminology Qn classifying P-tetrahedral units changes into  𝑄𝑚𝑛   notation where m designates the 

number of connected atoms of the additional network former [70]. For aluminophosphate 

glasses, the medium range structure is described using a modified Q notation, 𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  adopted 

for phosphate tetrathedra where n denotes the number of connected tetrahedral phosphate (P-O-

P), m is the number of aluminate species AlOx connected to a central phosphate unit (P-O-Al) , 

and x indicates the nature of aluminum coordination (AlOx :AlO4
-, AlO5

-, or AlO6
-
 ) [70, 71]. 
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2.3.1.1 Classification of Phosphate Glass Network 

Phosphate glass networks are classified based on the oxygen-to-phosphorus ratio O/P, 

which describes the degree of P-O-P network polymerization or equivalently the linkages of 

neighboring P-tetrahedra through bridging oxygens (BOs). Quantitatively, the ratio O/P 

determines the average number of bridging oxygens per P-tetrahedron and so the dominating Qn 

species.  This classification of phosphate glass networks, from ultraphosphate to orthophosphate 

glass networks, is a consequence of the addition of compounds such as alkali or alkaline earth 

oxides which play the role of modifiers or intermediates between formers and modifiers. Table 

2.1 summarizes the different types of phosphate glass networks.  

On the basis of O/P ratios, the following phosphate glass networks are determined [72]: 

• O/P = 2.5 Phosphate glass P2O5 possesses a structure of Q3 tetrahedra consisted of 
three bridging oxygens (BO) linked to neighboring tetrahedral and one non-bridging 
or terminal oxygen (NBO).  

o 2.5 ≤ O/P ≤ 3.0 determines the ultraphosphate network obtained upon the 
addition of an oxide (MeO) and mainly consisted of Q3 (O/P = 2.5) and Q2 
(O/P = 3.0). The network structure is depolymerized and bridging oxygens 
(BOs) in P-O-P linkages are converted into non-bridging oxygens (NBOs) in 
P-O-Me linkages, which results in the conversion of Q3 species into Q2 
species. 

• O/P = 3.0 determines the network of metaphosphate glass with increasing addition of 
the modifying oxide content. The glass structure is then built up from rings based on 
Q2 P-tetrahedra (O/P = 3.0) resulting in chains of infinite length. 

o O/P > 3.0 determines polyphosphate glasses characterized by decreasing Q2 
chain lengths and increasing fraction of Q1 P-tetrahedra. 

o O/P = 3.5 characterizes pyrophosphate glass networks dominated by 
phosphate dimers (Q1 - Q1). 

o O/P = 4.0 determines orthophosphate glasses which contain isolated Q0 PO4
3- 

tetrahedra. 
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2.3.1.2 Binary Phosphate Glasses 

The addition of a modifying oxide such as alkali oxides M2O has a depolymerizing effect 

on the phosphate network,  as a consequence of non-bridging oxygens (NBOs) generated at the 

expense of bridging oxygens (BOs), correlated by the decrease of Qn species, the creation of Qn-1 

with strengthening as final goal. The depolymerization resulted in the conversion to lower Qn 

fraction is expressed by the pseudo equation  [67, 73]:   2 Qn + M2O → 2 Qn-1 

For binary glasses xM2O-(1-x)P2O5  the relative concentrations of Qn species based on the glass 

composition are summarized in Table 2.2 [73]. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

In addition to the effect of modifiers, the hygroscopicity and volatility of P2O5 have been 

reported to play a depolymerizing effect on the phosphate network through the presence of water 

which forms P-OH bonds and results in a much reduction of Q3 species than would be expected 

Table 2. 2: Qn fractions in binary phosphate glasses. 

 Composition range 
Phosphate 

glass 
networks 

Ultraphosphate 
(0 ≤ x ≤0.5 

Between metaphosphate 
and pyrophosphate 

(0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.67) 

Between pyrophosphate 
and orthophosphate 

0.67 ≤ x ≤0.75 

Qn 
fractions 

f(Q3) = 1−2𝑥
1−𝑥

 
 

f(Q2)  = 𝑥
1−𝑥

 

f(Q2)  = 2−3𝑥
1−𝑥

 
 

f(Q1) = 2𝑥−1
1−𝑥

 

f(Q1) = 3−4𝑥
1−𝑥

 
 

f(Q0) = 3𝑥−2
1−𝑥

 

 

Table 2. 1: Phosphate glass composition ranges and classification of glass networks based on 
M2O/P2O5 and O/P ratios and Qn species. 

Phosphate  
Network 

Vitreous 
P2O5 

Ultraphosphate 
 

Metaphosphate 
PO3

- Polyphosphate 

Polyphosphate 

Pyrophosphates 
P2O7

4- 
Orthophosphate 

PO4
3- 

M2O/ P2O5 0  1  2 3 
Ratio O/P 2.5 < 3.0 3.0 3.0 > 3.5 4.0 
Qn species Q3 Q3 + Q2 Q2 Q2 + Q1 Q1 Q0 
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from an alkali oxide [74]. However, the addition of alkali oxide contributes to eliminate P-O-P 

bonds associated with Q2 tetrahedral units which improved glass chemical durability. 

The modifier coordination environments have a strong influence on the properties and 

structures of ultraphosphate glasses. Hope [75, 76] studied two compositional ranges of modifier 

coordination number (CNM) based on the number of terminal oxygens MTO available per 

modifying ion (Mz+)  for glass x(M2/zO)-(1-x) P2O5. The comparison of the number of terminal 

oxygens, given by equation MTO = z (1/x), with the modifier coordination number CNM defines 

regions I and II. 

• Region I for MTO > CNM, there is a sufficient TOs for each Mz+ coordination in order 
to avoid M-O-M bonds. 

• Region II for MTO < CNM , the number of terminal oxygens TOs is insufficient for 
each Mz+ coordination, which leads to the sharing of available TOs and hence the 
formation of M-O-M bonds and Q2 tetrahedra . This structure may happen in the case 
of rare earth doped alkali phosphate glasses with the appearance of RE-O-RE bonds 
due to insufficient number of TOs. 

As reported by Eric T. Lee [67] the transition from region I to region II has been 

observed in several studies with appropriate contents of alkali oxides. These include, 20-25 mol% 

for Li with CN = 4-5 [77] and Na with CN~5 [78, 79], 17 mol% for K and Cs with CN~6 [21, 

72], 50 mol% for Mg with CN~4, 33 mol% for Ca with CN~6, 25 mol% for Ba with CN~8 [75, 

76] and 43 mol% for La with CN~7 [80]. On the contrary, the reduction of terminal oxygens is 

countered by aluminum coordination that shifts from 6 to 4 in aluminophosphate to avoid the 

formation of Al-O-Al linkages [21].  

The presence of Al2O3 in phosphate glasses contributes to change their properties in 

terms of density, transition temperature, chemical durability, thermal expansion [30-32]. 

Additionally, physical properties changes in aluminophosphate glasses are subjected to 

composition and expressed as O/P ratio.   
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The addition of Al2O3 to phosphate glasses in the compositional range of low alumina 

concentration (0 < x < 15 mol%) increases the cross-link density through cross-linkages between 

P-tetrahedral units which increases the chemical durability, the transition temperature Tg, and 

decreases the coefficient of thermal expansion α [30, 31, 81, 82]. The strengthening in the low Al 

concentration is accomplished essentially through cross-linking of the phosphate chains induced 

aluminum octahedrally coordinated (AlO6) [30, 31]. In addition, 27Al and 31P NMR studies show 

changes in the dominating Al coordination state when the glass network has the pyrophosphate 

composition with addition of aluminum from low to high concentration in the system xAl2O3-

(100-x)NaPO3 [82].   

• For O/P = 3.0 at the metaphosphate stoichiometry, aluminum is octahedrally Al (6) 
and acts as glass network modifier. This results in the reduction of P-O-P linkages, 
the creation of P-O-Al linkages contributing to glass strengthening, and changes in 
other physical properties [30, 82].  

• For O/P ≥ 3.5 between the pyrophosphate and orthophosphate stoichiometry, 
aluminum is tetrahedrally Al (4) coordinated in order to maintain charge balance, 
phosphate glass structure is transformed into aluminophosphate network,   and Al-O-
Al linkages can be formed. 

 

Properties of Phosphate Glasses 

Compared to other oxide glasses, phosphate glasses are more desirable as technological 

and biological materials suitable for many applications in that they possess outstanding physical 

properties such as high thermal expansion coefficients, low melting temperature, low softening, 

low transition temperature and high electrical conductivity [10, 83-85]. In addition, attractive 

optical properties such as rare-earth stimulated –emission cross sections, low thermal-optical 

coefficients, and high ultraviolet transparency make them important for laser glasses [10, 86].    

In phosphate glasses, the glass former component is P2O5. The pure phosphate glass P2O5 

has a melting point of 560 °C and boiling point of 605 °C, a thermal expansion coefficient   α = 
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13.7x10-6/°C and a refractive index ne = 1.493 (at  λ = 546.1 nm) [67]. The UV edge of less than 

150 nm for pure P2O5 can shifts due to water contain towards longer wavelengths about 270 nm 

(~4.60 eV) for a structure HPO3 [67].   

 

2.3.2 Applications 

The flexibility of phosphate glass structures is used throughout the addition of many 

alkali, alkaline earth, transition metal and rare earth oxides to modify their structure and thus 

their properties. In this sense, alkaline earth phosphate glasses drive great interests due their high 

transparency for ultraviolet light (UV). The chemical durability of phosphate glasses which 

seems to be a systematic drawback can vary extremely from low to high chemical durability to 

fit specific applications, depending on the nature and the extent of additional network modifying 

or network forming oxides.   

Phosphate glasses in low chemical durability composition found applications such as: 

• Hard water treatment in which amorphous NaPO3 is used as sequestering agent to 
soften water since it has high solubility in aqueous solutions 

• Phosphate glass fertilizers are preferred over conventional mineral fertilizers in that 
under granular pellets these fertilizers are neither pollutant nor lost, and are of long 
lasting action [87, 88]  

• Phosphate glasses as biomaterials have numerous applications in the engineering of 
hard and soft tissue essential for the repair and restoration of damaged and diseased 
tissue [89]. In addition, making use of its ability to dissolve completely or to degrade, 
to be loaded with metal ions with antibacterial effects such as those of copper, silver 
and gallium, phosphate glasses can be used in antibacterial systems and drug delivery 
devices [90, 91]  

Phosphate glasses in high chemical durability composition raise interests in various 

applications requiring indissoluble phosphate glasses. These applications include laser media, 

matrices for storage of nuclear waste, sealing glasses, and fast-ion conductors for battery 

applications using phosphate glasses doped high conductivity silver [92]. 
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• In optical applications  

Alkaline earth phosphate glasses with a wide window of optical transmission, a high 

transparency for ultraviolet light, make them suitable for optical systems [10, 93, 94]. They are 

used for high power laser applications because certain compositions enable large rare earth 

cation content and low thermal-optical coefficients compared with silicate glasses [10, 19, 95]. In 

addition, their high tolerance for rare earth cations have driven to applications such as sensors, 

detectors and receivers [72] useful in research, communication, medical and other applications. 

For example cerium aluminophosphate glasses with specific concentration in cerium are useful 

in high energy radiation conditions.  

• Sealing glasses 

Phosphate glasses benefiting from properties such as the low glass-transition temperature 

Tg and high thermal-expansion coefficients impose themselves as suitable and best materials for 

glass-metal sealing applications [83, 85, 96]. Compared to silicate glasses, phosphate glasses  

have thermal expansion coefficient about 36 times greater ,with coefficient of 18 x 10-6 °C-1 for 

phosphate glasses and  alkali aluminophosphate glasses with thermal expansion of 15 x 10-6 °C-1 

and transition temperatures below 400 °C [85].  Indeed, phosphate glasses can be used in 

hermetic seals between glasses and high expansion metals such as aluminum very often required 

in industries and electronics. In addition, the sealing can be accomplished below the fusion 

temperature of metals such as aluminum. For example, the range of their thermal expansion 

coefficients led to the development of sealing glasses based Li2O/Na2O/K2O- aluminophosphate 

glass compositions [97, 98]. 

•  Storage of nuclear waste 

Glass structure flexibility, enabling higher loading ability of RE, along with some special 
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physical properties such as low melting and working temperatures, good thermal stability make 

phosphate glasses to meet the requirements of the matrices of nuclear waste storage. Although 

borosilicate glasses have been and continue to appear the widely used matrices for nuclear 

storage, phosphate glasses seem the best alternatives for some reasons. Indeed , compared to 

borosilicate glasses, lead iron phosphate glass PbO-Fe2O3-P2O5 has been found to be suitable as 

stable matrix for nuclear waste because of several advantages [99] : the dissolution or corrosion 

rates are 100 to 1000 times lower, lower working temperature in the range 100-250 ℃, lower 

melt viscosities in the range 800-1000℃. This is illustrated by iron phosphate glasses such as 

Na2O-Fe2O3-P2O5 and PbO-Fe2O3-P2O5 used as matrices for immobilization of radioactive waste 

in U.S [100] and Na2O - Al2O3- P2O5 in Russia [101, 102].  

  

2.4 Rare Earth Elements in Glasses 

The lanthanides or rare earth (RE) elements with atomic numbers from 57 to 71 form a 

homogeneous series of 15 metallic elements, of very similar chemical properties, in group III of 

the periodic table. 

Their electronic configuration 1s2  2s2  2p6  3s2  3p2  3d10  4s2  4p6  4d10  4fN 5s2  5p6  6s2 

shows their specificity residing in the sub shells 5s2 and 5p6 which are full whereas the inner 

electronic sub shell 4f is not [103]. 

 Two other elements scandium and yttrium, for reasons of chemical similarities and 

commonly found in rare earth deposits, are also referred to as rare earth elements. In the 

periodical classification of elements, rare earth (RE) elements are found, with the lanthanum, 

only in the group III of the periodic table characteristic of their electronic structure which is 

identical for external shells. The electronic structure differs only from one element to the next 
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one with the addition of one electron in the progressive filling of the 4f sub shell. The effect of 

poor shielding of nuclear charge by 4f electrons successively added results in a decrease of ionic 

radii, from cerium (Z = 58) to lutetium (Z = 71), of the elements in the lanthanide group. This 

decrease in atomic radii, which follows the decrease of shielding in the order s > p > d > f in the 

lanthanides group, is called lanthanide contraction [103].  

Lanthanides are divided into two groups as light lanthanides associated with the ceric 

group comprising elements from lanthanum to gadolinium, yttrium and heavy lanthanides 

associated with yttric group that includes gadolinium to lutetium [104]. The similarity of 

chemical properties which should be an advantage has been for long time a major obstacle that 

hindered the deep knowledge and industrial applications of lanthanides. Thanks to the advent of 

nuclear industry and perfecting separation techniques, the compounds of lanthanides became 

common chemicals and their corresponding elements are accordingly well known and then 

considered to be important industrial materials by the specificity of their characteristics and their 

revealed abundance. Rare earth (RE) elements became important elements by their properties 

and associated specific applications in high technology areas which include communication, 

electronics, photonics, magnetic, automotive,…, etc.[105]. They are particularly present in all 

innovative technologies, from cell phones to touch screens, from hard discs to GPS for civil 

applications. The link between civil and military industries is so strong that this leads to the 

massive presence of these materials in many military weapon systems such as precision guidance 

munitions, underwater mine detection systems, antimissile defense systems, lasers,…, which 

make rare earth (RE) elements strategically important materials. Rare earth elements find also 

applications in green technologies where they are active components in solar panels, batteries for 
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hybrid vehicles, low energy light.  Table 2.3 shows the spectrum of uses of rare earth elements in 

various technological applications [105]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

2.4.1 Europium 

Europium of symbol Eu, atomic number 63, weight 151.96 g is the most abundant of rare 

earth (RE) elements. Its electron configuration [Xe]4f76s2, where [Xe] =1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p2 

3d104s24p6 is the Xenon electron configuration, possesses f electrons appearing in the 

configuration of the neutral atom. Europium has variable valence state Eu2+, and Eu3+ which is 

stable even at high temperatures in crystalline and glassy host matrices. Eu3+ has the 4f6 

electronic configuration. 

Table 2. 3: Rare earth areas of applications.  

Z Symbols Names Applications 
57 La Lanthanum High refractive index glass, flint, hydrogen storage, battery-

electrode, camera lens 
58 Ce Cerium Cerium chemical oxidizing agent, polishing powder, yellow colors 

in glass and ceramics, catalyst for self-cleaning oven etc. 
59 Pr Praseodymium Rare-earth magnets, laser, green colors in glass and ceramics, flint 
60 Nd Neodymium Rare-earth magnets, laser, violet colors in glass and ceramics, 

ceramic capacitor 
61 Pm Promethium Nuclear battery 
62 Sm Samarium Rare-earth magnets, laser, neutron capture, maser 
63 Eu Europium Red and blue phosphors, laser, mercury-vapor lamp 
64 Gd Gadolinium Rare-earth magnets, high refractive index glass or garnets, laser, x-

ray tube, computer memory, neutron capture 
65 Tb Terbium The first rare earth ore was discovered. Green phosphors, laser, 

fluorescent lamp 
66 Dy Dysprosium Rare-earth magnets, laser 
67 Ho Holmium Laser 
68 Er Erbium Laser, vanadium steel 
69 Tm Thulium   
70 Yb Ytterbium Infrared Laser, chemical reducing agent 
71 Lu Lutetium   
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The primarily use of europium resides in its unique luminescent behavior stemming from 

various transitions of the 4f electrons. 

• Transitions arising from absorption of electrons or UV radiation are used to create 
visible radiations such as the red phosphors from Eu3+ and blue phosphors form Eu2+ 
essentially useful in energy efficient fluorescent lighting  

• Based on its luminescent behavior, europium is an essential component in the 
manufacturing of some red and blue phosphors for color televisions, computer 
screens, and fluorescent lamps   

• It is used in medical, surgical and biomedical applications. 

 

2.4.2 Cerium 

Cerium of symbol Ce, atomic number 58, weight 140.12 g is the most abundant of rare 

earth (RE) elements. Its electron configuration [Xe] 6s2 5d1 4f1 possesses f electron appearing in 

the configuration of the neutral atom.   

Commercially, cerium (IV) oxide also known as ceric oxide or cerium oxide is an oxide 

that provides the most important form of the rare earth (RE) metal cerium. The oxide is a pale 

yellow-white powder with the chemical formula CeO2. Although Cerium is also found under 

another oxide, cerium (III) oxide of formula Ce2O3, ceric oxide CeO2 is the most stable phase at 

room temperature and under atmospheric conditions.  

From its oxides, cerium exists in two valence states as cerous or trivalent (Ce3+) as well 

as ceric or tetravalent (Ce4+) ion of which Ce3+ is the most stable state. Its electronic 

configuration 4f1 contributes to the transition in the infrared region, an absorption band due to   

4f →5d transition in the near ultraviolet region. The two oxidation states combined with 

electronic transitions that occurs between discrete levels resulting in absorption and emission of 

highly monochromatic light, make cerium an important material (revealed by attractive 
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chemical, optical and mechanical properties) for optical applications, the primary interests for 

studying the structure of cerium containing aluminophosphate glass in this thesis.  

Cerium is used in diverse host materials for numerous and various applications that 

include glass and glass polishing, phosphors, ceramics, catalysts, and metallurgy: 

• In glass industry, cerium is the most efficient glass polishing agent stemming from 
the combination of its mechanical and chemical properties: flat glasses, TV screens, 
precision optical glasses, and medical glassware are all polished using cerium oxide 
powders  

• Its oxidizing and reducing powers are used, in cerium doped glass materials that show 
enhanced optical stability even when subjected to high particle radiations such as alfa, 
gamma, x-ray, and electron radiation, to trap particles responsible for optical 
degradations   

• Cerium is used as light filter absorbing ultraviolet radiation. This makes cerium an 
essential component in the manufacturing of medical glassware and aerospace 
windows. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION DETAILS AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

3.1 Introduction 

The study of complex materials systems in various areas of science and engineering has 

revealed the necessity to complement the conventional experiments with theoretical methods 

based on computer simulation, enabling to investigate beyond experimental limits. Computer 

simulation is a powerful tool extensively used for investigating macroscopic systems from 

microscopic models implementation. The microscopic models are characterized through their 

structure and intermolecular interactions. In order to validate and make available the 

implemented models for use, results from computer simulations are usually compared to existing 

experimental data. In this sense, computer simulations bridge microscopic length and time scales 

to the macroscopic behavior and can reveal experimentally inaccessible details [106]. In 

molecular dynamics for example, the partial structure factors Sαβ (Q) in a neutron or x-ray 

diffraction, the partial correlation functions Tαβ (r) , inaccessible in experiment, are obtained from  

simulations to show contributions to the total structure factor S(Q) and the total correlation 

function T(r), respectively [107]. In addition, computer simulation can be used to assess a theory, 

predict the properties of materials, and reproduce an experiment whose performance in 

laboratory is difficult or requires extreme conditions, such as high temperature and pressure. This 

is illustrated by the case of self-diffusion constants experimentally difficult to measure whereas 

they are readily obtained from simulations using Einstein relation [108, 109]. However, one 

needs to be aware of the limitations set by the capabilities of the computer, in terms of computer 

memory, speed and precision, depending on the accuracy level expected for the predictions 

[106].  
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Molecular dynamics simulations generate information such as atomic positions and 

velocities at the microscopic level necessary to quantify the equilibrium and transport properties 

of a classical many–body system. Equilibrium properties include pressure, energy, and 

temperature of a system whereas transport properties are concerned with parameters such as 

diffusion coefficient, thermal conductivity, and viscosity [110]. Statistical mechanics provides 

tools that connect macroscopic properties to the distribution and motion of atoms and molecules 

in the many-body system [111]. 

 Molecular dynamics simulations have been used in the present studies of rare-earth ions 

containing silica, sodium silicate, and aluminophosphate glasses to determine essentially local 

and medium static structural information namely, bond lengths, coordination numbers, bond 

angles, ring size and cation-oxygen polyhedra connectivity. The computational method can be 

performed in three main steps. Initial positions and momenta of particles are given. The particles 

interact through a realistic interatomic potential implemented to determine the extent to which 

the simulation results reproduce the molecular system of interest. Thus, the system evolves 

through Newton’s equations, enabling particles to move along trajectories in the simulation box. 

Physical quantities as functions of particle positions and momenta are measured for their 

interpretation in terms of equilibrium properties using statistical mechanics.  

In this sense, a macroscopic property of a system, also called ensemble average, is 

measured as an average of that property over all possible configurations. Also, the time-average 

property of a system calculated from MD simulations is equal to the ensemble average based on  

the ergodic hypothesis of statistical mechanics [112, 113]. Although molecular dynamics is 

performed on macroscopic system sample of finite number of atoms or molecules, the 

configuration of real system containing ~ 1023 particles can be obtained, which is done by 
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periodic boundary conditions implemented in simulations to reproduce the infinite bulk around 

the sample [106, 111].   

Molecular dynamics simulations with a wide range of applications [111, 114] are used to 

study liquids, biomaterials, amorphous and crystalline materials, crystal defects, phase transitions 

[115]. They represent a powerful tool for deriving the structure and to predict properties of a 

number of glass materials including oxide glasses such as silicate [116] and phosphate glasses 

[117]. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the server of the UNT Materials 

Science Department and the server of the UNT HPC Talon using DL_POLY_2, a simulation 

code package developed by W. smith and T. R. Forester at Daresbury Laboratory, UK [118]. 

 

3.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

Molecular dynamics mainly consists of solving simultaneously Newton’s equations of 

motion of an ensemble of interacting particles using the integrator, the main algorithm of MD 

simulations. With an appropriate integration algorithm, the integration of these equations relies 

on interatomic potentials that describe the interactions between particles. The solutions provide 

important quantitative information used to analyze the structure of materials of interest.   

 

3.2.1 Equation of Motion 

Molecular dynamics simulation consists of the numerical, step-by-step, resolution of the 

classical Newton’s equations of motion and written as follow for a simple atomic system: 

�̈�𝒊 = 𝑭𝒊
𝑚𝑖

    (3.1) 

𝒑𝒊 = 𝑚𝑖 �̇�𝒊   (3.2) 
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where 𝒓𝒊 =  �𝑟𝑥𝑖,  𝑟𝑦𝑖, 𝑟𝑧𝑖 �,  𝒑𝒊 =  �𝑝𝑥𝑖,  𝑝𝑦𝑖,𝑝𝑧𝑖 � and 𝑚𝑖 are the position, the momentum, 

and the mass of atom i. Thus, the total force acting on the atom i is  𝑭𝒊 =  �𝐹𝑥𝑖 ,  𝐹𝑦𝑖,𝐹𝑧𝑖 � , 

deriving from a potential energy V(ri ) ,  and calculated using the derivative operator  𝛁𝐢  as 

follow:  

𝑭𝒊 =  −𝛁𝐢V   where    𝛁𝒊  ≡  𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑖

 𝒊 + 𝜕
𝜕𝑦𝑖

 𝒋 +  𝜕
𝜕𝑧𝑖

 𝒌.  (3.3) 

The description of a system of N interacting atoms is done using equation (3.2) that leads 

to solve 3N ordinary differential equations (ODE) of second order.   

 

3.2.2 Integration Algorithms 

In molecular dynamics simulation method, the second-order differential equations can be 

solved discretely using the finite difference methods [113] based on Taylor series expansion. 

Solutions are obtained from a numerical integration consisting of a repetitive calculation and 

therefore suitable for computers.  Implemented in algorithms for integration of equations of 

motion in a small time step ∆𝑡 , these methods can be classified as predictor and predictor-

corrector algorithms [110, 119]. In predictor methods, the coordinates of a particle are updated 

from results that are either calculated in the current step or known from previous steps. The 

predictor method is used in the Verlet, velocity Verlet, and the leap-frog algorithm [119] 

described later. In predictor-corrector algorithms, positions, velocities and accelerations 

predicted from the results of previous time steps are used to calculate new accelerations which 

are used to correct the predicted positions, velocities and accelerations. Gear algorithm and its 

variants are predictor-corrector algorithms [119].  
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Verlet Algorithm 

It is based on Taylor expansions for the positions r(t) using the predicted and previous 

positions in time and followed by the calculation of velocities as a function of distance travelled 

over a period of time.  

𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑣(𝑡)∆𝑡 +  1
2
𝑎(𝑡)∆𝑡2 +  1

6
�̇�(𝑡)∆𝑡3 + 𝒪(∆𝑡4)     (3.4) 

𝑟(𝑡 − ∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑣(𝑡)∆𝑡 +  1
2
𝑎(𝑡)∆𝑡2 −  1

6
�̇�(𝑡)∆𝑡3 + 𝒪(∆𝑡4)         (3.5) 

The combination of equations (3.4) and (3.5) yield the Verlet algorithm in the form, 

𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 2𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑟(𝑡 − ∆𝑡) +  𝑎(𝑡)∆𝑡2 + 𝒪(∆𝑡4)   (3.6) 

In equation (3.6) the truncation error is 𝒪(∆𝑡4) and consequently the velocity of the 

particles is:       

𝑣(𝑡) =
𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) −  𝑟(𝑡 − ∆𝑡)

2∆𝑡
 + 𝒪(∆𝑡2 )                                                (3.7) 

Although simple to implement, stable and accurate, the Verlet algorithm raises a problem 

in that velocities are of less precision, as compared to positions,  and calculated one step behind 

atoms positions [119]. These deficiencies have been fixed and led to various modified Verlet 

algorithms described below. 

  

The Velocity Verlet Algorithm 

It is another form of the Verlet algorithm that computes positions, velocities, and 

accelerations at time  𝑡 + ∆𝑡  using values at time t. Consequently, it requires less memory 

because only one set of positions, velocities and accelerations need to be stored at any time. In 

addition, the velocity Verlet algorithm is fast, stable, and allows a long time step but with 

moderate energy conservation. This algorithm is implemented as follow: 
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𝒓𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝒓𝒊(𝑡) + 𝒗𝒊(𝑡)∆𝑡 +  1
2
𝒂𝒊(𝑡)∆𝑡2     (3.8) 

𝒗𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝒗𝒊(𝑡) +  1
2
∆𝑡[ 𝒂𝒊(𝑡) +  𝒂𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡)]    (3.9) 

where les vectors 𝒓𝒊, 𝒗𝒊, 𝒂𝒊   are respectively the positions, velocities, and accelerations 

of the particles. 

Leap Frog Algorithm 

As a variant of Verlet algorithm, leap frog algorithm is expressed as follow: 

𝒓𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝒓𝒊(𝑡) + 𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 + 1
2
∆𝑡� ∆𝑡          (3.10) 

𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 + 1
2
∆𝑡� = 𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 −

1
2
∆𝑡� +  ∆𝑡 𝒂𝒊(𝑡)       (3.11) 

𝒗𝒊(𝑡) =  1
2

[𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 + 1
2
∆𝑡� + 𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 −

1
2
∆𝑡�]       (3.12) 

In this algorithm, velocities calculated first at time t + δt/2 are used to calculate the 

positions r(t) at time t + δt. This makes the velocities and the positions to leap one over the other.  

Even if positions and velocities are not calculated at the same time, the algorithm finds its 

advantage in the velocities explicitly calculated. It requires less storage and so suitable for large 

scale simulations. Unlike the other Verlet-type algorithms, the energy conservation even at large 

time steps is a key feature for computational time using leap frog algorithm.  

In MD simulation, the integration of the equations of motion requires knowing the 

positions, velocities and accelerations of a particle at time t and times  𝑡 + 𝑛∆𝑡 , where ∆𝑡 is the 

time step. The choice of an integration algorithm suitable for a such numerical time evolution 

should consider some characteristics, the number of which [111, 113]: 

• The algorithm should satisfy energy and momentum conservation 

• It should be fast with a computational cost as low as possible 

• It should be of low order in time for a large integration time step 
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• It should be of simple form for easy programming. 

 Verlet-type algorithms with their characteristics seem to be more suitable to satisfy most 

of the requirements. In addition of having general Verlet –type algorithm features, leap frog 

algorithm is effective in energy conservation at long time step computation. Therefore, it has 

been chosen to integrate equations of motion of atoms in rare –earth containing silicate and 

phosphate glasses.  

 

3.2.3 Boundary Conditions 

Computer simulations define periodic boundary conditions (PBC) as a set of boundary 

conditions often used in the simulation of a large system by modeling a small part far from its 

edges. 

In practice, molecular dynamics simulations used in the study of physical systems can 

simulate only small samples although physical system sizes, of the order of 1023 atoms, are 

computationally out of reach. Although it is impossible to simulate physical system size, 

information from a sample of the real system put in a finite space called simulation box or 

simulation unit cell is sufficient. The parameters of the simulation cell, i.e. sizes, form, number 

of particles, etc. are strongly related to the system’s characteristics in terms of composition, 

density, unit cell. However, about more than half of the particles are located on the simulation 

box surface and therefore have different environment than those in the bulk [120, 121]. 

Consequently, the surface atoms experience differently forces from atoms in the bulk and this 

may affect the properties of the sample system. To avoid contributions from both simulation cell 

finite size and surface effects, periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are implemented to reproduce 

the infinite bulk around the sample by replication of one simulation cell in all x, y, z directions 
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(Figure 3.1) [120, 121]. Thus the simulation cell, with its content, is replicated in all space 

directions and so the motion of the particles in the basic simulation box is correlated with their 

respective images. Therefore, an atom leaving the basic simulation box at one side enters the box 

on the opposite side with the same velocity, which contributes to maintain constant total number 

of atoms in the simulation box. PBC are applied in molecular dynamics to simulate bulk glasses, 

liquids, crystals or mixtures. 

The choice of the boundary is arbitrary and influences the types of interactions between 

atoms in terms of short-range and long-range interactions. For short range interactions, provided 

the potential range is not too long, the minimum image convention [106, 111] that considers only 

interactions between each atom and the nearest periodic image of its neighbors can be used. 

Short range interactions are calculated assuming the potential energy of each particle is 

dominated by its interaction with the nearest atoms or images in the periodic array. The 

interacting atoms are within a distance smaller than a cutoff distance rc at which the potential is 

truncated. Consequently, two atoms separated by a distance larger than the cutoff distance rc do 

not interact. To ensure consistency with the minimum image convention, the cutoff distance is 

chosen to be smaller than or equal to half the simulation box length ( rc ≤  1
2
 L) assuming the 

center of the sample coincide with the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 3.2). 

The cutoff distance in the simulations reported in this work is 8 Ǻ and so always smaller than 

1
2
 L. The minimum image convention is not used for long-range interactions [122]. Since the 

longest wavelength fitting into a simulation box of length L is λ = L, periodic boundary 

conditions hinder the occurrence of long wavelength fluctuations and thus are not suitable for 

properties influenced by long-range correlations [122].  
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The simulation cell may take various shapes according to the systems of interest. Cubic 

form with periodic conditions generating an isotropic medium adopted for liquids and 

amorphous solids has been chosen for the computationally generated glasses reported (Figure 

3.2). However, for crystalline solids periodic boundary must reflect the translational symmetry 

and applicable in reciprocal space. Thus during the simulation, positions, velocities, and forces 

are calculated in Cartesian coordinates (r) whereas periodic boundary conditions are set in the 

reciprocal space (q). These coordinates are related by the transformation matrix P between the 

two spaces as follow:  r = Pq and P-1r = q. 

 

 

Figure 3. 1: Bulk of europium doped silica glass computationally reproduced by simulation cell 
replication.  
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Figure 3. 2:  Cubic simulation cell containing 12, 000 atoms modeling europium doped silica 
glass with parameters: a = b = c = 56.453Ǻ;  α = β = γ = 90.00°. 

 

 

3.2.4 Statistical Ensembles 

An ensemble can be defined as a collection of a very large number of systems in different 

microscopic states which the real system may find itself in but with common macroscopic states. 

The microstates are distributed over the phase space with a probability density 𝜚 and the average 

value < A > of a property A can be calculated as follow: 

< 𝐴 > = ∫𝒜(Ω)𝜚(Ω) 𝑑Ω       (3.13),       where Ω is a microstate. 

The probability density of every ensemble being unique  𝜚 ≡ 𝜚𝑒𝑛𝑠 and therefore  

< 𝐴 > ≡< 𝐴 >𝑒𝑛𝑠= ∫𝒜(Ω)𝜚𝑒𝑛𝑠(Ω) 𝑑Ω         (3.14)   where    < 𝐴 >𝑒𝑛𝑠 

  is the ensemble average taken over a large number of replicas of the system of interest. 

 

       Oxygen:           Silicon:           Europium:  
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The ergodic hypothesis, i.e. the time averages equal the ensemble average, allows 

calculating  < 𝐴 >𝑒𝑛𝑠= ∫𝒜(Ω)𝜚𝑒𝑛𝑠(Ω) 𝑑Ω = lim𝑡→∞ ∫ 𝒜(Ω(τ)) 𝑑τ𝑡
0 = < 𝐴 >𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒   (3.15) 

And so, < 𝐴 >𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏𝐴𝑒=< 𝐴 >𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒                                                               (3.16) 

This implies that the system should be allowed to evolve in time as long as possible so 

that it will eventually pass through all possible states. Thus, molecular dynamics simulations can 

generate enough information to satisfy the ergodic hypothesis [112], which contributes to get 

reliable information regarding structural, dynamic and thermodynamic properties to study the 

physical system. For this purpose, sampling a sufficient amount of phase space is required. 

The macroscopic properties that remain constant often characterize an ensemble. For 

example, total energy E is conserved in Newton’s equations integration for a system of N 

particles in a fixed volume V. This corresponds to an isolated ensemble denoted micro canonical 

ensemble (NVE) for which all microstates (possible states of the system in phase space) are 

constrained to N, V, and E. The microcanonical ensemble is the “native” ensemble of molecular 

dynamics simulation.  In a simulation at constant energy, the temperature will fluctuate. 

However, systems simulated at constant temperature require the use of a thermostat that fixes the 

temperature, acts as a source of thermal energy, and supplies or removes heat from the system 

whenever necessary. This is the canonical ensemble (NVT). 

Canonical ensemble (NVT) corresponds to a collection of all systems with 

thermodynamics state characterized by a fixed number of atoms, N, in a fixed volume V at a 

fixed temperature T. The microstates of this ensemble may take only discrete values of energy 

and the probability of finding the system in a particular microscopic state i with the energy level 

Ei is given by the Boltzmann distribution: 
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𝑝𝑖  = 1
𝑍

exp �𝐸𝑖
𝑘𝑇
� = exp (−𝐸𝑖−𝐴

𝑘𝑇
 )    (3.17)   where   𝑍 = exp � 𝐴

𝑘𝑇
�     and A is the Helmholtz free 

energy. NVT ensemble is the native ensemble for Monte Carlo simulations. 

Other statistical ensembles exist: 

• Isobaric isothermal ensemble (NPT): characterized by a fixed number of atoms, N, a 

fixed pressure, P, and a fixed temperature T, this ensemble is used to study structural 

changes due pressure or phase transition. 

• Grand canonical ensemble (µVT): it is characterized by constant chemical 

potential, constant volume, and a fixed temperature T. 

Algorithms are different in regard to the thermodynamic ensembles they represent. 

Ensembles available in DL_POLY include NVE, NVT, and NPT. Verlet leapfrog algorithms 

along with NVT and NVE ensembles were used in this work. 

 

3.3 Potentials 

In classical molecular dynamics simulation of complex systems, the accuracy of 

calculated results, their reliability, predictability, and reproducibility depend on the potential 

models that define the rules governing interactions of atoms in the systems [111]. The potential 

function U(r1, r2, r3, . . . , rN), that often expresses the types of interactions between atoms, 

describes the manner the potential energy of a system containing N atoms depend on the atomic 

coordinates, r1, r2, r3, . . . , rN . Generally, the total potential energy is the sum of terms that 

depend on individual atoms, two atoms, three atoms or many atoms depending on the complexity 

of the system of interest.  

The many-body expansion of the total energy of a system of N atoms can be expressed as 

follow:  
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U(𝑟𝑁) = ∑ U1i (ri) + ∑ ∑ U2j>𝑖i �ri, rj� + ∑ ∑ ∑ U3k>𝑗j>𝑖i �ri, rj, rk� + ⋯      (3.18) 

where 𝑟𝑁 = (𝑟1, 𝑟2, 𝑟3, . . . , 𝑟𝑁) represents the complete set of 3N atom coordinates. 

𝑈1(𝑟𝑖): One-body term due to an external field or boundary conditions like required by a 

container wall. 

𝑈2(𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑗) : Two-body term or pair wise potential for which interactions of pair of atoms 

depend solely on the distance between atoms. 

𝑈3(𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑗 , 𝑟𝑘) : Three-body term that describes the alteration of pairwise interactions due 

to the presence of a third atom.  

Silica and phosphate based glasses have been the subject of several simulations using 

potentials usually divided into two main classes according to the types of interactions involved. 

The first one, called two-body or pair wise interactions potential, includes models that use 

potential function with two-atom coordinates involved whereas the other ones, called three-body 

or N-body interactions potential, use potential function of three or more atom coordinates. Pair 

potential term, describing pair wise interactions are considered in most simulations particularly 

in oxides, silicates, and phosphates since pair interactions constitute the major contributions 

[116, 123]. The two body potentials have been used to model silica and phosphate based glasses 

in the context of this thesis. Pair potential depends solely on the distance of pair separation 

between two atoms i and j  𝑟𝑖𝑗 = �𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗� . The potential energy is written only in terms of the 

two-body potential: 

𝑈(𝑟1, 𝑟2, 𝑟3, . . . , 𝑟𝑁) = ∑ ∑ Uj>𝑖i �rij�     (3.19) 

A large number of potentials used in the simulation of silica and phosphate glasses are 

based on the functional form of the Born- Mayer-Huggins potential [124]. Its general form is 

described as the sum of an exponential function, a function of type an inverse power function r-n, 
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and an electrostatic interaction potential function 1/r. The exponential function of the form      

exp (-αr) provides a better description of the short-range repulsive interaction due to the overlap 

of the atomic electron clouds (Pauli principle exclusion), the function of the form r-n, with n ≥ 6 

describes the attractive long-range interaction energy, and the electrostatic potential that 

describes the contributions of interactions in ionic solids to ensure the cohesion of the system. 

The original form of Born-Mayer potential has been modified a number of times and 

accordingly, from Garofalini [125] and Soules [126] to account for bonds that are partially 

covalent in vitreous silica to reach Beest-Krammer-van Santen (BKS) potential model [127], the 

most widely utilized in simulations of silica and aluminophosphate glasses in molecular 

dynamics.  

Interatomic potential functions, to reproduce the forces acting between atoms, are 

extensively used to approach the description of materials properties. In the scope of this thesis 

devoted to the study of structural properties, partial charge pairwise interactions potentials based 

on BKS model [127] with Buckingham expression [128] for the short range have been used. The 

total potential energy, formed with two body function of the interatomic distance 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = �𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗�, 

is a combination of a long-range Coulombic interaction and a short-range Buckingham potential 

with full potential having the form of:  

𝑉�𝑟𝑖𝑗� =  𝑍𝑖𝑍𝑗 𝑒2

4𝜋𝜀0𝑟𝑖𝑗
+ 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑥𝑝 �−

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝜌𝑖𝑗
� − 𝐶𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
6                                (3.20) 

V(rij)  is the interaction energy of atoms i and j ,  rij is the distance between atom i and j, 

Zi and Zj are the charges on atom i and j, respectively , and Aij ,   𝜌𝑖𝑗, and 𝐶𝑖𝑗 are the potential 

parameters between atoms i and j , 𝜀0 is the electrical permittivity of vacuum. 
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3.3.1 Potentials for Silica, Europium Doped-Sodium Silicate 

Potentials models playing crucial role in the results of molecular dynamics simulations, 

interatomic potentials are very important factors to optimize if one expects reliable MD 

structural results. Alkali ions containing silica glasses have been investigated using appropriate 

potentials to reproduce their structure and other properties. Several partial charges rigid ionic 

interatomic potentials with the Buckingham short range term have been successfully developed 

to model of the structural and dynamic properties of silica and silica based glasses [47, 48, 129-

133].   

In the present study of the europium ion doped silica and sodium silicate glasses, partial 

charge pair-wise potentials with Teter parameters were used in all the simulations. Short range 

interactions have the Buckingham form [128] represented by equation (3.21):       

 𝑉𝑖𝑗(𝑟) =  𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝑒𝑥𝑝�− 𝑟𝑖𝑗 𝜌𝑖𝑗⁄ � − 𝐶𝑖𝑗 𝑟𝑖𝑗6⁄   (3.21),  where r is the distance between the two atoms i 

and j and,  Aij, Cij, and ρij are parameters. The potentials are very similar to the widely used BKS 

potentials [127]. Both sets of potentials have the same partial charge assignments on silicon and 

oxygen ions and the same Buckingham form of short range interactions. One of the major 

advantages of the Teter potential set is the comprehensive cation-oxygen interactions it contains, 

which makes possible its transferability to a range of glass compositions. However, at small 

interatomic distance r, the dominance of power term r-6 over the exponential term makes the 

energy of the Buckingham potential to diverge to negative infinity, which is problematic at high 

system temperature. The unphysical trend is suppressed by adding a corrective term,  𝑉′(𝑟) =

 𝐵 𝑟𝑛⁄ +  𝐴. 𝑟  which turns to have little effect at high r values, to the original Buckingham 

potentials [39, 134]. However, the parameters of europium have been added to account for its 

interactions with oxygen, sodium, and silicon in europium containing sodium silicate glasses and 
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have proven their accuracy in a recent simulation of europium-doped silica based glasses[39]. 

The charges and potential parameters are listed in Table 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.2 Potentials for Cerium Doped-Aluminophosphate Glasses 

In the case of cerium containing aluminophosphate glasses, the potential energy was also 

described by the Born model of solid with the short range interactions in the Buckingham form. 

Sets of potential parameters based on partial atomic charges have been successfully applied to 

model silica, alkali silicate, aluminate, aluminosilicate,  phosphosilicate, and aluminophosphate  

glasses in the past years [49, 107, 129-131]. However, there were no cerium interaction 

potentials which are required to study cerium doped aluminophosphate glasses. Therefore, Du et 

al. [22] obtained  parameters for cerium ions in both oxidation states from the fitting to relevant 

mineral structure and property data based on the existing O-O, Si-O, and P-O parameters and 

thus ensuring their transferability.  

The charges of cerium ions were assigned to be 1.8 for Ce3+ and 2.4 for Ce4+, based on 

the -1.2 charge on oxygen ions in the potential sets. The Ce3+-O2- Buckingham potential 

parameters were then fitted to the stable hexagonal Ce2O3, and refined with the Ce2Si2O7 

structure using the GULP program. Table 3.2 shows comparison of the calculated structural data 

based on the new potential parameters. Comparison of the experimental structure data of Ce2O3, 

Table 3. 1:  Buckingham potential parameters. 

Pairs A (eV) ρ (Å) C (eV.Å6) 
Si2.4-O-1.2 13702.905 0.193817 54.681 
O-1.2-O-1.2 2029.2204 0.343645 192.58 
Na0.6-O-1.2 4383.7555 0.243838 30.70 
Eu1.8-O-1.2 5950.5287 0.253669 27.818 
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CeO2, Ce2Si2O7, and CeP5O14 and those calculated using the newly derived potential parameters 

are shown in Table 3.3.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Procedure of Glass Generation for Simulations 

Simulations results presented in the frame of this thesis are interpreted in the context of 

glass materials and include silica, sodium silicate, and phosphate glasses. The procedure used to 

synthesize vitreous samples is the simulation of the melt and quench method.  

Table 3. 2: Atomic charges and Buckingham potential parameters used in MD simulations. 

Pairs Aij (eV) ρij  (Å) Cij  (eV.Å6) 
Si2.4-O-1.2 13702.905 0.193817 54.681 
O-1.2-O-1.2 2029.2204 0.343645 192.58 
Al1.8-O-1.2 12201.417 0.195628 31.997 
P3.0-O-1.2 26655.472 0.181968 86.856 
Ce1.8-O-1.2 * 32187.09156 0.0229425 106.035686 
Ce2.4-O-1.2 # 31697.724 0.21836 90.689 
               * for Cerium 3+, # for cerium 4+. 

Table 3. 3: Comparison of the experimental and calculated bond length using the potential 
parameters listed in Table 3.2. 

Crystal  Experimental 
structure+ 

Calculated using our 
potential 

Ce2O3 a/b/c (Å) 3.889/3.889/6.054  3.897/3.897/5.852  
(P-3M1) α/β/γ (°) 90.0/90.0/120.0 90.0/90.0/120.0 

 rCe-O (Å)* 2.336x2/2.423x1/2.697x2 2.317x2/2.489x1/2.652x2 
CeO2 a/b/c (Å) 5.411/5.411/5.411  5.400/5.400/5.400  

(FM3M) α/β/γ (°) 90.0/90.0/90. 90.0/90.0/90. 
 rCe-O (Å)* 2.343x8 2.338x8 

Ce2Si2O7 a/b/c (Å) 6.796/6.796/24.728  6.843/6.843/24.974  
(P4/M) α/β/γ (°) 90.0/90.0/120.0 90.0/90.0/120.0 
CeP5O14 a/b/c (Å) 9.227/8.890/7.219  9.004/8.436/7.202  

(P1) α/β/γ (°) 110.12/102.68/82.13 110.28/102.08/83.92 
* xn means number of bonds at that bond length. 
+ Experimental structure data from Ce2Si2O7 (Acta Crystallog. E61(2005) i76-i78), Ce2O3 (Pearson #535143), 
CeO2 (Wyckoff R W G Second edition. Interscience Publishers, New York, Fluorite structure Crystal 
Structures (1963) 239 444), CeP5O14 (Ariguib, N. Averbuch-Pouchot, M. T. Durif, Journal of Solid State 
Chemistry 52 (1984) 61).  
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An initial configuration of the crystal is heated at a temperature higher than the 

temperature of fusion to obtain a liquid which is then gradually cooled down at ambient 

temperature (~300 K) to simulate the quench. The experimental quench process is simulated by 

removing at every time step a ∆Ec of kinetic energy from the system, which contributes to lower 

particles kinetic energy and therefore the temperature of the system. During the quench process 

in which the material structure changes from liquid state to glass, the alternation of constant 

temperature phases and constant energy phases is necessary and allows the structure to relax to a 

configuration of stable energy.  This is, in modeling, the “melt and quench” method widely used 

in molecular dynamics to generate glass materials. This method of glass generation, once the 

model is chosen, is equivalent to a portion of the phase-space trajectory generation by molecular 

dynamics simulation method. Glass generation essentially consists of three steps that include 

initialization, equilibration, and production [121, 135]. 

 

3.4.1 Initialization  

Any molecular dynamics simulation requires an initial configuration as starting point 

which is generally a well-known crystalline structure. However, glass generation going through a 

homogeneous liquid state, the initial configuration nature has been proven to have a little effect 

[114, 122].  

Initial positions and velocities are specified for atoms in the system. Positions are either 

initialized randomly by choosing atoms not too close to avoid appreciable overlap of atomic 

cores or initialized using atoms in a lattice assuming a certain crystal structure. For the 

simulation in this work, atom positions have been randomly generated and put in a cubic 

simulation box, and velocity values are randomly chosen from the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
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distribution for the desired temperature. Since it is desirable the system explores a larger amount 

of the phase space during equilibration in order to avoid being trapped in a local minimum of 

energy, the initial velocities are set through the initial temperature itself sets much higher than 

the equilibrium temperature. Combined with initial positions ri(t)  and velocities vi(t), an initial 

neighbor list is generated to calculate initial potential energy and forces.  

In summary, the initialization may consist of the following steps performed once during 

the simulation:  

1. Assign initial positions 

2. Assign initial velocities 

3. Generate initial neighbor list 

4. Calculate initial potential energy and forces 

 

3.4.2 Equilibration 

In an equilibrium molecular dynamics performed on isolated systems, the independent 

thermodynamics properties are the number of atoms or molecules N, system volume V, and total 

energy E [121]. The initial positions and the initial velocities being not characteristic of the 

equilibration state, solutions of equations of motion allow the system to relax from the initial 

state to approach an equilibrium state: this is called equilibration [121].  In this sense, at the 

beginning or end of each time step, the state of the system changes and this puts the system 

temporarily out of equilibrium. Therefore thermodynamic equilibrium including thermal 

equilibrium, mechanical equilibrium, and chemical equilibrium, and their respective driving 

forces must be absent across system boundaries and across boundaries of any macroscopic parts 

of the system.  
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Referring to thermodynamic equilibrium, the indicators of the system state potential 

energy, kinetic energy, total energy, temperature, and pressure are not stationary; they relax 

towards a newly assigned value that slowly drifts with time and around which they fluctuate 

[114]. For example, if the initial configuration has a higher potential energy than that of the 

equilibrium state, the potential energy drops during the equilibration process due to energy 

conservation, this leads to increase the kinetic energy and consequently the temperature. On the 

other hand, an initial configuration with a lower potential energy will see an increase of its 

potential energy, a decrease of its kinetic energy and temperature.  

In molecular dynamics simulations, a variety of techniques exists to move the system at a 

desired constant temperature through the process of velocities scaling implemented in an 

appropriate algorithm.  

This may be accomplished in the velocity Verlet algorithm by replacing the equation  

𝒗𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝒗𝒊(𝑡) +  1
2
∆𝑡[ 𝒂𝒊(𝑡) +  𝒂𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡)]  by   

𝒗𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = � 𝑇0
𝑇(𝑡)𝒗𝒊(𝑡) + 1

2
∆𝑡[ 𝒂𝒊(𝑡) +  𝒂𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡)]    (3.22)  where To is the desired 

temperature, and T(t) the instantaneous temperature [114]. 

With such a process which is used only between two subsequent well-defined system 

states, the total energy is no longer conserved and so data should not be collected.  

In the present work, the technique used to equilibrate the system at the desired 

temperature To is based on the Berendsen thermostat [136] in which the microscopic velocities 

are multiplied at every integration step by the factor 𝜒(𝑡) to push the instantaneous temperature 

towards the desired temperature. 

𝜒(𝑡) = �1 + Δ𝑡
𝜏𝑇
� 𝑇𝑜
𝑇(𝑡) − 1� �

1
2�                                                (3.23) 
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This leads to determine the velocity 𝑣(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) and the position 𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡). The leap frog 

implementation of Berendsen’s algorithm proceeds as follows:  

                  𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 + 1
2
∆𝑡� =  �𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 −

1
2
∆𝑡� + ∆𝑡 𝑓(𝑡)

𝑚
� 𝜒(𝑡)     

𝒗𝒊(𝑡) =  1
2

[𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 + 1
2
∆𝑡� + 𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 −

1
2
∆𝑡�]                (3.24)  

𝒓𝒊(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑟𝑖(𝑡) +   𝒗𝒊 �𝑡 + 1
2
∆𝑡� ∆𝑡        

where ∆𝑡 is the integration step, τT(t) the coupling parameter with the thermostat, and T(t) the 

instantaneous temperature of the system expressed as follow:  

𝑇 = 1
3𝑁𝑘𝐵

∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑣𝑖2𝑁
𝑖=1                                                                        (3.25)            

The system state can be changed any time in the course of the simulation either by the 

simulator, changing the desired parameter of the simulation, or spontaneously, which introduces 

perturbations that makes the system to deviate from one equilibrium state to a new one. In all 

situations, data collection should be done after the system reaches equilibrium state identifiable 

by well-defined constant energy conditions [136].   

A physical quantity A usually reaches its equilibrium value exponentially with time 

expressed by  𝐴(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑜 + 𝐶 𝑒𝑥𝑝 �− 𝑡
𝜏
�  (3.26)  where  𝐴(𝑡) is the physical quantity average 

over a short time and τ the relaxation time which is on the order of hundreds of time step [114].    

The equilibration can be summarized through few steps as follow [135]: 

1. Prediction of new positions 

2. Calculation of potential energy and forces 

3. Application of periodic boundary conditions 

4. Scaling of velocities 

5. Update neighbor list every knbr  steps 
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6. Sample properties every ksample steps 

7. Generate report for equilibrium results. 

 

3.4.3 Production 

During the production run following equilibration, the phase-space trajectory including 

positions and velocities of atoms obtained from solutions of Newton equations is saved at time 

interval and then used any time to compute the equilibrium properties of the system. 

 

3.5 Analysis Techniques  

Having computed the phase-space trajectory for a system of atoms or molecules, their 

statistical analysis is required in view to extract the characteristics of the system studied. This 

analysis includes the evaluation of macroscopic properties of interest to characterize the physical 

model of atoms or molecules. Although properties usually used to describe a system are 

classified into static and dynamic properties, only the former are considered in the context of the 

present thesis. This part encompasses different analysis techniques, briefly described, more 

frequently utilized in simulation to analyze structural properties of amorphous materials. These 

tools, pair distribution function (PDF), radial distribution function (RDF), average coordination 

number (CN), total distribution function (TDF), bond angle distribution (BAD), Qn distribution , 

ring size distribution (RSD), neutron and X-ray structure factors , used for average calculations, 

cannot provide any information on possible local heterogeneity in the simulated glasses.  

 

3.5.1 Partial and Radial Distributions (PDF, RDF) 

Radial distribution function or pair correlation function g(r) is the most used function for 
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materials structural description. In a homogeneous distribution of particles in space, the radial 

distribution function g(r) represents the probability to find a particle in a spherical shell of 

thickness dr at the distance r from an arbitrarily chosen particle.  

Dividing the space into shells of thickness dr, the number dn(r) of atoms at a distance 

between r and r + dr around an atom allows to calculate g(r):    

𝑑𝑛(𝑟) =  𝑁
𝑉
𝑔(𝑟) 4𝜋𝑟2𝑑𝑟          (3.27) 

𝑔(𝑟)  =   𝑑𝑛(𝑟)
𝜌 4𝜋𝑟2𝑑𝑟

            (3.28) 

where N and V representing the total number of particles and the volume respectively, 

give 𝜌 =  𝑁
𝑉

  the atomic number density;  g(r) designates the radial distribution function. 

For distinct chemical species, partial radial distribution functions gij(r) define, given a 

particle of species i, the probability of finding nearest neighbor atom of species j in the spherical 

shell dr:  

𝑔𝑖𝑗(𝑟) = 𝑑𝑛𝑖𝑗(𝑟)

4𝜋𝑟2𝜌𝑗𝑑𝑟
    with         𝜌𝑗 = 𝑁𝑖

𝑉
= 𝑁×𝑐𝑗

𝑉
                           (3.29) 

where  ρj = Nj /V is the number density of species j, Nj the total number of atoms of species j ,and 

V the volume of the simulation box;  

dNij is the average number of atoms j in the spherical shell of volume dV = 4πr2dr at the distance 

r centered on atom i, and cj the concentration of atoms of species j 

The radial distribution function informs on the manner atoms organize themselves around 

one another in the system of interest, that is the local structure. These functions can be compared 

with those from X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments.  

Plotted as a function the distance r, a number of peaks appear indicating the packing of 

atoms around each other in shell neighbors. In general, a radial distribution function presents an 
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intense first peak that corresponds to the first coordination shell whose radius is the cut-off 

distance determined by the first minimum of the distribution function.  

• The interatomic distance or bond length between any two atoms or ions is defined as 
the position of the first peak of the pair distribution function 

• The cut-off distance defined as the distance beyond which two atoms are considered 
not bonded can be used to compute the average coordination number (CN) of atoms, 
the bond angle distribution (BAD) between atomic bonding, and the cluster size in 
clustering analysis.  

For crystalline materials, it exhibits a sequence of sharp peaks extending at large values 

of r indicating a high degree of ordering, this is the long range order. The positions and 

magnitudes of peaks are characteristic of the crystal structure ( fcc, bcc, hcp, ..) .  

For disordered systems, g(r) exhibits short- range order by its major peak close to the 

average interatomic distance of neighbors and less pronounced oscillating peaks at larger 

distances as g(r) approaches 1 as shown in Figure 3.3.   

• g (r)  vanishes below a certain distance corresponding to a strong repulsion that 
prevents atoms from getting too close 

• g (r) tends to 1 at larger distance corresponding to the average density
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Figure 3. 3: Partial pair distribution functions O-O and Eu-O from europium doped silica glass. 
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3.5.2 Accumulated Coordination Number   

The average coordination number CN of atoms of type j around atoms of type i for a 

distance r can be calculated using the number of atoms j in the sphere of radius R, which is the 

integration from 0 to R of the number dnij in a shell of thickness dr and volume 4πr2dr. The result 

is the cumulative radial distribution function RDF nij(R): 

𝑛𝑖𝑗  (𝑅) = ∫ 4𝜋 𝜌𝑗𝑔𝑖𝑗( 𝑟) 𝑟2 𝑑𝑟𝑅
0                              (3.30) 

Integrating at a distance r0 corresponding to the cut-off which is the first minimum of 

gij(r) after the first peak, we can obtain the average coordination number Nij  of  j around i also 

noted CN such that:     𝐶𝑁 = 𝑛𝑖𝑗  (r0) = 4𝜋 ∫ 𝜌𝑗𝑔𝑖𝑗( 𝑟) 𝑟2 𝑑𝑟𝑟0
0               (3.31) 

Figure 3.4 shows the P-O and Al-O partial pair correlation functions and average 

coordination numbers (CN) of oxygen around phosphorus and aluminum. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 4: Al-O and P-O partial pair correlation functions (red and blue) and average 
coordination numbers (black and blue dashed lines) calculated with cutoffs 2.0 Ǻ and 2.4Ǻ for 
phosphorus and aluminum, respectively.   
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3.5.3 Total Correlation Function  

T(r) = 4𝜋𝑟 ∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗 ( 𝑟)  (3.32)  

The total distribution function, given by equation (3.32) is the best useful tool for 

comparison of the simulated with the experimental X-ray and neutron diffraction data [137].  

This can be used for the assessment of the accuracy of the interatomic potentials developed for 

the simulations. The quantitative comparison requires the calculation of partial and total structure 

factors for X-ray and neutron diffractions. MD simulations complement experiments by 

providing partial structure factors, poorly or not accessible by experiments, which inform on the 

contributions of each component in the total distribution function. 

 

3.5.4 Bond Angle Distributions (BAD) 

The bond angle distribution 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘 provides information on the statistical repartition of the 

angle value 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘  between three neighboring atoms j, i and k, taken in this order, in the first 

coordination shell of the atom i. It is expressed by the formula: 

𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘(𝜃) = 1
𝑁𝑎
∑ 𝛿(𝜃 − (𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘)𝐴
𝑁𝑎
𝐴=1 )   (3.33); where Na is the total number of angles of 

interest. 

The distribution  𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘(𝜃)   depends on the cut-off of atomic bonds involved, the number 

of atoms in the simulation, and the number of configurations taken into consideration for its 

computation.  

 

3.5.5 Qn and Ring Size Distributions: Medium –Range Order Characterization 

The medium -range order (MRO) may be characterized using information obtained from 

the Qn distribution and the ring size distribution (RSD).  
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Information from the Qn species distribution can allow a deeper understanding of the 

glass network structure. The Qn distribution is defined as the percentage of the number n of 

bridging oxygen (BO) per tetrahedral site. In silica and silica based glasses, n is the number of 

BOs per [SiO4] silicon-oxygen tetrahedron, i.e. Q4 stands for the silicon coordinated by four BO, 

Q3 stands for silicon coordinated to three BO and one non-bridging (NBO), Q2 stands for silicon 

coordinated to two BO and two non-bridging (NBO), …, etc. The n values smaller than 4 are 

interpreted as the modification of the system glass by a modifier ions (Na+, Ca2+ ... etc.) and 

therefore the depolymerization of the tetrahedra [SiO4] linked by non-bridging oxygens (NBOs). 

The RSD represents the number of tetrahedra in the smallest closed chains formed by 

bridging oxygen (BO) and the network former ions (Si, P, ..., etc.) of network glasses. A ring is 

primitive if no shorter paths, or smaller rings, can be found between any two nodes. Larger rings 

are ascribed to the depolymerization [138, 139] . 

 

3.5.6   Partial and Total Neutron Structure Factors (Sij(Q), SN(Q) ) 

The structure of glasses can be determined using neutron and x-ray diffraction methods 

that provide a direct measure of the bonding and coordination. These two techniques used as 

probes to study the structure of amorphous matter, provide complementary information which 

results from different scattering mechanisms related to the neutron and x-ray radiations. 

Neutrons scatter from the nucleus while x-rays scatter from the electron density. The neutron 

scattering is relatively even for light and heavy elements whereas the scattering of x-rays 

increases with the atomic number.  

Using MD, the scattering structure factors of both neutron SN and x-rays SX diffractions 

can be calculated and compared to those from glass experimental data. In addition, MD total 
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correlation functions T(r) for structural analyses can also be compared to those of the real space 

Fourier transforms of the experimental diffraction data to measure the accuracy of models 

computationally generated.  

Total structure factor is calculated as a sum of partial structure factors which are used to 

explain the contributions of different chemical species mainly to the first sharp diffraction peak 

(FSDP) and the secondary ones.  From partial pair distribution functions gij(r) calculated from 

MD and not accessible experimentally, the neutron partial scattering structure factors Sij (Q) are 

calculated by Fourier transformation of the pair distribution functions using equation (3.34)  

                  
∫ −+=

R

ijoij dr
Rr

Rr
Qr

QrrgrQS
0

2

/
)/sin()sin(]1)([41)(

π
ππρ                (3.34) 

in which Q is the scattering vector, ρo is the average atom number density, R is the maximum 

value of the integration in real space which is set to half of the size of one side of the simulation 

cell [140].  

The Lorch type window function 

 

sin(πr /R)
πr /R

 [141] was used during the Fourier 

transformation to reduce the effect of finite simulation cell size.  

The total neutron scattering structure factor SN (Q) of the simulated glasses is then 

calculated from the partial structure factors by means of equation (3.35), 

 

SN (Q) = ( cibi
i=1

n

∑ )−2 cic j
i, j=1

n

∑ bib jSij (Q)                                     (3.35) 

in which  𝑐𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖
𝑁

 and  𝑐𝑗 = 𝑁𝑗
𝑁

   are the fraction of atoms, bi and bj are neutron scattering lengths, 

for element i and j, respectively [142].   

In the case of cerium doped aluminophosphate glasses, neutron scattering lengths used 

are 5.803, 3.449, 5.13, 4.84, and 4.84 fm for oxygen, aluminum, phosphorus, cerium (Ce3+, Ce4+) 
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respectively [143]. Likewise, the total x-ray scattering structure factor was calculated using the 

formula (3.34) where bi values were replaced by the atomic form factor fi(Q) for x-rays 

diffraction [144]. 

Furthermore, information in the real space can be obtained from the analysis of the total 

correlation function T(r) calculated from g(r) the pair distribution function through Fourier 

transform of the appropriate structure factor S (Q). In the case of neutron diffraction,   

𝑇𝑁 ( 𝑟 ) = 4𝜋𝜌𝑜𝑟 𝑔𝑁(𝑟)           (3.36)  

∫
∞

−+=
0

2 )sin(]1)([
4

11)( dq
qr

qrqQSrg NN πρ
       (3.37) 

As suggested by Wright [145], the quantification of the comparison of MD pair 

correlation functions  to those from measured neutron and x-rays diffraction  data is expressed by 

an Rx factor and defined by equation (3.38). Wright has shown that an excellent agreement is 

indicated by an Rx factor smaller than 9%. This parameter, used to quantify the agreement, is 

expressed as follow: 

  

                         (3.38) 

 

where Texp( r) and TMD( r) are total correlation functions from experiments and from results of 

MD simulation, respectively. In addition, Rx factor depends on the range of r used for its 

calculation.                                        
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3.5.7 Partial and Total X-Ray Structure Factors (Sij(Q), SX(Q) ) 

Like neutron diffraction, the total x-ray scattering structure factor can be also calculated 

as a sum partial structure factors using the equation (3.34) where bi values are replaced with the 

atomic form factor  fi(Q) for x-rays diffraction [144]. 

 

3.5.8 Clustering Analysis 

The solubility of rare earth ions, depending significantly on the glass type, is higher than 

5 mol% in phosphate, multicomponent silicate and fluoride glasses, but very low in silica 

glasses. Depending on the doping level and the glass structure, clustering may occur from 

inhomogeneous distribution of rare earth ions, which affects negatively the quality of glass 

containing rare earth ions for optical and photonic applications (luminescence quenching). 

Clustering characterization, based on three methods, is an effective tool to detect rare earth (RE) 

ions clustering in optical glasses. The analysis of clustering includes the probability of clustering, 

the percentage of atoms in clusters, and the cluster size defined as the number of atoms in a 

cluster. For clustering description or quantification, cluster size of one ion or atom denotes an 

isolated ion or atom and so is not counted among clustered ions or atoms. In contrast, cluster size 

of two ions, atoms or more represents ions or atoms used for clustering quantification.  

Clustering in glasses of interest is analyzed making the difference between real clustering 

and a random distribution in which atoms are just close to each other. The methods used in 

clustering characterization of rare earth ions depend on their separation distance RE-RE and how 

they are linked in the glass structure:  RE-RE separation distance, direct linkage RE-O-RE, and 

direct bonding RE-RE distance.  
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3.5.8.1 Probability of Clustering 

In the first method, statistics are used to compare the calculated probabilities of atoms in 

random distribution to those observed from atom positions obtained from our MD simulations 

samples. The probability of atoms clustering in a random distribution is calculated assuming a 

cell volume V in which ions can occupy any position with equal probability. The probability of 

adding a second ion in the cell and not being clustered with the first one at distance R is    

      V
VVg R−

=1   in which   
3)3/4( RVR π=                               (3.39) 

The probability of adding n ions and each being not within distance R with all the former 

atoms is  
n

R
n

Rn
n V

V
V

VVgg 





 −=






 −

== 1)( 1   (3.40) and the probability P to find neighboring 

ions with separation R based on random distribution is                                

n
R

n V
VgP 






 −−=−= 111     (3.41) 

The probability of clustering , as a function of R taking the RE-RE separation distance is 

compared with the probability of random distribution P and described as follow:  

• If  the probability of clustering from MD simulations is larger than P , then true RE 
ions clustering occurs 

• If the probability of clustering from MD simulations is lower than P, then there is no 
occurrence or low tendency of RE ions clustering 

• If the probability of clustering from MD simulations is similar to P, then RE ions are 
in random distribution    

 

3.5.8.2 Clustering Based on Direct Linkage RE-O-RE  

This second method provides the degree of clustering through the size of clusters and the 
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fraction of atoms in clusters.  

Clustering is characterized by the formation of the direct linkage RE-O-RE which 

means, two rare earth (RE) atoms sharing common oxygen atom are considered to be clustered 

as defined by Sen et al.[15]. The clustering size is determined using the RE-O bond length cutoff 

which is the first minimum after the first peak of the pair distribution function. This means RE-

RE separation distance smaller than the RE-O bond length cutoff is a signature of clustering. The 

method has been used to quantify Eu and Ce clustering based on Eu-O-Eu and Ce-O-Ce linkages 

in europium doped silica and sodium silicate glasses, and cerium doped aluminophosphate 

glasses. 

 

3.5.8.3 Clustering Based on Direct Bonding Distance RE-RE 

The third method is based on experimental results [14] where energy transfer could be 

very effective beyond the distance of the direct bonding. Consequently, two rare earth (RE) 

atoms separated by a distance shorter than the RE-RE bond length cutoff are considered to be 

clustered.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM SIZE EFFECT ON LOCAL ENVIRONMENT AND CLUSTERING OF RARE 

EARTH IONS IN EUROPIUM-DOPED SILICA AND SODIUM SILICATE GLASSES 

4.1 Abstract 

Understanding the atomic structures, especially the local environment of rare earth ions 

and their distribution and clustering, is critical for rare earth containing glasses in photonic 

devices and as a model system for nuclear waste immobilization.  In this paper, we have studied 

the structure of Eu2O3-doped silica and sodium silicate glasses using molecular dynamics 

simulations for systems ranging from around 1,500 to around 24,000 atoms. The purpose was to 

understand the simulation system size effect, as well as the glass composition effect, on the local 

environment and clustering behavior in glasses with low rare earth oxide concentration (~1 

mol%). In silica glasses, Eu–O distances and coordination numbers are found to be in the ranges 

2.19-2.22 Å and 4.6-4.8, respectively in the series. The existence of Eu clusters and short Eu-Eu 

distances in the range 3.40-3.90 Å was observed. On the other hand, europium ions in a modified 

sodium silicate glass were found to have higher coordination number of around 5.8, as well as a 

narrower coordination distribution, and longer Eu-O distance of around 2.32 Å. Eu ions were 

also found to be much better dispersed and to have a lower probability to form clusters.  The 

clustering behavior of europium ions were investigated by comparing the probability of 

clustering in the simulated glass with those from a random distribution. It was found that 

clustering behavior is sensitive with the system size. For systems with over 12,000 atoms, 

consistent results were obtained in terms of probability of clustering as compared to a random 

distribution. But for smaller systems, the clustering behavior can vary from sample to sample due 

to the size effect. The results suggest that for low doping levels it is critical to have a sufficient 
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number of rare earth ions in order to obtain statistical meaningful results on the local 

environment and clustering 

 

4.2 Introduction   

Trivalent rare earth ions (RE3+) doped oxide glasses are of great importance in various 

applications as active and inactive components in optical and photonic devices. The macroscopic 

properties of these materials, such as the high luminescence and long fluorescence lifetimes 

required for lasing, are strongly related to the local environment and interactions of the rare-earth 

ions [49]. Knowledge of these properties and their control depends on structural information on 

the relative distribution of the rare-earth ions and the local environment of the surrounding host. 

However, the solubility of rare earth ions is strongly glass system dependent. Some systems such 

as phosphate, multicomponent silicate and fluoride glasses can accommodate large proportions 

of rare earth ions (higher than 5mol %) [2, 146] as compared to silica glass systems in which the 

solubility can be only of some tenths of one mole percent as in the case of erbium oxide [147, 

148]. The problem of uniform distribution of rare earth ions has been explained by the rigidity of 

the three dimensional network structure of the silica glass, the difference between the 

coordination requirements of the high field strength of rare earth ions and the silica glass formers 

[149]. RE ions are believed to play the role of network modifiers in silica glasses and form bonds 

with non-bridging oxygen’s (NBOs). As consequence, RE ions tend to form clusters that share 

limited number of NBOs in the host glasses. The low solubility of rare earth ions in silica glasses 

appears as a major problem that leads to an observation of their clustering in the glass systems 

above mentioned. With direct optical amplification, rare earth ions such as erbium incorporated 

in optical amplifier have greatly improved long distance communication in optical fiber 
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communication. In RE doped amplifiers, due to limited solubility of rare earth ions in the rigid 

silica network structure, clustering of RE ions have been found to lower the quantum efficiency 

due to non-radiative decay caused by energy transfer between clustered rare earth ions. Two 

mechanisms have been found to explain this process: energy transfer up-conversion between two 

excited RE ions and energy migration between excited and non-excited ions which increases the 

probability of excited RE ions  reaching defect sites , such as hydroxyl(OH) ions, and hence that 

of a non-radiative transition . An approach of solution to this problem is to use low concentration 

doping, long fiber devices, together with co-dopants such as phosphorus and/or aluminum oxide 

to disperse rare earth ions. Fluorescence enhancement has been proved with the use of co-

dopants. Several groups have found that aluminum produces the greatest enhancement on 

fluorescence of all RE-doped glass [49, 57, 150]. 

In the development of new integrated photonic circuits with smaller sizes, RE ions high 

concentrations are decisive factors to provide more active sites for amplification and glass 

systems accommodating those concentrations are required. Besides the optical output, emission 

spectra shape, closely related to the local environment of RE ions and their distribution in 

glasses, is also a major factor for optical amplifiers where a broad spectrum is expected to 

provide wide bandwidth amplification.  

Thus the development of efficient photonic devices is subjected to the detailed 

understanding of rare earth ions environment, their distribution and clustering behavior in 

different glasses of interest. Although several experimental works were already dedicated at this 

purpose,  atomistic computer simulations provide deepened and detailed atomic level structure of 

rare earth doped glasses and of rare earth clustering mechanism. The purpose of this work is to 
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study europium doped silica and sodium silicate glasses, to characterize the europium 

environment, and to investigate clustering of europium ions in pure and modified silicate glasses.  

Several experimental efforts have been reported to elucidate rare earth ion environments 

in silicate glasses.  For example, fluorescence line narrowing (FLN), a site-selective technique 

designed to obtain the spectral contributions of rare earth ions in individual bonding 

environments [17], has been used to identify fast energy transfer related to a small RE-RE 

separation distances of rare earth ions in glasses when the line narrowing is absent.  Lochhead et 

al. used FLN of Eu3+ doped silica gel glasses to characterize clustering of Eu3+ ions [17]. Eu3+ 

clustering in the Eu2O3-SiO2 system is evidenced by the lack of line narrowing with rapid Eu3+-

Eu3+ energy transfer. The addition of alumina to the silica system changed the local coordination 

of Eu3+ and contributed in better dispersing of Eu3+ ions.  Costa et al. have studied FLN of Eu3+ 

in sol-gel silica to characterize the effect of modifying cations (Sr2+, La3+, Gd3+, Y3+, Lu3+, Sc3+, 

Ga3+) on the clustering  of Eu3+ ions [151]. They have shown correlations of the absence of line 

narrowing and clustering because the short Eu3+-Eu3+ distances associated with clustering lead to 

energy transfer among Eu3+ ions in samples without codopant. Samples with co-dopants, on the 

other hand, all showed development of a line narrowing effect, as a result of an increase of the 

average Eu3+-Eu3+ distances, and hence a decrease of energy transfer. Marcus and Polman 

studied erbium-doped silica and sodium silicate glasses using EXAFS and found that the erbium 

environment in silica was quite different from that in sodium silicate, but observed no clustering 

[5]. Peters and Houde-Walter used EXAFS to study a series of multicomponent oxide and 

fluoride glasses, and also reported no evidence of clustering [152]. Sen et al. studied neodymium 

doped and neodymium/aluminum co-doped silicate glasses by NMR and EXAFS [15, 16]. In 

their work, the spin-echo relaxation rates found from the NMR results were used to interpret 
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clustering and the EXAFS results revealed the formation of Nd-O-Nd linkages in Nd2O3 doped 

silica glass as the signature of direct clustering.  Furthermore, the energy transfer between rare 

earth ions, which is dominated by electric dipole-dipole interaction and proportional to r-6 can 

still be effective beyond the range of direct bonding (3.5-4.5 Å) [14]. This makes it very difficult 

to characterize rare earth clustering directly.  

Molecular dynamics (MD) has been extensively used in the structural study of oxide 

glasses and has successfully provided valuable structural information of rare earth doped oxide 

glasses. Cormier et al. reported simulation of europium doped silica and sodium silicate glasses 

[153]. It was found that europium ions have different average coordination numbers of 4.20 and 

5.92 in SiO2 and Na2O-SiO2 glasses, respectively; europium ions form quasi-molecular 

complexes, do not behave as a network modifier, and are responsible for free oxygen’s formation 

in the presence of sodium ions.  Monteil et al. [6] reported MD simulations on europium doped 

silica glass and found europium ions in a low coordination number around 4.0. However, only 

two europium ions were introduced in the simulation cells hence it was impossible to study the 

distribution and clustering of rare earth ions in these glasses. This is especially important in silica 

glass since the clustering of rare earth ions provides a way to share non-bridging oxygen ions, 

which would not be observed in these early studies. Afify and Mountjoy reported MD 

simulations of europium doped silica glasses for Eu2O3 concentration up to 5 mol%. In this 

study, for the concentration of 1 mol% Eu2O3, 10 europium ions were used in the simulation cell, 

Eu3+ – O coordination numbers was 4.5, most of Eu3+ ions were isolated in silica, and most of the 

clustered Eu3+ ions  were present only in pairs [12]. The structure of erbium doped sodium 

silicate glasses 1Er2O3-xNa2O-(99-x)SiO2 (x=0,10,20,30) containing at most 32 erbium ions was 

studied by Du and Cormack using MD simulations; the concentration effect on rare earth 
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environments and clustering have been reported [48]. In this work, erbium coordination number 

increases from around 5 in silica to around 6 in sodium silicate glasses and conclusion of Erbium 

clustering was less obvious in sodium silicate glasses than in silica . Bernard et al. studied 

erbium doped titanium silicate glasses using MD simulation where the relatively large simulation 

cell (containing over 5000 atoms) enabled low doping level: the erbium oxide (Er2O3) 

concentration was 1-2 mol% and detailed characterization of erbium clustering has been mainly 

done by the statistics of the erbium ions forming of Er-O-Er bonds and by the study of Er -Er 

pair distribution functions [154]. Richard et al. reported MD simulations of Dy3+ doped alumino-

phosphate glass with a model of 2600 atoms containing 186 Dy  and revealed minority rare-earth 

clustering in a good agreement with experimental data obtained from neutron diffraction [49]. 

The total Dy–O coordination number is of 5.8.   

The common limitation of most of these simulations on the rare earth ions clustering is 

the small number of rare earth ions in the simulation cells that prevent a reliable analysis of 

clustering behavior. Earlier simulation work of rare earth doped glasses contain only a few are 

earth ions. Although the RE local environment can be studied using multiple sample, the 

interaction or distribution of rare earth ions cannot be effectively achieved. We reported earlier 

of the simulation results of europium doped silicate glasses with around 20000 atoms where 

reliable clustering analyses of europium ions were obtained [39]. In this work, MD simulations 

were performed on 5 different system sizes, ranging from 1500 to 24000 atoms, of europium 

doped silica and sodium silicate glasses using effective partial charge pair wise potentials to 

systematically investigate the system size effect on europium environment and the clustering at 

low rare earth oxide concentrations (~1 mol %) in pure silica and sodium silicate glasses. 

Detailed structural and clustering analyses have been performed in these glasses. 
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4.3 Simulation Details   

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on 5 simulation cells of Eu2O3-doped 

silica (SiO2) and sodium silicate (Na2O-SiO2) using the code DL_POLY version 2.20 [118]. 

Long range Coulombic interactions were calculated using the Ewald summation method with a 

relative precision of 10-6 and cutoff of 10Å. The Verlet leapfrog algorithm with a time step of 

0.001 ps was used in the integration of equations of motion. At each temperature, the NVT run 

with a Berendsen thermostat to control the temperature was used followed by an NVE run to 

further allow the equilibration of the system [118]. The initial structures were generated 

randomly with proper composition and densities, in cubic simulation boxes, with initial 

constraints of shortest interatomic distance to avoid atoms being too close to each other. The 

glasses were modeled using a melt and quench process. After initial relaxation at zero K, the 

initial configurations were heated up to the melting temperature of 6000 K for 60 picoseconds. 

The melted structures were gradually cooled down, with a nominal cooling rate of 5K/ps, from 

6000 K run to 300 K at which a total of 801 configurations of the NVE run were recorded, based 

on which final structure analyses were averaged. For low doping level, the statistics of rare earth 

environments and their distributions depend on the size of the simulation cells. Therefore MD 

simulations were performed on 5 simulation cells of Eu2O3- doped silica (SiO2) and sodium 

silicate (Na2O-SiO2) all containing about 1500 to 24000 atoms. MD simulations on large 

simulation cells enable us to put more europium ions in the simulation cell, which helps to 

determine reliable statistics of europium ions distributions in the glasses. In this work we use 

parallel computing up to 24000 atoms, which makes it possible to put up 160 and 176 europium 

ions in silica and sodium silicate glasses, respectively. Table 4.1 summarizes the simulation cell 

information. 
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Several partial charges rigid ionic interatomic potentials with the short range 

Buckingham form have been successfully developed to model the structural and dynamic 

properties of silica [47, 48, 130-133, 155, 156].    

In the present study of europium ion doped silica and sodium silicate glasses, partial 

charge pair-wise potentials were used in all the simulations and short range interactions have the 

Buckingham form with appropriate charges and potential parameters [39] 

              6)exp ijijijijijij /rC/ρr(Α)V(r −−=      (4.1); where r is the distance between the two 

atoms i and j and, Aij, Cij, and ρij are parameters. The potential sets have been successfully used 

to study silica and a number of silicate glasses [47, 129]and recently in Eu2O3-doped silica and 

sodium silicate glasses [39].  

 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Local Environments around Europium Ions   

Figure 4.1 shows the Eu-O pair correlation functions and their BO and NBO 

    Table 4.1: Glass composition and simulation cell information. 

Name 
 

Eu2O3 
(mole %) 

Na2O 
(mole %) 

SiO2 
(mole %) 

Samples 
 

Numb. of 
Europium 

Total 
Num 

Cell 
size 
(Å) 

Density* 
(g/cm3) 

 
 
ES1 

 
 
1 

 
 
0 
 
 

 
 
99 

S1 10 1510 28.22  
 
2.326a 

S2 20 3020 35.56 
S3 40 6040 44.80 
S4 80 12080 56.45 
S5 160 24160 71.12 

 
 
ENS1 
 

 
 
1.1 
 
 

 
 
27.5 
 
 

 
 
71.4 
 
 

S1 11 1511 26.925  
 
2.714b 

 
 

S2 22 3022 33.923 
S3 44 6044 42.741 
S4 88 12088 53.850 
S5 176 24176 67.847 

 

        a Density was calculated from Fuxi Gan – 74 method. 
      b Density from J. A. Johnson in private presentation. 
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contributions in europium doped silica and sodium silicate glasses. In fig.1a, the first peaks in 

europium doped silica glasses are narrower, have lower intensities, less symmetric and so 

suggest a small oxygen coordination number around europium ions as compared to sodium 

silicate glasses. Eu-O pair correlation functions show larger contributions of BOs in the first 

coordination shell with Eu-BO peak positions much larger than those of the main peaks in silica 

glasses. In contrast, in sodium silicate glasses NBOs contribute to majority of the first 

coordination shell with negligible quantity of BOs. Bond lengths of Eu-O obtained from first 

peak positions compared through the series, are shorter, and change slightly in the wider range 

2.19- 2.22 Å in silica glasses versus the narrower one,  2.31-2.32 Å,  in sodium silicate glasses.  

Figure 4.2 shows plots of coordination number distributions of oxygen around europium 

ions for silica and sodium silicate glasses. The distributions indicate broader coordination 

numbers for silica glasses with 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 coordinated ions as compared to the narrower 

distribution with coordination numbers 5, 6, and 7 in sodium silicate glasses. These distributions 

suggest a variation of the coordination number environment of europium ions from silica to 

sodium silicate glasses. The local structure variation of europium ions is reinforced in fig.4.3 that 

shows, in largest cells, the accumulated coordination number curves of europium ions with 

NBOs and BOs contributions, using the cutoff 3.0 Å, for silica and silicate glasses.  The average 

coordination numbers are in the range 4.4-4.6 for silica glasses, with considerable BOs 

contributions whereas those of sodium silicate glasses are around 5.8-5.9 with only NBOs 

contributions. This shows that europium ion environment is less sensitive in sodium silicate to 

the simulation size effect. On the contrary, heterogeneity of the europium ion environment is 

observed, depends more on the size of the simulation cells in silica glasses, and is correlated with 

a significant fraction of BOs as illustrated by the stiffness at 3.0Å of Eu-BO coordination number 
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curves. Eu local structural difference is well illustrated by the peaks positions in the coordination 

number distributions and in fig.4.4 that plots the proportion of oxygen type in the first 

coordination shell. From fig.4.4, contributions of NBOs less than 75% and those of BOs around 

25% in silica glasses compared to more than 95% of NBOs and less than 3% of BOs in sodium 

silicate glasses are observed. This indicates, as the NBOs proportion increases and that of BOs 

decreases from silica to sodium silicate glasses, a well-defined local bonding environment and a 

higher coordination number of europium ions in sodium silicate glasses. Oxygen type 

proportions further support well the modifier effect on the rare earth ions and is similar to results 

found in recent simulation [39].   

 The Qn distribution characterizing the network connectivity of the network formers were 

calculated and show a clear difference between Eu2O3 -doped silica and sodium silicate glasses. 

In Eu2O3- doped silica glasses, the Qn values of silicon are narrowly distributed over Q2, Q3, and 

Q4 with most of them being Q3 and Q4 having respectively in average the percentages 5.5% and 

94.0% , which confirms the network former role of the silicon. On the contrary, Eu2O3-doped 

sodium silicate glasses have a distribution closed to a random model, with Qn values much 

broader, distributed between Q1 and Q5 with most of them being Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 with average 

fractions 2%, 16.5%, 46%, and 35%, respectively. The broad distribution stems from the 

presence of sodium that de-polymerizes much more the network and generates three, two or one 

non-bridging oxygen per silicon- oxygen tetrahedron. However, Q5 fractions much smaller than 

1% observed in the two host glasses can be considered as defects.  In addition, the number of 

europium ions does not have a distinct effect on the Qn distribution in the two types of host 

glasses. 
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Europium ions numbers in simulation cells have induced some local structural changes 

much more in Eu2O3-doped silica glasses than in Eu2O3-doped sodium silicate glasses and 

evidenced in fig.4.1 and fig.4.3 showing their Eu-O pair distribution functions and coordination 

numbers. In Eu2O3-doped silica, Eu-O bond lengths increases from 2.19 to about 2.22 Å and the 

coordination number increases roughly from 4.4 to around 4.6 as the number of europium ions 

increases from 10 to 160 in the series. Eu3+-Eu3+ distributions are much broader with short first 

peaks increasing from about 3.40 Å in cell with 10 Eu ions/1500 ions to around 3.90 Å in cell 

containing 160 Eu ions/24160 ions, which suggests Eu ions clustering in agreement with results 

found by Costa et al. [17]. For Eu2O3-doped sodium silicate, the situation is quite different with 

the co dopant sodium ions incorporated in the glass system to promote better dispersion of 

europium ions. Changes are much less marked in the Eu–O bond lengths and coordination 

numbers, which provide an important insight of the role of sodium additives in increasing the 

number of NBOs available for europium ions in the glass systems.  Eu–O bond lengths and 

coordination numbers are found in narrow ranges, and are around 2.31 Å and 5.8, respectively. 

The change of bond distances and coordination numbers at Eu2O3 constant concentration of 

1mole percent, more perceptible in silica glasses than in sodium silicate glasses, can be 

interpreted as the effect of the progressive increase of europium ions numbers correlated with 

simulation cell sizes. 
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Figure 4.2: Coordination number distribution of oxygen around europium ions (with Eu-O 
distance cutoff of 3.0 Å) in Eu doped silica (a) and sodium silicate (b) glasses. 
 

              

Figure 4.1:Eu-O pair correlation functions (blue curves) and their BO (red curves)/NBO 
(green curves) contributions in Eu doped silica (a) and sodium silicate (b) glasses. The upper 
lines are shifted by five units along the y axis for clarity. 
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Figure 4.3: BOs (red curves) and NBOs (green curves) contributions to accumulated   
coordination number curves (blue curves) of Eu ions at cutoff 3.0 Å in Eu-doped (a) silica and 
(b) sodium silicate glasses, calculated in the largest system size (> 24, 000 atoms). 

 

       

Figure 4.4: Proportions of oxygen type in the first coordination number of europium ions 
in Eu-doped (a) silica and (b) sodium silicate glasses. 
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4.4.2 Clustering of Europium Ions in Silica and Sodium Silicate Glasses 

Clustering in silica and sodium silicate glasses is analyzed pointing out the difference 

between real clustering and a random distribution in which atoms are just close to each other. 

Clustering characterization is made based on 3 methods:  RE-RE separation distance, direct 

linkage RE-O-RE, and direct RE-RE bonding distance.  

In the first method, statistics are used to compare the calculated probabilities of atoms in 

random distribution to those observed from europium positions obtained from our MD 

simulations samples as in a previous work on rare earth ions clustering [39]. The probability of 

atoms clustering in a random distribution is calculated assuming a cell volume V in which ions 

can occupy any position with equal probability. The probability of adding a second ion in the cell 

and not being clustered with the first one at distance R is 
V

VVg R−
=1

  (4) in which

3)3/4( RVR π= . The probability of adding n ions and each being not within distance R with all 

the former atoms is 
n

R
n

Rn
n V

V
V

VVgg 





 −=






 −

== 1)( 1 (5) and the probability to find 

neighboring ions with separation R based on random distribution is
 

n
R

n V
VgP 






 −−=−= 111   (6)  

The probability of clustering, as a function of R taking the RE-RE separation distance is 

described as follow:  if P is smaller than the probability of clustering from MD simulations, then 

true RE ions clustering is occurring; if P is larger than the probability of clustering from MD 

simulations, then no occurrence or low tendency of RE clustering, if P is similar to the 

probability of clustering from MD simulations, then RE ions are in random distribution.  

In the second method, with clustering characterized by the formation of the linkage Eu-

O-Eu, two europium atoms sharing common oxygen are considered to be clustered as defined by 
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Sen et al. [15]. The clustering size is determined using the Eu-O bond length cutoff 3.0 Å, the 

first minimum of the pair distribution function. 

The third method is based on experimental clustering results [14] where energy transfer 

could be very effective beyond the distance of the direct bonding. Consequently, two europium 

atoms separated by a distance shorter than the Eu3+-Eu3+ bond length cutoff are considered to be 

clustered.  

 In all figures used for clustering description or quantification, cluster size of one ion is 

equivalent to an isolated ion and so should not be counted among clustered ions. While cluster 

size of two ions or more refers to ions used for clustering quantification.  

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of probabilities of atoms in clusters in both MD 

simulations (blue curves) and those from statistics (red curves) through 5 samples of silica and 

sodium silicate glasses. In Eu2O3-doped silica glasses (fig.4.5a), probability values in cells 

containing 40 europium ions or less vary from sample to sample or are not as much as higher to 

conclude for clustering as expected. This may be due to poor statistics stemming from a small 

number of europium ions in these samples. However, in simulation cells containing more than 40 

europium ions, the probability of clustering is consistently higher than the random distribution, 

calculated as mentioned above, suggests clearly the clustering tendency of europium ions in Eu-

doped silica glasses and takes place for Eu3+-Eu3+ distance of 4.0 Å or greater.  

In sodium silicate (fig. 4.5b), the situation is quite different and leads by the effect of 

Na2O on the tendency of clustering. Probabilities in cells with 22 Eu ions or less vary or are just 

as much as close to the random distribution to conclude for clustering or not. In larger simulation 

cells, the probabilities of clustering from MD simulations consistently much smaller compared to 

the random distribution indicate clearly a low tendency of clustering. This feature infers a better 
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dispersion of europium ions due to more NBOs and therefore the contribution of Na2O to inhibit 

their clustering in sodium silicate glasses.  For Eu3+-Eu3+ distance smaller than 7 Å, the 

probability of clustering is considerably lower than random distribution while for distance above 

7 Å, the probability of clustering is close to random distribution and suggests even distribution of 

europium ions in this distance range. These results are similar to those found in recent study on 

europium clustering [39]. 

Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of europium ions in clusters and the degree of clustering 

based on cluster sizes in silica and sodium silicate glasses using direct Eu-O-Eu linkage criterion 

along with Eu-O bond length cutoff 3.0. In silica glasses (fig.4.6a) cluster size and percentage of 

atoms in clusters increase with increasing number of europium ions.  All simulation cell sizes 

contain isolated europium ions and clusters of 2 europium ions but clusters of 3, 4, or 5 europium 

ions are found in simulation cells with more than 20 ions. The percentage of isolated atoms 

(cluster of one ion) decreases regularly from 80.0% to 70.63% showing their incorporation into 

cluster of 2 ions or higher. Europium ions fractions in cluster of size 2 or higher increase from 20 

to around 30%, respectively for cells with 20 to 160 europium ions. This trend clearly shows a 

strong tendency of europium ions clustering when their number increases, which is evidenced in 

the largest cell containing cluster sizes of 2, 3, and 5 atoms. In sodium silicate glasses (fig. 4.6b), 

isolated europium ions increase regularly through the series from around 45 to 87% as the 

numbers of europium and sodium ions in simulation boxes increase. At the same time, fractions 

of europium ions pairs decrease from around 54.5 to 11% through the series. These observations 

show low tendency of europium ions to cluster in the presence of sodium ions and is correlated 

to only 1.71% of europium ions in clusters of 3 atoms in the largest cell (176 Eu ions/24176 

ions).  
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Figure 4.5: Probabilities of finding neighboring Eu ions as a function of Eu-Eu distance in 
random distribution (red curves) and Eu ions distribution from MD simulation (blue curves) 
in Eu2O3 doped (a) silica and (b) sodium silicate glasses. The upper lines are shifted by 50 
units along the y axis for clarity. 

 

        
 

Figure 4.6: Europium ion clustering in (a) silica and (b) sodium silicate glasses based on direct 
criterion Eu-O-Eu linkage using Eu-O bond length cutoff 3.0 Å. 
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Fig.4.7 shows the degree of europium ions clustering in Eu-doped silica (a) and sodium 

silicate (b) glasses based on direct Eu-Eu bond distance criterion. Analyses are made using 

different values of cutoff distance, nominally 4.0, 6.0, 8, 10, and 12 Ǻ.  

In silica glasses (fig.4.7a), increase cutoff values result in higher percentages of europium 

ions in clusters, higher cluster sizes, and less percentages of isolated atoms. With cutoff 4, 

isolated atoms percentages decrease from 90% to 79.32% through the series whereas the cutoff 6 

gives smaller percentages of isolated atoms, decreasing from 80% to 55% through the series. At 

the same time, percentage of atom pairs increases from 10% to 18.75% with the cutoff 4 while 

higher percentages from 20% to 28.75% are observed with cutoff 6.0 Å. More importantly, 

clusters of 3 atoms and above are observed in samples with high number of europium ions and 

subsequent higher percentages of ions in clusters using cutoff 6.0 Å (fig.4.8a). The effect of high 

cutoff 6.0 is well illustrated by the appearance of cluster sizes of 2, 3, 4, and of 7 atoms in 

simulation cell containing 160 Eu ions. Expectedly, these results agree well not only with the 

characterization of clustering using direct Eu-Eu bonding criteria but also with the very 

disordered nature of Eu-Eu coordination shells as it will be shown later in RE clustering analysis 

from Eu-Eu partial pair correlation functions (Figs.4.9 and 4.10) . In sodium silicate glasses 

(fig.4.7b), the direct Eu-Eu bond distance criterion is used to characterize clustering ions and 

concurrently the effectiveness of sodium ions on higher Eu-Eu distances. For each one of the 

cutoffs from cutoff 4 to 8, fractions of isolated europium ions increase, fractions of europium 

ions in clusters and cluster sizes decrease through the series. However, cutoffs larger than 6 Å 

introduce higher percentages of europium ions in clusters and less isolated ions as compared to 

cutoff 4. With cutoff 6 Å, the percentages of isolated europium ions increase regularly from 
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around 27.0 to 74.5% and the percentages of ions in clusters of 3 ions decrease from 54.55% to 

1.71% through the series (fig.4.8b).  

As for their local structure, europium ions’ clustering strongly depends on the size effect 

through their number in simulation cells. Reliable and consistent results of clustering in silica 

glasses or de-clustering in sodium silicate glasses using probability of clustering, clustering 

through cluster sizes along with direct Eu-O-Eu linkage and Eu-Eu direct bonding are obtained 

in simulation cells with more than 40 Eu ions. This is consistent with the results of Monteil et al. 

[6] where distribution and clustering study of Eu ions were impossible with two Eu ions in 

simulation cells. In silica glasses (fig.4.5a), probability of clustering for cells containing less than 

40 Eu ions does not indicate clear results of europium ions’ clustering when compared to random 

distribution but Eu ions’ clustering becomes consistently higher than the random distribution for 

larger simulation cells with more than 40 Eu ions. The same trend is observed in sodium silicate 

glasses (fig.4.5b) where Eu ions’ clustering probability is considerably lower than the random 

distribution for simulation cells containing more than 22 Eu ions. With Eu-O-Eu linkage, the 

simulation size effect is evidenced in silica glasses by the decrease of isolated atoms from small 

cells to larger ones, the appearance of higher cluster sizes in larger simulation cells as seen in 

fig.4.6a whereas an inverse observation is revealed in sodium silicate glasses (fig. 4.6b). The size 

effect on Eu ions’ clustering is observed as well using Eu3+-Eu3+ direct bonding criterion with 

different cutoffs.   
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Figure 4.7: Europium ion cluster sizes in silica (a) and sodium silicate (b) glasses based on   
direct Eu-Eu bonding using Eu-Eu bond length cutoff 4.0 Ǻ. 

 

                                    
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.8: Europium ion cluster sizes in silica (a) and sodium silicate (b) glasses based on 
direct Eu-Eu bonding using Eu-Eu bond length cutoff 6.0 Ǻ. 
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In addition, analysis of Eu-Eu partial correlation functions can be used to predict 

clustering formation of europium ions. Indeed, clustering can be investigated from the tendency 

of a given europium ion to be surrounded at shorter distances by other europium ions. Eu-Eu pair 

correlation functions of Eu -doped silica and sodium silicate glasses are plotted in Fig. 4.9.  In 

silica glasses as shown in fig. 4.9a, Eu-Eu correlation functions are very broad and suggest a 

very heterogeneous nature of these coordination shells. However, the sample S1 (10 Eu ions) has 

four distinct peaks, the first which is strong and three smaller ones all at around 3.60, 5.2, 8.6, 

and 9.4 Å, respectively. The first peak positions in S2, S3, and S4 are in the range 3.40 – 3.55 Å 

and that of S5 (160 Eu ions) is located at around 3.90 Å. These first peak positions in general, 

appear smaller compared to the typical values of Eu-Eu distances, 3.86 Å from Eu2O3 crystal, 

4.16 Å and 4.13 Å from Eu2Si2O7 crystals [157-159]. As the number of europium ions increases 

through the series, the Eu-Eu distributions become broader, and their corresponding areas under 

the Eu-Eu first peaks regularly increase as well. This feature indicates an increasing trend of Eu-

Eu coordination number and consequently an increasing clustering effect of Eu ions. 

Interestingly, this observation is in accord with results obtained from the comparison between 

statistical distributions and probabilities of clustering from simulated glasses.  

In europium doped sodium silicate glass, Eu-Eu pair correlation functions plotted in fig. 

4.9b are less broad, with peak intensities sufficiently smaller compared to those of silica glasses. 

Also, Eu-Eu first peak positions are around 4.0 Å for glasses containing 88 and 176 Eu ions. 

These observations can be ascribed to less clustering in sodium silicate glasses compared to 

silica glasses, which reflects clearly the dispersing role of sodium in silicate glasses. Eu-Eu 

distribution functions along with coordination number curves prove sufficiently a higher 

tendency of clustering in silica glasses than in sodium silicate glasses as shown in fig. 4.10a and 
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fig. 4.10b. However, due to the heterogeneity of the coordination shells, only a rough estimate of 

the cutoff around 4.4 Å for S4 and S5 can give an insight on Eu-Eu coordination numbers. For 

cells containing 80 or more, Eu-Eu coordination numbers are slightly higher than 0.3 in silica 

and around 0.15 for sodium silicate glasses. Likewise, the coordination numbers are around 0.45 

for sample of 160 Eu ions in silica glasses and smaller than 0.15 for sample of 176 Eu ions in 

silicate glasses. These results show that the probability to find at shorter distance other europium 

ions around a given one increases through silica glasses, higher than the corresponding 

probabilities in silicate glasses where the Eu-Eu correlation decreases. Eu-Eu distributions lead 

to high tendency of europium ion clustering in silica glasses than in sodium silicate glasses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Figure 4.9: Eu-Eu partial pair correlation functions of Eu-doped (a) silica and (b) sodium 
silicate glasses. The upper lines are shifted by one unit along the y axis for clarity. 
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4.5 Discussion 

The incorporation of high field strength cations such as rare –earth ions into silica glasses 

is known to cause a distribution problem that brings out or not the occurrence of clustering 

depending on the number of cations at low solubility of RE oxides in silica. In this work, 

europium environment changes, clustering formation and distribution in Eu2O3-doped silica and 

sodium silicate glasses have been studies using different simulation cell sizes at about 1mole 

percent of Eu2O3. The total number of europium ions used in a simulation can be limited by both 

the europium concentration and the maximum number of atoms that can be used in a simulation 

cell, which results in poor statistics for some properties. For reliable statistical analysis and 

results of europium environment changes and clustering, a sufficient number of europium ions is 

    
Figure 4.10: Eu-Eu partial correlation functions (solid lines) and coordination number 
curves(dashed lines) of largest cells in   Eu-doped (a) Silica(blue solid and dashed lines) and (b) 
Sodium Silicate(black solid and dashed lines) glasses: more clustering occurrence in silica. 
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required in the simulation cells. Therefore, clustering of europium ions has been studied on 5 

simulation cells of different sizes of europium-doped silica and sodium silicate glasses.  

As already mentioned, three different analysis methods namely probability of clustering, 

Eu-O-Eu linkage and Eu-Eu distance criteria, have been used to characterize europium ions 

clustering in simulated glasses. Based on these methods, prediction and/or quantification of 

clustering in simulated glasses are possible as well as using Eu-Eu pair distribution functions that 

show broadening features of Eu-Eu separation distances more in silica than in silicate glasses. 

Results of europium ions clustering or not obtained using these methods were consistent and thus 

are effective tools for clustering investigation in rare earth –doped silica and sodium silicate 

glasses.  

For silica glasses, probabilities of clustering are higher than random distributions, 

isolated europium ion fractions decrease and cluster sizes increase from smaller cells to larger 

ones as illustrated in figures 5a-8a.  Clustering characteristics are consistent with Eu local 

environment heterogeneity supported by Eu-O and Eu-Eu bond lengths and coordination 

numbers’ variations, and the Qn distributions in the series. The first peaks positions of Eu-O 

correlations are obtained from Eu-NBO correlations providing Eu-O bond lengths in the range 

2.19-2.22 Å. As results, BOs have tendency to be expelled from the first coordination shell, Eu 

pulling closer NBOs and so prefers NBO-rich regions. As projected, more NBOs in the first 

coordination shell would improve Eu-O local environment through Eu-NBO correlations, more 

symmetric than those of Eu-BO with first peak positions located at higher distances about 2.50 Å 

and above, and consequently make Eu-BOs responsible for the distortion observed in Eu-O 

correlation functions. The low coordination number in the range 4.4-4.6 in agreement with 

previous works [12, 153], as Eu ions’ numbers increase from 10 to 160, is the result of a limited 
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fraction of NBOs, about 75.0% and lower, in the first coordination shell and explain well the 

rigidity of the three dimensional silicon-oxygen network of silica glasses in accord with other 

studies [147-149]. In experimental works, Costa et al. [151] and Lochhead et al. [17] 

characterized Eu3+ ions clustering in the Eu2O3-SiO2 system by the lack of line narrowing 

associated with  rapid Eu3+-Eu3+ energy transfer due Eu-Eu short distances. This observation is 

similar to our results that show Eu-Eu distances in the range 3.40-3.90 Å in silica glasses where 

europium ions’ clustering has been well identified and quantified.  

For silicate glasses, other features are observed with the incorporation of the codopant 

sodium for homogeneous distribution of Eu ions. Probabilities of clustering are lower than those 

of random distributions, isolated europium ions fractions increase, cluster sizes and fractions of 

europium ions in clusters of higher sizes decrease as seen in figures 5b-8b. Put together, these 

observations lead to less clustering of Eu ions in silicate glasses. Figures 1b-4b clearly indicate 

that the presence of a cation co-dopant Na has a strong influence on the local bonding 

environment of Eu ions. Indeed, the new local environment of Eu ions related to the 

homogeneous distribution is similar to results in previous studies [5, 16, 39]. Eu-O bond lengths 

and coordination numbers respectively around 2.31 Å and 5.8 are larger compared to those in 

silica glasses, which suggests a well-defined and more symmetric local bonding environment 

around Eu ions. Europium local environment in this study can be well compared to that of Eu in 

Eu2O3 crystalline with Eu-O bond distance 2.34 Å and coordination number 6.0 [160]. This 

evidences the structure role of the codopant sodium which breaks up Eu-O-Eu clusters, de-

polymerizes much more the network, forms Eu-O-Na/Si complexes due to a large number of 

NBOs available for Eu ions, and so promotes better dispersion and even homogeneous 

distribution of europium ions in Eu-doped silicate glasses. As a consequence, Eu ions do not 
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need to share non-bridging oxygen ions for coordination number requirements. In fact, 95.0% 

and above of NBOs found in the first coordination shell of Eu in silicate glass series can explain 

the correlation between the absence of clustering and Eu environment in NBOs-rich regions. 

Furthermore, silicate glasses relaxation shows increased separation distances between Eu ions 

found in the ranges 3.53-4.00 Å and at peak positions 3.50 Å, and 8.5 Å much larger than those 

of silica glasses. This observation is consistent with other studies [5,16, 17] where the 

development of a line-narrowing effect was correlated with the presence of the codopant.  

The size effect through the number of rare earth ions in the simulation cell plays a 

relevant role for the reliability of the structure information and importantly for clustering 

investigation. Due to limitation of rare earth ions used in previous works [6,17, 151, 152], direct 

clustering formation was difficult to characterize. In our work, simulation size effect is 

evidenced through the variation of local structure parameters such as Eu–O and Eu–Eu 

separation distances, coordination numbers, fractions of BOs and NBOs, and clustering all 

shown in figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. However, the amplitudes of local structure parameters’ changes 

do not appear large due to the low doping level (~1mole % Eu2O3). In simulation cells 

containing  less than 40 europium ions, the different tools used for clustering analysis do not give 

consistent results to conclude for clustering or not in both silica and silicate glasses. While with 

more than 40 europium ions, results from probability of clustering, Eu-O-Eu linkage and Eu-Eu 

distances clearly indicate clustering in silica glasses and not in silicate glasses (figures 5, 7, 8). 

Interestingly, large Eu-Eu distance criteria such as 8, 10, and 12 Å introduce higher cluster sizes 

in larger cells but not with smaller distances as compared to results from silica glasses.  

This study provides clustering identification of Eu atoms into groups containing dimers, 

trimers, and above by direct Eu-O-Eu linkages and Eu-Eu distances in Eu2O3–doped silica. The 
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formation of such linkages is clearly detectable and quantifiable in simulation boxes containing 

much more europium atoms, which shows the degree of clustering strongly influenced by the 

size effect. At high clustering level, the glass systems may evolve towards a strong increase of 

Eu-O-Eu linkages that are isolated from the silica network. This evolution of course can lead into 

Eu-rich and Si-rich regions in the glass and thus may provide the onset, at atomic scale, of phase 

separation. This does not seem to be the case in the present study, with Eu2O3 low doping as 1.0 

mol%, where Eu pairing is the major clustering mechanism. 

 

4.6 Conclusions  

The simulation cell size effect on europium ions environment and clustering in europium 

doped silica and sodium silicate glasses at low doping level (1mol%) were studied using 

molecular dynamics simulations. Progressive changes of europium ions environments as the 

simulation size increases were observed and the size effect was more obvious in silica glasses 

than in sodium silicate glasses.  In europium doped silica, Eu-O coordination number was found 

to increase from 4.4 to 4.6 as the simulation box size increases whereas the coordination number 

remains around 5.8 in europium doped sodium silicate glasses and is not sensitive to system 

sizes.  In addition to lower coordination number, europium ions were also found to have more 

bridging oxygen ions in the first coordination shell in silica than those in the sodium silicate 

glasses, which led to a more symmetric local environment of europium ions dominated by Non-

Bridging Oxygen ions. The tendency of rare earth ions clustering in silica glasses is higher than 

that in modified silicate glasses where the rare earth ions are better dispersed as a result of the 

more open network structure and availability of NBO ions. It was also found that the clustering 

probability is strongly influenced by the number of europium ions in simulation cells. To obtain 
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reliable prediction of clustering behavior, we need more than 80 europium ions in the system   

(or totally over 12,000 atoms in simulation cell). It is thus concluded that the size of the 

simulation cell does matter in the analysis of clustering behavior of rare earth ions from MD 

simulations.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CERIUM DOPED ALUMINOPHOSPHATE GLASSES 

5.1 Abstract 

Aluminophosphate glasses have contributed to a variety of technological applications 

with a wide range of rare-earth concentrations. Understanding the atomic structure up to the 

medium range order with related changes is pertinent for the structure-properties dependence. 

The structure of a series of cerium aluminophosphate glasses has been studied using MD 

simulations for systems of about 13,000 atoms to investigate aluminum and cerium ions 

environment and their distribution. P5+ environments was found unchanged while Al3+ , Ce3+ , 

and Ce4+ ions local structures, through their coordination numbers and bond lengths, are glass 

composition-dependent. Cerium clusters were found in the high cerium glasses. P5+ and 

Al3+coordination numbers around cerium revealed the preference of phosphorus ions in the 

second coordination shell and then followed by aluminum ions. Total structure factors from MD 

and experimental diffraction results comparison shows a general agreement for all the cerium 

aluminophosphate glasses and with compositional changes up to 25 Å-1. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

Rare earth containing oxide glasses have great contributions in technological applications 

such as optical and photonic devices [161]. Rare (RE) elements are usually extensively used, 

depending on the application fields and locations, as dopants for optical properties improvement 

in glassy materials [162]. During their use, high temperatures or energy ionizing-radiation 

exposure of different particles (UV, X-rays, gamma rays, electrons, neutrons, protons) affect 

profoundly these oxide glass structures and subsequently their performance [162-167]. These 
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result in optical changes including optical absorption bands and radiation-induced darkening 

characteristic of electronic and structural defects [8, 163, 165]. Considerable efforts have been 

put in the study of UV absorption and radiation –induced optical properties changes in silicate, 

borate, borosilicate, and phosphate glasses with the incorporation of rare earth elements of which 

cerium appears as one of the most effective [8, 162, 163, 165, 168-170]. The two oxidation 

states, that make cerium (Ce3+, Ce4+ ) the most appropriate in radiation hardening, are used for 

UV radiation absorption and radiation damage resistance through electrons and holes trapping , 

respectively by Ce3+ and Ce4+, [8, 165, 168, 169, 171] . However the behavior,  more importantly 

associated with the local environment, of rare earth elements used for targeted optical properties, 

is strongly glass matrices dependent [22, 39]. On one hand, some systems such as phosphate, 

multicomponent silicate and fluoride glasses can accommodate large amount of rare earth ions 

(higher than 5 mol %) [2, 146]. On the other hand, due to the rigid nature of the glass structure,  

the solubility in silica glasses is very limited and reduced to only some tenths of 1mol% as in the 

case of erbium oxide [13, 172]. Larger amount of rare earth elements in silica glasses results in 

their non-uniform distribution and thus leads to high clustering affecting negatively the quantum 

efficiency. Additionally, high cerium oxide concentration turns yellow silicate glasses and thus 

restricts cerium oxide incorporation (limits the radiation damage resistance) in silica glasses 

intended for applications where high optical transparency is required. The yellowing in most of 

alkali-borosilicate glasses occurs for concentration in the range 1-2 mol% CeO2 [20]. 

Consequently, the radiation damage resistance level expected from cerium is limited both by the 

low solubility and the color alteration in silicate glasses. And yet, for high radiation damage 

resistance level, a significant amount of cerium oxide is needed and in flexible glass network. 
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Silicophosphate glasses can accommodate up to 50 mol% CeO2 with minor or no yellow color 

but are sensitive to water attack [173, 174]. 

The search for an appropriate glass matrix capable of incorporating a larger amount of 

RE is then necessary to avoid related defects, including clustering and yellow coloration, 

inherent to larger concentration of RE oxide in silica glasses. Among different traditional glass 

matrices, phosphate glasses appear to be the best candidate  with excellent features such as high 

transparency as compared to silicate glasses, low melting point, high thermal stability, high 

density gain due to high solubility of RE and low dispersion. For example, binary cerium 

phosphate glasses can incorporate up to 40 mol% CeO2 with minor yellow coloration [175]. The 

capability of high RE incorporation is well illustrated by a recent synthesis of cerium doped 

aluminosilicophosphate and aluminophosphate glasses with cerium oxide concentration as high 

as 16 times that incorporated in silicate glasses while maintaining the same coloration and the 

radiation resistance damage ability[20]. This remarkable structural feature of cerium 

aluminophosphate glasses may be pushed even at upper limit to meet the requirements of other 

applications where high rare earth concentration in glasses is desired [173, 174]. In spite of the 

flexibility of alumminophosphate glasses structure, the incorporation of cerium oxide (making 

more use of its optical properties) is limited because of the so-called concentration quenching. 

Indeed from previous studies, the concentration of RE is well limited in phosphate glasses and 

evidenced through the decrease of RE coordination numbers correlated with the presence of RE 

clustering [21-23]. Moreover, the role of aluminum along with its species, very important for 

radiative properties, is still the source of contradiction from results of many previous studies [82, 

176-182]. More importantly, aluminum species play a featuring role in the structure- radiative 

properties relation of aluminophosphate glasses [13,183,184]. From this point, aluminum species 
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study should be taken carefully in the structure of aluminophosphate glasses. Structural 

knowledge of aluminophosphate glasses is then crucial to explain and interpret the role of 

aluminum and the existence of RE concentration range in these glasses with and without RE 

clustering. In the light of this understanding, experimental and molecular dynamics simulation 

works were dedicated.      

A variety of experimental techniques have been successfully used to explore, improve 

and extend the structural knowledge of rare-earth aluminophosphate glasses. This includes X-ray 

and neutron diffraction [185-191] , EXAFS  [192], NMR and MAS NMR spectroscopy [71, 178, 

182, 193] . 

Two different significant trends have been reported in the role of aluminum in 

aluminophosphate  glasses through the proportions from tetrahedral to octahedral coordination in 

relation with alumina content variations [13, 30, 31, 82, 176, 179, 181, 182, 186, 187, 194, 195]. 

On one hand, aluminum ions coordination number changed from octahedral coordination in the 

glass with small amounts of alumina to mainly tetrahedral ones when alumina content is 

increased [30, 31, 71, 82, 177]. Most of these studies based on Al MAS NMR spectra revealed 

that with O/P ratios less than 3.5 octahedrally coordinated Al is dominant in glasses while with 

O/P greater than 3.5 tetrahedrally coordinated Al is the most abundant. In several studies using 

spectroscopic analyses 27Al MAS NMR and XPS, Brow et al. [30, 31, 82] revealed the 

predominance of AlO6 species at small content of alumina and AlO4 species at larger content. 

Müller et al. have used Al NMR in the study of CaO-Al2O3-P2O5 and reported AlO4 species 

increase with O/P ratio [177].  Several other studies using NMR spectroscopy found similar 

results of Al coordination and/or depending on O/P ratio. In the other studies, aluminum atoms 

were mainly found in tetrahedral coordination in the glass with a small amount of alumina 
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whereas octahedral coordinated aluminum atoms became dominating species with the increase in 

alumina content [49, 176, 180]. Tallant and Nelson, in their study of xAl2O3 (1-x)NaPO3 glasses 

using Raman spectroscopy, reported dominating AlO4 species at small alumina content and AlO6 

species are the preferred sites at high alumina content [176]. Martin et al. have studied the 

structure of yttrium aluminophosphate glasses of nominal composition (Y2O3)0.31-z (Al2O3)z 

(P2O5)0.69 with  0  ≤ z ≤  0.31 by 27Al using 31P MAS NMR spectroscopic techniques [180]. They 

revealed in terms of RA (relative area) of aluminum coordination numbers that aluminum ions 

were essentially in AlO4 species (80%) at small amount of alumina whereas at larger amount 

AlO5 are dominating species.   

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used to study the structure of binary 

alkali, alkali earth, or RE phosphate glasses [22, 196-199] whereas very small number of MD 

simulations have been performed on RE doped aluminophosphate glasses [22, 49, 194]. The 

structures of RE phosphate glasses, (R2O3)x(P2O5)1-x, have been studied by Montjoy using MD 

simulations [198]. In this study, RE coordination number ranged from 7.5 to 8 for x ≤ 0.15 and 

then reduced to 6.5-7.0 for 0.18 ≤ x ≤ 0.28. In addition, the coordination number was found 

generally to decrease with decreasing ionic radius [198]. In simulated zinc phosphate glasses 

using MD, extended structures of chains and rings observed near metaphosphate composition 

was lost at lower phosphorus concentration leaving the network dominated by isolated PO4 

species[199]. Clark et al.[196] have studied Tb metaphosphate glass (Tb2O3)0.25(P2O5)0.75. The 

phosphate network was mostly formed with Q2, Tb average coordination number was 5.7 but few 

Tb-O-Tb configurations have caused a small peak in Tb-Tb correlations around 4Å and the main 

peak around 6 Å.   
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Although a large number of experimental studies have been dedicated to the structure of 

phosphate glasses, short and medium structural studies using molecular dynamics simulations are 

still of interest as contribution. In this contribution, we use molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations in order to investigate the short- and medium–range orders of the Cerium-

aluminophosphate (CAP) structure through pair distribution functions, coordination numbers and 

their distributions, bond angle distribution, and Qn distributions of the network former. 

Furthermore, x-ray diffraction results both from MD and experimental data have been compared. 

Finally, this study will allow predicting the largest concentration of cerium that can be 

incorporated without compromising the quality of cerium aluminophosphate glasses in terms of 

cerium clustering. 

 

5.3 Simulation Details 

5.3.1 MD Simulations of Glasses  

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on four different glass compositions of 

cerium aluminophosphate (CAP) using the code DL_POLY version 2.20 [118]. Long range 

Coulombic interactions were calculated using the Ewald summation method with a relative 

precision of 10-6 eV and cutoff of 10 Å. The Verlet leapfrog algorithm with a time step of 0.001 

ps was used in the integration of equations of motion. At each temperature, the NVT run with a 

Berendsen thermostat to control the temperature was used followed by an NVE run to further 

allow the equilibration of the system [118]. The initial structures were generated randomly with 

experimental composition and density, in cubic simulation boxes, with initial constraints of 

shortest interatomic distance based on ionic radii to avoid atoms being too close to each other. 

The glasses were modeled using a melt and quench process. After initial relaxation at zero K, the 
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initial configurations were heated up to the melting temperature of 6000 K for 60 picoseconds. 

The melted structures were gradually cooled down, with a nominal cooling rate of 5K/ps, from 

6000 K run to 300 K at which a total of 801 configurations of the NVE run were recorded from 

which final structure analyses were averaged. 

For low doping level, the statistics of rare earth environments and their distributions 

depend on the size of the simulation cells. Therefore MD simulations were performed on four 

simulation cells of cerium-aluminophosphate each one containing about 13000 atoms with 

cerium oxide (Ce2O3) concentrations in the range 1.8-23.8% to investigate the effect of cerium 

concentrations on the structure of cerium containing-aluminophosphate. MD simulations on 

large simulation cells enable us to put more cerium ions in the simulation cell, which helps 

determine reliable statistics of cerium ions distributions and their modifying effects in the 

glasses. In this work we use parallel computing up to 13,000 atoms, which makes it possible to 

put up 952 cerium ions. The glass compositions and densities, as well as the total number of 

atoms and size of the simulation cells, are shown in Table 5.1[20].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. 1:  Glass compositions. *composition and densities from [20] 

Name Ce2O3  P2O5  Al2O3  Ce4+  Density* 
 (mol %) (mol %) (mol %) (mol %) (g.cm-3) 
CAP_3 23.8  72.1  4.1  1.3  3.105  
CAP_5.1 19.8  69.6  10.6  1.1  3.004  
CAP_6 13.8  69.8  16.4  1.6  2.793  
CAP_9 1.8  69.8  28.3  5.1  2.586  
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5.3.2 Structural Analysis of Simulated Glasses 

The local structures of cerium aluminophosphate glasses (CAP) were analyzed using the 

partial and total correlations functions T(r), glass former and modifier cation coordination 

number distribution and accumulated coordination numbers (CN), and bond angle distributions 

(BAD). The coordination numbers were calculated using cutoff distances. Cutoff distances 

determined from the first minimum distances of the corresponding pair correlation functions are: 

2.0 Å for P-O, 2.4 Å for Al-O, 3.2 Å for Ce3+-O and Ce4+-O.  

The medium range structure of CAP glasses has been investigated using Qn species 

distribution analysis.  A Qn species is defined as a species with n bridging oxygen (BO) linked to 

the network former cation. In this work, Qn(P) species have been calculated and their 

distributions through CAP glasses, for n ≤ 3,  are used to interpret the modifier effect on the glass 

network structure. This is characterized by the depolymerization of the tetrahedron [PO4] units 

linked by non-bridging oxygen (NBO).  

The intermediate range structure of CAP glasses is further described in terms of the ring 

size distribution (RSD) which is defined as the distribution of the smallest closed chains formed 

by bridging oxygen (BO) and the network glass former, here phosphorus (P). A ring is primitive 

if no shorter paths can be found any two nodes. Larger rings would indicate the effect of 

modifier on the glass structure.     

Cerium –cerium and cerium –glass former pair distributions were calculated, and  𝑄𝑚𝑛  

distributions of each glass former species were determined.  
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5.4 Results  

5.4.1 Diffraction Studies 

5.4.1.1 X-ray Diffraction 

Figure 5.1 shows the results for total x-rays structure factors along with the experimental 

data for comparison of all CAP glass compositions.  

The comparison between the experiments and simulations indicates, for the scattering 

vector magnitude Q in the range 1-25Å-1, a fair agreement although the small mismatch observed 

in the low-Q region for CAP3, CAP5.1, and CAP6. The simulated models, most importantly, 

reproduce fairly the shape, position, and intensity of the peaks and their change with 

composition. For Q in the range 0-1Å-1, the agreement is less good and indicates that MD 

simulations reproduce with less accuracy the longer range correlations in the glasses CAP3, 

CAP5.1, and CAP6. Although the simulation results do not reproduce exactly the experimental 

curves, except for CAP9 glass, the trends fairly exist. As pointed out in previous works with 

similar trends in the low-Q range, the reproducibility of this range may be affected by the choice 

of the form factors or a distance of about half the simulation cell size [46, 200] . At intermediate 

and high Q values the agreement is good as a consequence of the reproducibility of the short 

range order by the simulations. 

In a number of network systems, the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) occurring at 

scattering vector values 1-2 Å-1,  characteristic of diffraction data, is ascribed to the presence of 

the medium range order (MRO) [156, 201]. Expectedly, the first sharp peak (FSDP) is observed,  

located at around 1.72 Å-1 follows fairly that of the experiment counterpart as well as the 

corresponding intensities and variations for all glass compositions. From MD results, the FSDP 

intensity increases from CAP3 to CAP9 with aluminum content. The intensity of the 
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experimental FSDP follows the same trend but shortened a bit in CAP9, with aluminum content 

varying from 4.1 to 28.3 %. The increasing tendency observed in both MD and experimental 

FSDP may be associated with changes in the medium range order and could be resulted from the 

effect of alumina addition. 

A shoulder at around 2 Å-1 in CAP3 revealed by x-ray experimental structure factor and 

less visible in the other glasses does not appear in MD results. In spite of the fair agreement, MD 

results show remarkably the second peak that is broadened with decreasing intensity from CAP3, 

at around 2.60 Å-1 in CAP3, CAP5.1, CAP6, and interestingly its absence in CAP9. This feature 

of the structure factors may be introduced by cerium contribution. The third peaks at around 

5.5Ǻ-1 and higher are well reproduced in the modeled glasses.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Figure 5.1: MD simulation (Blue) and experimental (Red) X-ray structure factors 
comparison in CAP glasses.  The upper lines are shifted by five units along the y 
axis for clarity. 
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5.4.1.2 Total Correlation Functions 

Figure 5.2 shows the Fourier transformation of x-ray structure factors both from MD and 

experimental data that gives compared total pair correlation functions whose analyses provide 

real-space information of CAP glasses. 

As mentioned earlier, Rx factors from x-rays diffraction data to measure the accuracy of 

the computer generated CAP glasses have been calculated in the range 0-25Å-1. Their values are 

6.85%, 6.00%, 5.45%, and 5.43% calculated for CAP3, CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9, respectively 

and all well smaller than 9%. Therefore, the Rx factors indicate a high level of agreement 

achieved in simulated CAP glasses. As we can infer from the Rx factors, three major peaks 

located at around 1.5, 2.48, 3.85 Ǻ agree well with those from experimental in terms of position, 

intensity, and changes with composition except the small discrepancy appearing in height of the 

third one. It is interesting to notice that while the first major peak intensity increases from CAP3 

to CAP9 with aluminum content, the second and third major peaks decrease with higher decrease 

rate observed for the third one. In addition, the simulations reproduce the broadened valley at 

around 2.0 Ǻ, its evolution from CAP3 to CAP6, and importantly its transformation into a 

shoulder at around 1.8 Å in CAP9. A small increasing peak revealed by both MD and 

experimental T(r) functions at around 3.0 Ǻ in CAP3, shifts to larger position as alumina content 

increases and is positioned at around 3.11 Å in CAP9. The last small peak from MD at around 

4.80 Å fits well that from experimental data with a very small mismatch in CAP9.  

Results from structure factors comparison combined yield a good agreement observed in 

the short range order between MD and experimental correlation functions and predict the quality 

of the simulated glasses, which is confirmed by the Rx factors values. 
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The origin of the peaks in the total correlation function T(r) of each glass composition 

can be inferred from of the partial pair correlation functions Tij(r) calculated from MD. The 

results are shown in Figure 5.3(a-b) for CAP3 and CAP9. Unlike SX(Q) structure factor, the 

peaks in T(r) are related to a single or combination of partial correlations at any value of r. For 

example, the peak at r ~ 1.50 Å in T(r), through the series, originates solely from P-O 

correlations. Likewise, a shoulder at around 1.83 Å, whose intensity increases with alumina 

content from CAP3 to CAP9, is built from Al-O partial correlation. However, the peaks in the 

range 1.80-3.0 Å involve contributions from at least two correlations. For example, the peak 

evolving from 2.50 Å in CAP3 to 2.45Å in CAP9 is essentially built up from the strong O-O and 

Ce3+-O correlations. P-P and Al-P correlations are the essential components of the peak at 

around 3.0 Å. At r higher than 3.80 Å, the shape of the total pair correlation T(r) arises from 

several and overlapping partial correlations. The formation of the peak at around 3.85 Å involves 

P-O, O-O, Ce3+-O, Al-O, P- Ce3+, and Ce3+-Ce3+ correlations that add up.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
              

Figure 5.2: MD simulation (Blue) and experimental (Red) X-ray total correlation functions 
comparison in CAP glasses. The upper lines are shifted by five units along the y axis for clarity. 
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Figure 5.3(a-b): Total and partial pair correlation functions from MD 
simulation in (a) CAP3 and (b) CAP9 
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5.4.2 The Glass-Forming Network Structures  

Figure 5.4 shows the pair distribution functions and coordination number distribution for 

the cation –oxygen pairs P-O and Al-O in the CAP3 glass. The bond lengths between the glass-

former cation and oxygen have values 1.79 and 1.49 Ǻ for the pairs Al-O and P-O, respectively 

and are similar for the other CAP glasses. From figure 5.5, P-O distance peak is obtained from 

two components ascribable to bonds of the phosphorus atom to the terminal oxygen (OT) or non-

bridging oxygen (NBO) and the bridging oxygen (BO) atoms. P-OT or P-NBO distance ranges 

from 1.48 Å to 1.49 Å while P-BO distance ranges from 1.54 Å to 1.53 Å through the series 

from CAP3 to CAP9. From these results, P-OT bond length is very close to P-O bond length than 

P-BO bond length, much larger around 1.54 Å, and responsible for the alteration of P-O peaks 

and the distortion observed in P-O pair correlation function.  

The coordination number distribution functions of P and Al in CAP3 glass are shown in 

figure 5.4. The model has over than 99.5% P with four-fold coordination for all glasses and the 

remaining coordination distribution smaller than 0.5% of P having five- and/or six- coordination 

should be considered as defect introduced by slight inaccuracy in the potentials. Aluminum and 

phosphorus coordination numbers are in average 4.1 and 4.0, respectively. Phosphorus average 

coordination remains constant over the other CAP glasses.  Whereas the average coordination 

number of aluminum changes slightly from 4.1 to 4.2 in the CAP9 glass at the highest content 

28.3 % of Al2O3 and is due to the presence of some five- and very small amount of six-

coordinated aluminum ions. 

Figure 5.6 shows the bond angle distributions of phosphorus and aluminum in CAP 

glasses. The O-P-O bond- angle distribution, with 50%, shows a good symmetry very close to 

the ideal tetrahedral bond angle, with a peak around 109° as expected because of the large 
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amount of four-coordinated (over than 99.5%) phosphorus atoms. The O-Al-O bond angle shows 

some distortion from the tetrahedral symmetry, with the major peak around 105°, and is due in 

part to reasonable amounts of five- and some of six-coordinated aluminum ions. The O-P-O 

bond-angle distributions are insensitive to glass compositions and this suggests the stability of 

phosphorus first coordination environment. In contrast, the bond-angle distributions of O-Al-O 

are slightly sensitive, much broader, and combined with the coordination number distributions 

indicate a variation of the first-coordination environment of aluminum.  

Table 5.2 shows the summary of the interatomic distances of all four cerium-

aluminophosphate simulated glasses. As shown in the table, the glass former cation-oxygen 

distances are very similar over the glass compositions. The P-O average distance is 1.48 Å in 

CAP3 and 1.49 Ǻ for the other glasses and is fairly consistent with previous results from 

simulations and experimental results found for cerium aluminophosphate glasses [22, 197, 202]. 

Likewise, the Al-O average distance is 1.78 Å in CAP3 and 1.79 Å for the other three glasses. 

The interatomic distance Al-O of 1.79 Å found for CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9 is in very 

agreement with neutron diffraction and MD results [22, 203]. 

The average coordination numbers along with their distributions of cations P5+ and Al3+ 

are summarized in Table 5.3. From the results, over 99.50% of phosphorus ions are four-

coordinated with negligible 5-coordinated and this correlates well with the average coordination 

number of 4.0 in the four glass compositions. This result is consistent with the high field strength 

of phosphorus ions over aluminum with the coordination number requirement expected to be 

satisfied first for phosphorus ions. On the contrary, aluminum distribution is broader with four-, 

five- and some six –coordinated.  
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Figure 5.4: Al-O (blue) and P-O(red)  partial pair total correlation functions 
in CAP glass. Al-O (blue) and P-O (red) coordination number curves  

 

 
Figure 5.5: P-O, P-BO, P-NBO bond lengths from CAP3 and CAP9 
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Figure 5.6: Bond angle distribution (BAD) of (a) O-P-O and (b) O-Al-O in CAP Glasses with 
cutoffs 2.0 and 2.4 Ǻ respectively for P-O and Al-O  

 
Table 5.2: Bond lengths (in Angstroms) for Cerium Aluminophosphate glasses 
(CAP3, CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9)  

 CAP_3.0 CAP_5.1 CAP_6 CAP_9 
O-O 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44 
Ce3+-O 2.50 2.50 2.49 2.49 
Ce4+-O 2.29 2.31 2.25 2.28 
Al3+-O 1.78 1.79 1.79 1.79 
P5+-O 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.49 
P5+-BO 1.535 1.535 1.535 1.525 
P5+-NBO 1.465 1.475 1.475 1.475 
Ce3+-Al 5.36 3.66 3.80 3.55 
Ce3+-P 3.85 3.83 3.83 3.76 
Ce4+-Al 4.12 4.33 4.65 4.60 
Ce4+-P 3.72 3.68 3.68 3.72 
Ce3+- Ce3+ 4.04 3.95 3.97/4.03 3.32 
Ce3+- Ce4+ 4.50 4.07 3.65 5.08/5.25 
Ce4+- Ce4+ 8.60 ~ 10 5.97/6.43 ~10 
Al-Al 3.13/3.20 3.00 3.10 3.25 
Al-P 3.22 3.22 3.22 3.22 
P-P 3.04 3.03 3.04 3.02 
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5.4.3 Medium-Range Structure 

The Qn distributions, with n meaning the number of bridging oxygen per tetrahedron, are 

important information of network-forming glasses to describe the medium range structure. For 

aluminophosphate glasses, the medium range structure as a function of the alumina content is 

described using a modified Q notation, 𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  adopted for phosphate tetrathedra. In this 

notation, n denotes the number of connected tetrahedral phosphate (P-O-P) and m is the number 

of aluminate species connected to a central phosphate unit (P-O-Al) and x indicates the nature of 

the bonded aluminate species ( AlOn: AlO4-, AlO5-, or AlO6- species ) [70,71]. In 

aluminophosphate glasses, phosphorus is a network former; the majority of aluminum ions also 

play the glass-former role.   

Results of Qn distributions for phosphorus are shown in Table 5.4. The Qn distributions 

characterizing the network connectivity of the network former show distributions close to  

statistical distribution and consistent with a model of random depolymerization [204, 205], with 

Qn values much broader, distributed essentially  between Q0 and Q4 with most of them being Q0, 

Q1, Q2, and Q3
 in all CAP glasses. The majority of P-Qn species is Q2 (45-48%) but also with 

significant amounts of Q1(~28-34%) and Q3(~13-18%) groups, the remainder of Qn species are 

Q0 (~3.7-5%) and Q4 (~ 1% or less). The broad distributions observed in these glasses can be 

interpreted as a result of modifiers addition effect, collectively alumina and ceria that de-

polymerize the network and generates a number of non-bridging oxygens per phosphorus 

tetrahedron. The formation of Q2 and Q1 tetrahedral species results from the depolymerization of 

Q4 and Q3 species as a consequence of modifier effect. 

In CAP3, the average fractions are 3.71%, 28.85%, 48.27%, 18%, and 1.08% for Q0, Q1, 

Q2, Q3
 and Q4, respectively. Increasing the modifier contents from CAP3 to CAP9 is 
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accompanied by the decrease of the Q2 and Q3 fractions for all CAP glasses and the concomitant 

increase of Q0
 and Q1 values, which shows the depolymerization effect on aluminophosphate 

glasses. Q2 species have a featuring distribution in that they have the highest percentage, in the 

range of 45-48 % in all CAP glasses. This indicates the dominance of the chain structure 

characteristic of the metaphosphate composition which correlates well with the O/P ratios, being 

3.08, 3.16, 3.15, and 3.15 in CAP3, CAP5-1, CAP6, and CAP9 respectively. The small Q4 

fractions also indicate sufficiently the existence of very small chains of PO4 units. This suggests 

that the incorporation of alumina and ceria  into phosphate glasses have induced some cross-

linking between the phosphates PO4 chains through the formation of  P-O-Ce3+/ Ce3+ linkages 

and  P-O-Al linkages which contribute to increase the stiffness of the glass network.  

The significant interest in the description of the medium range is the way P Qn species are 

interconnected between themselves and with Ce- and Al-oxygen polyhedral or equivalently with 

next-nearest neighbors Ce and /or Al in the glass structure. As seen from Table 5.4, the majority 

of P-Qn species is Q2 (45-48%) but also significant amounts of Q1 (~28-34%) and Q3 (~13-18%) 

groups, which give an average connectivity of n = 1.84 for CAP3 glass and n ~1.70, 172, and 

1.74 for CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9 respectively.  Although the net decrease of connectivity is 

observed from CAP3, the connectivity though slightly increases a bit in CAP9 suggesting the 

beginning of a re-polymerization (aluminum effect).  The dominance of Q1 and Q2 species, in 

CAP glasses, in conjunction with the connectivity (~1.8, 1.7), suggests high connectivity 

between Q1 species, between Q1 and Q2 species, and between Q2 species.  In this sense, the 

connectivity can be further characterized using the Qn notation extended to  Qn, ikj to describe 

monophosphates, diphosphates, and triphosphates groups depending on the number of 

superscripts and their corresponding values [206]. 
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The incorporation of alumina to the phosphate glasses is supposed to break phosphate 

chains P-O-P and therefore induce some cross-linkages between them through the formation of 

P-O-Al linkages, which increases the chemical durability of the glasses. The connectivity of 

aluminates AlOy to PO4 tetrahedra, along with their coordination states is crucial for the medium 

range characterization. Statistical analyses show that the amount of aluminates found connected 

to phosphate tetrahedral species increases with alumina oxide.  

The network structure reveals about 78.3%, 51.8%, 33.3%, and 10.9% of phosphate 

tetrahedral species not connected to aluminum –oxygen polyhedral units (Qn(0AlOy)) from 

CAP3 to CAP9, corresponding to 4.1 to 28.3% alumina.  Striking is also the fractions Qn(0 

AlOy), about 11%  PO4  tetrahedra without AlOy in CAP9 and yet with 1.8 mol% Ce2O3 and 28.3 

mol% Al2O3. These fractions give an idea on the amount of P-O-Ce3+/Ce4+ linkages at the 

expense of P-O-Al  ones for the corresponding range of alumina and ceria contents related by the 

ratio Al2O3/Ce2O3 in the range of 0.1723to 15.722 . 

Although specificities are ascribable to glass compositions, Qn(1 AlOy) and  Qn(2 AlOy) 

species  are  the predominant in all CAP glasses among PO4 tetrahedra connected to one or two 

aluminum-oxygen polyhedra. Qn(1 AlOy) amount increases from about 20% in CAP3, reaches its 

maxi in CAP6 with ~43% and then decreases to CAP9 with ~32 %. In addition, CAP6 with 13.8 

mol% of Ce2O3 and 16.4 mol% of Al2O3 show the highest fraction of Qn species connected to 1 

AlOy. Qn(2 AlOy)  and Qn(3 AlOy) groups increase regularly with alumina contents and have 

their highest fractions of ~37.8% and ~16.8 % respectively in CAP9 which contains 28.3 mol% 

Al2O3. Qn(3 AlOy)  and Qn(4 AlOy) are found in glass compositions with medium and  high 

content of alumina, i.e CAP6 and CAP9, respectively. As the concentration of aluminum oxide is 

much greater compared to that of cerium oxide, the glass composition is close to 
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aluminophosphate glass composition and so one might expect a net increase in PO4 species 

connected to 3AlOy and /or 4AlOy.  CAP9 glass shows this feature with Al2O3/Ce2O3 = 15.722 

leading to the highest fractions of 16.83% Qn(3 AlOy)  and  2.11% Qn(4 AlOy).  

The subsequent step of the medium range structure analysis of phosphate glasses involves 

the number of AlOy connected to specific P-Qn groups in P-O-Al linkages. In AlOy , y may take 

the values 4, 5, and 6 standing for tetrahedral, pentahedral, and hexahedral aluminum 

respectively. 

CAP3 (23.8-4.1-72.1): This composition is characterized by the predominant species Q1
m 

(28.85%) and Q2
m (48.27%) which comprise 8.56% Q1

1 and 8.77 % Q2
1, the dominant PO4 

tetrahedra connected to one aluminum-oxygen polyhedron. These dominant groups can be 

favorably compared to groups in binary rare earth-phosphate glasses.  

CAP5-1(19.8-10.6-69.6): this low Al- content glass is also characterized by Q1
m 

(33.76%) and Q2
m (46.44%), shows an increase of the depolymerization which is reflected by 

higher population of Q1
1 (14.40%) and Q2

1 (17.38%), a significant amount of Q1
2 (6.21%) and 

Q2
2 (2.34%) already present in negligible quantity in CAP3. 

CAP6 (13.8-16.4-69.8): At intermediate Al content as 16.4% , the network structure 

shows a great change in that from Q1
m (34.31%)  and Q2

m (47.21%) species,  Q1
1 and Q2

1 groups 

have reached their maximum values 15.26% and 22.42% respectively,  from which they decline. 

Q1
2 and Q2

2 groups, appeared in CAP5-1, continue increasing with 10.82% and 6.91% 

respectively. In addition, this composition marks the presence of non-negligible Q1
3 groups as 

Q1
1 drops substantially suggesting the transformation of more Q1

1 to Q1
2. 

CAP9 (1.8-28.3-69.8) This glass composition with high Al-content is characterized by 

predominant species such as Q1
2 (14.80%) that increases normally, decreasing Q2

1 (19.13%), 
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Q1
3(15.15%) and Q2

2(22.17%) which increase sharply. The variation of the Q1
3 and Q2

2 fractions 

may be considered as results of the transformations Q1
1 → Q1

3 and Q2
1 → Q2

2. In addition, Q3
1 

species have increased regularly from CAP3 and reaches the percentage 9.13% in CAP9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.3: Aluminum and Phosphorus speciation in cerium aluminophosphate glasses (CAP) 
 
 Ce2O3 

% 

Al2O3 

% 

IVAl  VAl  VIAl  Al 

Avg-CN 

IV P V P VI P P 

Avg-CN 

CAP_3.0  23.8   4.1  87.8  10.98  1.22  4.1  99.79 0.21 0 4.0 

CAP_5.1  19.8  10.6  88.92  11.08  0  4.1  99.96 0.04 0 4.0 

CAP_6.0  13.8  16.4  87.35 12.65  0  4.1  99.96 0.04 0 4.0 

CAP_9.0  1.8  28.3  79.59  19.88  0.53  4.2  99.53 0.43 0.04 4.0 

 

Table 5.4: Phosphorus Qn distributions for CAP glasses. 
 
 Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Connectivity 

CAP3 3.705 28.853 48.268 17.989 1.081 0.104 1.84 

CAP5.1 5.424 33.775 46.388 13.802 0.585 0.025 1.70 

CAP6 4.441 34.311 47.211 13.043 0.992 0.001 1.72 

CAP9 4.808 33.808 45.097 14.942 1.166 0.152 1.74 
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Table 5.5(a-b): Qn
m statistics describing AlOy polyhedra connected to 

phosphorus tetrahedra in cerium aluminophosphate glasses 

𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  CAP3 CAP5 CAP6 CAP9 

R=Al2O3/Ce2O3 0.17 0.53 1.18 15.72 

𝑄0,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  78.26 51.80 33.27 10.88 

𝑄1,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  20.22 36.46 42.98 32.30 

𝑄2,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  1.46 10.27 19.16 37.82 

𝑄3,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  0.07 1.44 4.20 16.83 

𝑄4,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  0 0 0.40 2.11 

Table 5.5a :shows statistics, in percents, of P-Qn (n= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) 
species connected to 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 AlOy polyhedra via oxygen as a 
function of alumina content (from 4.1 to 28.3 mol %): le number of 
connected AlOy polyhedra decreases in each glass composition and 
the with alumina content and decrease  
 

𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
𝑛  CAP3 CAP5 CAP6 CAP9 

R=Al2O3/Ce2O3 0.1723 0.535 1.181 15.722 

𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
0  ( m ≥1) 1.526 

 
4.382 

 
4.048 

 
4.799 

 
𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
1  (m ≥ 1) 9.5 

 
21.372 

 
28.905 

 
33.559 

 
𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
2  (m ≥ 1) 9.12 

 
19.72 29.334 41.296 

 
𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
3  (m ≥ 1) 1.526 

 
2.73 

 
4.441 

 
9.133 

 
𝑄𝑚,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥
4  (m = 1) 0.069 

 
0 0 0.287 

 
Table 5.5b: shows statistics, in percents, of phosphorus Q0, Q1, Q2, 
Q3, Q4 connected at least to one AlOy polyhedron via oxygen as a 
function of alumina content. Q1m and Q2m are dominating species 
and increase with alumina content. 
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5.4.4 The Local Structures around Cerium Ions 

Figure 5.7 (a-b) shows the cerium-oxygen pair distribution functions and coordination 

number distribution functions for CAP3 glass. The Ce3+ - O pair distribution function is broader, 

not as symmetric, with the first peak located at longer distance. The Ce3+ - O bond length is 2.50, 

2.50, 2.49, and 2.49 Ǻ for CAP3, CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9, respectively (Table2). In 

comparison, the Ce4+ - O pair distribution is better defined, more symmetric, as shown by the 

higher peak intensity value and its first minimum returning to zero at around 3.2 Ǻ. The Ce4+ - O 

bond length is shorter, for all four CAP glass compositions, and is 2.29, 2.31, 2.25, and 2.28 Ǻ 

for CAP3, CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9, respectively (Table2). A careful analysis of the 

coordination number distribution functions shows a decreasing trend of Ce3+- O coordination 

number up to about 13mol% Ce2O3 from which the coordination number increases for high 

cerium concentration. This variation of cerium coordination number can be interpreted as a result 

of possible cerium clustering taking place in glasses of cerium content around 13mol% and 

higher.  

Figure 5.8 (a-b) shows the coordination number distribution of cerium ions in the CAP 

glass. Ce3+ ions have broader coordination number distributions essentially from 5 to 8 as well as 

Ce4+. However, Ce4+ ions have coordination numbers narrowly distributed, mainly in the range 

of 6 to 7 except for CAP3 and CAP5. The average coordination number of Ce3+ is 6.4 and that of 

Ce4+ is 6.3. The distribution of Ce3+ coordination numbers is sensitive to glass compositions 

whereas that of Ce4+ becomes narrower, between 6 and 7 coordination’s for CAP6 and CAP9, at 

lower Ce2O3 and higher Al2O3 concentrations. This feature is consistent with the narrower pair-

distribution function of Ce4+, as cerium oxide content decreases from 23.8 to 1.8 mol%, 

respectively from CAP3 to CAP9. Ce3+ and Ce4+ ions coordination number distributions being 
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mainly 6 and 7 with the corresponding percentages around 50% or lower for Ce3+, then 50%  or 

higher for Ce4+. These coordination number distributions through the entire series give average 

values for Ce3+ and Ce4+ summarized in Table 5.6  

The O- Ce3+/Ce4+- O bond angle distributions in CAP glasses are shown in figure 5.9(a-

b). The O-Ce3+-O bond angle distribution shows three distinct peaks with intensities varying 

slightly with composition: one major peak at 78°, one with the lowest intensity at 50°, and a 

much broad peak at around 145° which shifts at around 125° in CAP9 glass for which the third 

peak is much broader. CAP3 and CAP6 have peaks around 50°, 78°, and 145° while the peak at 

larger angle is 141° for CAP5.1 glass. The situation is different for CAP9 which shows clearly 

two peaks at 50° and 78°, and the third one very broad. Associated with the average coordination 

number around 6, these results of angles for the majority being 6- and 7-coordination states of 

Ce3+ in CAP have distorted octahedral, trigonal bipyramidal, and pentagonal bipyramidal 

structures.  

The O-Ce4+-O bond angle distributions are very broad than those of Ce3+ and have peaks 

around 83°, 105°, 141°, and 165° with the major one at around 83°. 
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Figure 5.7(a-b): (a)Ce3+-O/ Ce4+-O pair correlation functions for CAP3 (Blue), CAP5 
(Red), CAP6 (Green), and CAP9 (Black)  and (b) Ce3+-O/ Ce4+-O coordination number 
distribution functions with cutoff  3.2 Ǻ for CAP3 (Blue), CAP5 (Red), CAP6 (Green), 
and CAP9 (Black) 
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Figure 5.8: coordination number distributions for cerium ions in Cerium Aluminum Phosphate 
glasses (CAP). Cutoffs used are 3.2 Å for Ce3+ and Ce4+ 

   
        Figure 5.9(a-b): (a) O-Ce3+-O and (b) O-Ce4+-O bond angle distributions (BAD) 
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5.4.5 Local Structure around Aluminum  

Partial pair correlation and coordination number distribution functions of Al-O in CAP 

glasses are shown in figure 10a. Al-O bond distances obtained from the Al-O pair distribution 

peak positions are 1.78 Å in CAP3 and 1.79 Å in CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9. These bond 

distances agree well with previous MD, x-ray (RXD) and neutron (ND) diffraction results [22, 

49, 207] where Al-O bond lengths were found to have the values 1.80 Ǻ.  

Aluminum coordination number distributions in CAP glasses are shown in Table3. 

Aluminum ions are four-, five-, and six-coordinated and their percentage vary with glass 

compositions. Al-O coordination numbers are 4.1 in CAP3, Cap5.1, CAP6, and 4.2 in CAP9 as 

alumina content increases from 4.1 to 28.3 mol%. This trend of increasing coordination number 

with alumina content is in fair agreement with previous studies [49, 194] although the results 

show lower aluminum average coordination numbers. Over than 80% of aluminum is four-

coordinated and their percentage decreases from around 88% in CAP3, CAP5.1, and CAP6 to 

80% in CAP9 as Al2O3 content increases from 4.1 to 28.3 mol%, respectively. At the same time, 

five-coordinated percentage increases from around 11.0% to 20% with increasing Al2O3 content. 

Six-coordinated aluminum ions have very small contributions to average coordination numbers, 

with 1.22% and 0.53% respectively in CAP3 and CAP9, and 0 in CAP5.1 and CAP6. 

Figure 10b shows O-Al-O/Al-O-Al bond angle distributions (BADs) of the simulated 

CAP glasses. The O-Al-O bond angle distributions describe the Al-O polyhedral units while the 

Al-O-Al bond angle distributions indicate the connection between neighboring aluminum-

oxygen polyhedra. For all CAP glasses, the O-Al-O BADs show aluminum content dependence, 

has one major peak located in the range of 103-105° and a broad peak at 173° with a very small 

intensity. The major peak can be ascribed to the high percentage of four-coordination state of 
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aluminum with distorted tetrahedral structure and the minor peak at 173° with contributions from 

5-coordinated aluminum. It is relevant to notice that at the highest alumina content, the major 

peak in CAP9 shifts at lower intensity and bond angle. In addition, a shoulder at around 90° 

appears and the peak at 173° has the highest intensity. This feature can be related to the shift of 

aluminum coordination state from four- to five –coordination number as the aluminum content 

increases. The BAD changes described well the coordination number variation of aluminum ions 

as a function of alumina content. This observation is consistent with the increase of 5-

coordinated aluminum, which reaches the highest value 20% in CAP9, as alumina content 

increases through the series.  

The Al-O-Al BAD with the highest probability about 0.0002% in CAP9 is a clear 

indication that there is no direct connection between Al-O polyhedra in CAP glasses, which 

would be consistent with high Al-Al distance in Al-Al pair correlation functions. Expectedly, the 

first peaks of Al-Al pair distribution function fall in the range 3.0-3.25 Ǻ, much larger than Al-O 

bond length cutoff, with a small and decreasing intensity from CAP3 to CAP9. This implies an 

abundant connection between [AlOy] and [PO4] polyhedra as we will discuss later.    
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Figure 5.10(a-b): (a) Al-O pair correlation and coordination distribution 
functions and (b) O-Al-O bond angle distribution in CAP glasses. 
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5.4.6 The Distribution of Cerium Ions and Correlation with Network Formers 

Pair distribution functions g(r) of Ce3+/Ce4+-Al4+/P5+ calculated were used to compare  

the distributions  of network-former cations around cerium ions. The distribution functions go to 

1 for larger r values and show no dependence of the concentration or the number density of each 

type of ions of interest. Similar results are found in previous MD simulations performed on 

cerium-doped aluminophosphate and cerium-doped aluminophosphosilicate glasses and reported 

by Du et al.[22]. The probability of correlation of atom pairs is provided by the peak intensity. 

These pair distribution functions used for CAP3, CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9 glasses are shown in 

figure 5.11(a-d), respectively. 

For all four glass compositions, the pair distribution of  Ce3+/Ce4+ - P5+ distributions have 

much higher intensity in the first peak than Ce3+/Ce4+ - Al4+ distributions and this correlates with 

the preference of cerium ions (Ce3+/Ce4+) to be surrounded by phosphorus ions. The strong 

preferential coordination of cerium is shown in figure 5.11(b) for CAP glass with seven –

coordinated Ce3+ ion. All the seven oxygen ions come from PO4 tetrahedra, which correlate well 

with the pair–distribution analyses indicating strong phosphorus preference in the second 

coordination shell of cerium ions. These results are in very good agreement with those reported 

by Du et al.[22]. Cerium environment may be seen as a direct consequence of the effect of 

aluminum declustering rare earth ions in rare earth –doped phosphate glasses.   

The pair distribution functions for Ce - P5+ indicate stronger first peak intensity for Ce4+ 

than Ce3+ as shown in figure 5.11(a-d) and in accord with the effect of higher field strength of 

cerium. As a consequence, a higher population for non-bridging oxygen ions from PO4 

tetrahedra is expected in the first coordination shell. This is illustrated by the network –former 

coordination numbers around cerium ions calculated to quantify the cerium environment as 
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shown in Table 7. Coordination numbers around Ce3+ ions are 6.4, 6.4, 6.2, and 6.5 for P in 

CAP3, CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9, respectively. For Ce4+, the coordination numbers are 6.4, 6.6, 

6.4, and 6.2 in CAP3, CAP5.1, CAP6, and CAP9, respectively, showing higher field strength of 

Ce4+ over Ce3+. From Table 5.7, the probability of aluminum ions in the second coordination 

shell is very negligible, compared to that of phosphorus ions, or even zero in agreement with the 

pair distribution function results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                
Figure 5.11(a, b) : Ce3+ - Al/P, Ce4+ - Al/P pair distribution function in cerium aluminophosphate  
(CAP) glass for (a) CAP3, (b) CAP5 
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Figure 5.12(c, d): Ce3+ - Al/P, Ce4+ - Al/P pair distribution function in cerium aluminophosphate 
(CAP) glass for (c) CAP6, (d) CAP9 

 

Table 5.6:  Ce3+/ Ce4+-O, Al-O, P-O coordination number with cutoffs 2.65 for O-O, 3.2 for 
Ce3/Ce4, 2.4 for Al-O, 2.0 for P-O   
  

Glass Ce3+ Ce4+ Al3+ P5+ 
CAP_3 6.4  6.4 4.1 4.0 
CAP_5.1 6.4 6.6 4.1 4.0 
CAP_6 6.2  6.4 4.1 4.0 
CAP_9 6.5  6.2  4.2 4.0 
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Table 5.7: Average coordination numbers of Al and P around Ce3+, Ce4+, and Al 

Name CAP3 CAP5 CAP6 CAP9 

 Ce3+ Ce4+ Al3+ Ce3+ Ce4+ Al3+ Ce3+ Ce4+ Al3+ Ce3+ Ce4+ Al3+ 

P5+ 6.41 6.42 4.09 6.37 6.60 4.00 6.19 6.4 4.05 6.42 6.17 4.10 

Al3+ 0.05   0.2 0 0 0.2  0 0.82   

 

 

Figure 5.13: Ce3+- oxygen polyhedron and second coordination shell in cerium 
aluminophosphate glass (CAP3) with O (Red), Al (Blue), Ce (Yellow), P (Purple) 
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5.5 Discussion 

The growing interest in the development of phosphate glasses for a variety of 

technologically important applications can be impeded by the well-known low chemical 

durability often associated with phosphate materials. The addition of chemical species, especially 

aluminum, has been shown to substantially improve the durability of phosphate glasses [30, 31] 

while enabling better dispersion of rare earth ions in glass materials intended for photonic 

applications [20, 22, 49, 194]. Thus MD results, from 4 ternary glass compositions of Ce2O3-

Al2O3-P2O5 glass, contribute to a better understanding regarding the short-range order (SRO) and 

the medium-range order (MRO) along with glass network structural changes occurring in these 

glasses as a function of the addition of aluminum and /or cerium with details.  

 

5.5.1 The Phosphate Network 

The models of cerium –aluminophosphate glass consists of several Qn (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) 

species present, with Q2 species (~45-48 %) and Q1 species (~28-34 %) dominating groups, and 

follow a statistical distribution already observed in previous works [49, 196, 204, 205] as a result 

of random depolymerization. These types of Qn distributions and depolmerization may be 

attributed to the large amount of modifier, collectively cerium and aluminum, present in each 

glass composition. In spite of this expected broad distribution, changes in Qn distributions, 

notably between CAP3 and CAP9 in which a net decrease of Q2 and Q3, and a net increase of Q1 

and Q0 are observed. However, CAP5-1, CAP6, and CAP9 have similar Qn distributions, which 

suggest similar short range order as we will discuss later on. Indeed, Table 5.8 shows P-NBO 

and P-BO coordination numbers, calculated from partial correlation functions, which indicate the 

number of NBO and BO per P-tetrahedron. P-NBO coordination numbers greater than those of 
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P-BO reflects well the depolymerization of the glasses upon addition of aluminum as modifier. 

Moreover, P-BO coordination numbers are very similar to the total connectivities from each 

glass composition. Seen the addition of aluminum oxide with large increments, a large difference 

in Qn distributions should be expected. It is not the case and on the contrary, CAP5-1, CAP6 and 

CAP9 show similar Qn distributions in correlation with the total connectivity 1.70, 1.72, and 1.74 

respectively and with the similar sum Ce2O3 + Al2O3 of 30.4, 30.2, and 30.1mol%. This confirms 

the cumulative action of cerium and aluminum as modifiers in these glasses, justifies a higher 

percentage of the lower Qn species (Q2, Q1, and Q0) and lower percentages of Q4 and Q3. Except 

for CAP3 where O/P is 3.08, the other glass compositions exhibit a O/P ratio~ 3.15 all reflecting 

that CAP glasses are close to the metaphosphate composition in relation with the dominating Q2 

groups whose percentages are in the range of 45-48%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5.2 Short / Medium Range Orders:  Qn
m Connectivity with Aluminates and P, Ce and Al 

Connectivity 
 

The short range of this series of Ce-aluminophosphate glasses is described through the 

parameters bond length, coordination number, bond angle involved in the first coordination shell. 

Table 5.8:  BO and NBO in Phosphorus and Aluminum environments in CAP glasses 
 

 P Al 

 NBO 

O 

 N

BO O 

C

AP_3 .00 

2.17 

(54.25%) .83 .13 

4

.08 0.0 

C

AP_5-1 .00 

2.30 

(57.5%) .70 .11 

4

.02 0.0 

C

AP_6 .00 

2.28 

(57.0%) .72 .13 

4

.06 0.0 

C

AP_9 .00 

2.27 

(56.75%) .73 .19 

4

.13 0.0 
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P-O bond length (1.48-1.49 Å) well compared to 1.49 Å of MD results [180] , coordination 

number (4.0), and bond angles O-P-O (~109.2º from a single, narrow and intense distribution 

peak) and P-O-P(~165º) appeared almost identical and can attribute a stable immediate 

environment of phosphorus. The short range P-O distance often said to be sensitive to phosphate 

glass composition does not happen since our mean P-O distances do not show a significant 

dependence with composition. However, the average P-BO and P-NBO distances in the ranges 

of 1.525- 1.535Å and 1.465-1.475 Å respectively are comparable to previous studies [180, 191, 

197], indicate a very small dependence with composition which is a result of CAP glass 

composition close to metaphosphate as revealed by O/P~3.08-3.16. From Table 8, the average 

numbers of BO (1.70-1.83) and NBO (2.17-2.30) per phosphate tetrathedron suggest a bit more 

than 2 NBOs in every phosphate tetrahedron. This may be responsible for the slight distortion of 

phosphate tetrahedron given that P-BO and P-NBO distances are different. In addition, it may 

infer the number of P-NBO-Ce and P-NBO-Al linkages per P-tetrahedron, the latter type of 

linkage should be treated with caution since Al may act differently depending on whether it 

behaves as network modifier (P-NBO-Al) or network former (P-BO-Al). With a very small 

fraction of octahedral aluminum, the fraction of P-NBO-Al linkage should be negligible 

compared to that of tetrahedral aluminum as we will discuss later. 

The role of cerium ions in RE-phosphate glasses strongly depends on their immediate 

environment and distribution which determine the quality of cerium-phosphate glasses intended 

for technological applications. Aluminum present in cerium aluminophosphate glasses fully 

plays a modifier role. The broadness of Ce3+-O pair distribution functions suggests their local 

structure symmetry altered compared to those of Ce4+-O. This is confirmed by their coordination 

number distributed mainly in the range of 5-8 contrary to those of Ce4+-O in a narrower range of 
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6-7. Nevertheless, Ce3+-O average distances are very similar around 2.49-2.50 Å in all CAP 

glasses and Ce3+-O average coordination numbers are in the range of 6.2-6.5. Cerium 

coordination state has a strong correlation with the number of P-tetrahedra around every Ce ion 

since they provide the number of NBOs required by cerium ions and therefore the number of P-

tetrahedra around every Ce ion is critical.  

Indeed, from Table 5.7, there is in average more than six [PO4] tetrahedra around each 

cerium ion, which corresponds at least to one NBO from each [PO4] tetrahedron or equivalently 

one P-NBO-Ce linkage per P-tetrahedron given that cerium coordination number is a bit greater 

than 6. This arrangement of phosphorus around a cerium ion provides a direct evidence for the 

formation of a solvation shell structure around cerium ions. The preferential coordination of 

phosphorus around cerium ions in glass, already observed in previous works [22, 208, 209] , is 

very important for the design of highly efficient optical materials and particularly for UV 

transparency in the case of cerium-aluminophosphate glasses.    

From Table 5.9 statistics of cation polyhedra connectivity shows an arrangement that 

favors corner-sharing, between cerium-oxygen polyhedra and [PO4] tetrahedra, which represent 

the major sharing with fractions in the range of 94.3-95.2% for CAP glasses. However, when the 

average number of [PO4] tetrahedra is less than 6 around a cerium ion, each [PO4] tetrahedron 

share deux NBOs or more with one cerium ion and this introduced edge-sharing with fractions of 

5.7% or less between cerium- and phosphorus- oxygen polyhedral units. These types of 

polyhedral connections have been already observed in several previous works [210, 211]. 

Between CeOx and PO4 polyhedra, corner sharing fractions increase and edge sharing fractions 

decrease as Ce2O3 concentration decreases. The aforementioned trend of corner and edge 

sharing’s and the number of NBOs shared by one P-tetrahedron with one CeOx polyhedron are 
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consistent with the cerium-coordination number which decreases because cerium ions have to 

share NBOs to fulfill their coordination number requirements when Ce2O3 concentration 

becomes higher or reaches the so-called concentration quenching beyond which cerium ions 

cluster.   

In RE doped glasses, RE local structure can depend on the concentration of the modifier 

and the assessment of RE ions clustering is an effective way to evaluate RE ions coordination 

requirements and concurrently RE ions distribution in the glass matrices as recently used in MD 

simulation of rare earth doped silicate glasses [22, 212]. Indeed, clustering analysis based Ce-O-

Ce direct linkage shows that clustering is likely to occur in glasses containing high Ce2O3 

concentration, say in CAP3 and CAP5-1 with 23.8 and 19.6 mol% respectively  and the tendency 

of clustering decreases with Ce2O3 content which is equivalent to an increase in Al2O3 content 

from CAP3 to CAP9. Figure 5.12a shows the average of cluster size which measures the degree 

of clustering in each CAP glass.  

The average cluster size is 2.8, 2.4, 1.8, and 1.1 for CAP3, CAP5-1, Cap6, and CAP9 

respectively. This tendency of Ce-O-Ce linkages characteristic of clustering is evidenced through 

Ce-O polyhedra connections in correlation with O-Ce-O/Ce-O-Ce bond angle distributions and 

Ce-Ce distances. The connections between CeOx and PO4 tetrahedra revealed two trends 

evolving with the concentration x of Ce2O3 as shown in figure 5.13a :  

• For 1.8 mol% ≤ x < 13.8 mol%,  corner sharing decreases from 57.1% to 52.0% and 
edge sharing increases from 28.6% to 41.6%  

• For 13.8 mol% < x ≤ 23.8 mol%, corner sharing increases from 52.0% to 55.9 % 
whereas edge sharing decreases from 41.6 % to 34.4 % 

• Face sharing increases monotonically from 6.1% and reaches its maxi 10.7% around 
20 mol% Ce2O3.   
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All these critical values of corner (52.0%) and edge (41.6%) sharing occur at 13.8 mol% 

of Ce2O3 beyond which all sharing types other than corner sharing set large rigid regions in 

which cerium ions share NBOs through edges and faces. Consequently the coordination number 

of cerium ions is minimal and thus lead inevitably to clusters consistent cumulatively with 

average cluster size variation and cerium ions connectivity in CAP glasses as shown in figure 

5.13(a-b). These results are in very good agreement with those reported by Rygel et al. [20] who 

suggested cerium clustering for glasses containing  about 14 mol% Ce2O3 or more in 

aluminophosphate.  

Although aluminum is predominantly 4-coordinated, the presence of substantial 5 and 6 –

coordination states along with O-Al-O bond angle distributions indicates well the variation of 

aluminum short range structure in the entire series of cerium-aluminophosphate glasses. The 

alteration of aluminum immediate environment is more perceptible towards octahedral aluminum 

with pentahedral aluminum fractions increasing regularly with aluminum concentration through 

the series. Aluminum ions are found to incorporate the network mainly in tetrahedral 

environment as well as in five –coordinated Al where Al-O bond is connected to a phosphorus 

atom. This is consistent with Al-O coordination number of 4.08-4.13 for the series and implying 

the entire aluminum preferentially bonded to phosphorus via non-bridging oxygen and with no 

additional aluminum available for Ce-O-Al linkages. From Table 5.7 or 5.9, the average number 

of P-oxygen tetrahedra and Ce –oxygen polyhedra linked to each aluminum ion is found in the 

range of 4.0-4.1 and 0 respectively, which supports sufficiently the preference of phosphorus 

around aluminum. Furthermore, the highest fraction 0.0002% of Al-O-Al in conjunction with Al-

Al correlation at 3.0-3.5 Å is sufficient to claim no or minor linkages between Al-O polyhedra in 
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the entire series. Fortunately, AlOy polyhedral units are connected through 100% of corner 

sharing from CAP3 to CAP6, through 98.4% of corner and 1.6% of edge sharing in CAP9.  

Aluminum is primarily added to substantially improve the chemical durability of 

phosphate network and so it is consistent to ascribe the strengthening properties to the preference 

of aluminum to connect to four phosphorus ions via oxygen ions. This allows aluminum ion to 

link using different paths of the phosphate network and thus forming P-O-Al-O-P linkages 

stronger than P-O-Ce-O-P ones. Presumably, the strengthening may evolve with both the 

concentration and the number of aluminum linked to phosphorus via oxygen and thus with the 

degree of depolymerization. An investigation intended for revealed interdependence between the 

number of P-O-Al and aluminum concentration. The evolution of the number of P-O-Al linkages 

are dominated by Q1
m , Q2

m , Q3
m species with m ≥ 1 and can follow a distribution according to 

Al content.  

At intermediate concentration as 16.4 mol%, Q1
1 and Q2

1 reach their maximum and 

decline in the range of higher Al content. At this concentration, the population of one P-O-Al 

linkage per P-tetrahedron is high. At high concentration as 28.3 mol% Al2O3, the structure 

comprises Q1
2 (14.79%), Q1

3 (15.15), Q2
1 (19.13), and Q2

2 (22.17%) which indicate the presence 

of high population characterized by two or three P-O-Al linkages per P-tetrahedron. This number 

of linkages infers an improvement of the chemical durability of cerium-aluminophosphate 

glasses as a result of alumina addition. The presence of Q0
4, Q1

3, Q2
2,, and Q3

1 through the series 

implies the use of the terminal oxygen of P=O in linkages with a cation, either cerium or 

aluminum. This phenomenon, called re-polymerization of the glassy network, has been reported 

by Hope [75]. The connectivity between aluminum-oxygen polyhedra and PO4 tetrahedra with 

100% of corner sharing and between aluminum oxygen polyhedra with almost 100% of corner 
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sharing through the series indicate a well distribution and incorporation of aluminum in all CAP 

glasses. 

The short range structure of the different components P, Ce, Al, and O present in CAP 

glasses combined with the medium range structure describing the distribution and connectivity of 

the cation- oxygen polyhedral units, CeO6/7, AlO4, and PO4 converge to CAP glass structures 

from MD favorably comparable to their experimental analogs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Table 5.9: Statistics of cation polyhedra CeOx , PO4 , AlOy connectivity in CAP glasses. 

 [CeOx]- [CeOx] [CeOx]-[PO4] [AlOy]-[ AlOy] 

 Sharing (%) Sharing (%)        Sharing (%) 

Glass Total Corner Edge Face Total Corner Edge Total Corner Edge 

CAP3 637 55.9 34.4 9.6 5706 94.3 5.7 2 100 0 

CAP5 469 53.9 35.2 10.7 4719 94.4 5.6 11 100 0 

CAP6 244 52.0 41.6 6.1 3196 94.9 5.1 18 100 0 

CAP9 7 57.1 28.6 0 417 95.2 4.8 62 98.4 1.6 
 

 [PO4]-[PO4] [PO4]-[ AlOy] [CeOx]- [AlOy] 

         Sharing (%)        Sharing (%)         Sharing (%) 

Glass Total Corner Edge Total Corner Edge Total Corner Edge Face 

CAP3 2656 100 0 671 100 0 42 83.3 14.3 2.4 

CAP5 2372 100 0 1699 100 0 126 77.8 22.2 0 

CAP6 2399 100 0 2655 100 0 95 84.2 15.8 0 

CAP9 2436 100 0 4649 100 0 44 72.7 27.3 0 
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Figure 5.14(a-b):  (a) Average cluster size in CAP glasses and (b) clusters of Ce ions through  
edge and face sharing in CAP3 with O (Red), Al (Blue) Ce (Yellow), P (Purple).             

    

Figure 5.15 (a-b) : (a) [CeOx]-[CeOx] and [CeOx]-[PO4] connectivity in Ce-aluminophosphate  
glasses and (b) Cerium coordination number and average cluster correlation in Ce-
aluminophosphate glasses. 

(b) 
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5.6 Conclusions 

The structures of four cerium containing aluminophosphate (CAP) glasses with up to 

23.8 mol% Ce2O3 were studied using molecular dynamics simulations and compared with 

experimental X-ray diffraction. Comparative studies of X-ray diffraction data of both MD 

simulations and experiment have validated the structural models generated by MD simulation, 

yielding an RX-factor well below 7%. The short range structure reveals P-O coordination number 

of 4 and composition independent, Al-O coordination number around 4.1 and increases slightly 

with Al2O3 content. Ce3+-O coordination number was found to decrease from 6.5 as Ce2O3 was 

added and reaches a minimum of 6.2 at 13.8 mol% Ce2O3 and then increases to 6.4 at 23.8 

mol%. However Ce4+-O coordination numbers always increases with Ce2O3 content, stays 

smaller than Ce3+-O coordination number before and then become higher after 13.8 mol%. 

Clustering studies combined with CeOx polyhedra connectivity reveals the existence of cerium 

clustering that occurs for glass compositions with cerium concentration higher than 13 mol% in 

accord with the Ce3+ coordination number variation and average cluster size of 1.80 or higher. 

The number of AlOy connected to PO4 tetrahedra through P-O-Al-O-P linkages increases 

the chemical durability while keeping the flexibility of phosphate glasses through oxygen corner 

sharing between PO4 and AlOy. Aluminum enters the phosphate glass network mainly as 4- and 

5- coordination which are only connected to PO4 tetrahedra identified by Q1
1, Q1

2, Q2
1, and Q2

2 

species. 

Cerium ions were found to be preferentially surrounded by phosphate oxygen polyhedra 

and not aluminum oxygen units. Phosphate oxygen polyhedral groups form a solvation shell 

structure around cerium ions, which lowers or avoids clustering of cerium ions in CAP glasses. 

In addition, phosphate oxygen polyhedral solvation shell structure around cerium ions plays a 
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role of great importance on the charge trapping and thus color center formation in cerium 

containing aluminophosphate glasses. Taking into the tendency of cerium clustering and the 

solvation shell structure formation, the design of highly efficient optical materials and especially 

for UV transparency in the case of cerium containing aluminophosphate glasses would consider 

a cerium concentration less than 13 mol% for an average cluster size smaller than 1.5 .    
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY 

This thesis work, mainly devoted to structural studies of glasses containing rare earth 

(RE) ions using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, has allowed on one hand to elucidate the 

size effect on the local environment and clustering of europium ions in silica  and sodium silicate 

glasses at low doping level (~1mol% Eu2O3) and on the other hand the structural investigation 

of local and medium range orders of aluminophosphate glasses leading to the prediction of a 

composition range capable of incorporating high contents, up to 14 mol% cerium. It was 

particularly desired that the series of aluminophosphate glasses reveals glass compositions with 

high cerium content and minor structural defects in order to fit multifunctional uses. 

The local environment was assessed by calculating RE-O interatomic distance, average 

coordination number, and RE-O-RE bond angles using pair distribution functions, pair 

correlation functions and bond angle distribution function. In addition, 3 methods unified in a 

theoretical model to explore the distribution of rare earth (RE) ions , particularly in silica based 

glasses, have been used for clustering analysis and quantification and have proven to be 

conveniently applied to various glass systems containing RE ions. 

For silica and sodium silicate glasses for which one of the aim was RE local environment 

–simulation size dependence, two series of five glass samples were considered, one for Eu-doped 

silica glass and one for Eu-doped sodium silicate glass. Progressive changes of europium ions 

environments were observed as the simulation size increases. The size effect was more obvious 

in silica glasses notably characterized by the amplitudes of variation of Eu-O coordination 

numbers and distances. Eu-O coordination number and distance were found in the ranges 4.4 – 

4.6 and 2.19-2.22 Å, respectively. However, Eu-O bond lengths and coordination number remain 
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around 2.31 Å and 5.8, respectively, in modified sodium silicate glasses and are less sensitive to 

system sizes.   

It was important MD simulations confirm the modifier role of europium ions in silica 

based glasses although their contributions, insufficient, have led to lower coordination number of 

europium ions which were also found to have more bridging oxygen (BO) ions in the first 

coordination shell. Unlike silica glasses, the presence of a typical modifier such as sodium 

induced for europium ions a more symmetric local environment populated by 95% or higher of 

non-bridging oxygen (NBO) ions in sodium silicate glasses.  

Analysis of the distribution of europium ions has drawn to higher clustering tendency of 

rare earth ions in silica glasses and consistent with a small population of non-bridging oxygen 

(NBO) ions. However, in modified silicate glasses rare earth ions were better dispersed with 

fewer tendencies to cluster as a result of the modifier effect of sodium which makes available 

NBO for europium ions.  

Clustering probability was found to be a valuable tool on decision making of clustering 

and depends strongly on the number of europium ions in the simulation cell of interest, either 

from silica or silicate glass. From such a statistical tool, reliable prediction of clustering behavior 

would require at least 80 europium ions in the simulation box. In conclusion, the size does matter 

in the analysis of clustering behavior of rare earth ions from MD simulations. These results of 

size effect are consistent and explain well why clustering investigations are not concluding, 

whereas expected, in experimental work containing a small number of rare earth ions. 

In the second part dedicated to the structures of cerium aluminophosphate explored in 

details, short range analysis in terms of average coordination number, bond length, bond angle, 

has revealed a stable local environment for oxygen and phosphorus but showed composition 
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dependence notably for cerium ions and to a lesser extent for aluminum. Importantly, MD 

simulations reproduced favorably the challenging double bond P=O identifiable as P-NBO bond 

(Phosphorus non-bridging oxygen) or P-OT (phosphorus-terminal oxygen) with bond length 

(1.48-1.49Å) shorter than that of P-BO of bond length (1.53-1.54Å). Local structure of 

aluminum, although moving slightly to a higher coordination number, could not be completely 

described by MD simulations in accordance with NMR or EXAFS results in terms of changes in 

its coordination number to be 6 for aluminum oxide concentrations smaller than 15% and 4 for 

higher concentrations. However, additional information on the evolution of the coordination 

number is required to propose a satisfactory structural model of the local environment. 

Nevertheless, it was observed that the coordination state changes of aluminum as a function of 

aluminum concentration have little influence on the overall structure of cerium aluminum 

phosphate glasses as seen from the comparison with experimental diffraction data. 

The local environment of cerium 3 ions has been marked by a large variation in their 

coordination number, from 6.5 to 6.4 through a minimum of 6.2 as cerium oxide was added, 

which was found as precursor of clustering. While cerium 4 ions coordination numbers have 

increased through the entire series. Clustering size calculations combined with edge and face 

sharing of CeOx polyhedra has proven cerium clustering occurring in glass compositions with 

cerium concentration higher than 13 mol%. 

The study of the intermediate structure based on the connectivity of polyhedra revealed 

preferential arrangements that have changed very little with composition. Any aluminum–

oxygen polyhedron is connected only to phosphorus polyhedra by corner sharing leading to P-O-

Al linkages characteristics of chemical durability of phosphate glasses. Although Al enters 

phosphate glass network mainly with 4- and 5-coordination state, statistical calculations have 
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provided the nature and the number of AlOy polyhedra connected to a phosphate polyhedron as 

Qn
m  species to be Q1

1, Q1
2, Q2

1, and Q2
2 in majority. 

Importantly, MD simulations results for medium range structure showed cerium ions 

preferentially surrounded by phosphate oxygen polyhedra thus revealing the solvation structure 

already mentioned in literature.  The presence of this substructure is reported to avoid or reduce 

the formation of cerium ion clusters and to have a strong influence on charge trapping in 

aluminophosphate (CAP) glasses containing cerium. Consequently, the results from MD 

simulations can favorably serve as good predictions for composition design intended for highly 

efficient optical materials. 
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CHAPTER 7 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

This thesis has investigated the structure of europium and cerium in silica and 

aluminophosphate, respectively, using molecular dynamics simulations. 

The short and medium range structures and the size effect on the behavior of europium 

ions in silica and sodium silicate, clearly established, are valuable information for the design of 

glass with such compositions. However, to establish a complete tool of prediction in glass 

design, it is desirable to directly calculate optical and other properties of the glasses of interest 

based on the atomic structure. These calculations include: 

• Index of refraction and dispersion calculations  

• Optical absorption and emission calculations of the simulated rare earth doped glass 

One of the more significant findings to emerge from the present thesis is the favorable 

comparison of the simulated alumoniphosphate glasses with experimental ones, which confirms 

a very flexible glass network characterized by cerium high solubility. This would have made this 

series an outstanding model if Al coordination number has varied in accordance with 

experimental results instead of staying around 4.1. Therefore additional work to improve the 

potential in order to describe aluminum coordination number is of great interest and would 

reproduce the following scheme: 

• For aluminum oxide concentration smaller than 15 mol%, Al coordination number is 
6 

• For aluminum oxide concentration greater than 15 mol%,  Al coordination number is 
4 

Finally, the effect of water on glass in general and in particularly on phosphate glasses 

deserves another attention since this interaction degrades glasses. Therefore, structural studies 

could help to tailor the mechanism of degradation and compare with experimental studies 
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already reported. Furthermore, it would be useful when comparing glass from MD simulations 

with experimental data such as those from neutron diffraction in that the presence of water can 

be source of disagreement due the large scattering length of hydrogen.  
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